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92nd Congress Battles Nixon
To End; Kills Many Measures
WASHINGTON t AP) — The
92nd Congress, battling with
President Nixon to the end,
killed about as many major
bills as it passed.
Even before adjournment
Wednesday night, the Democratic-controlled Congress had
its two-year record thrust into
the national political campaign.
Nixon accused the legislators
of excessive spending and
raised the issue again in his response to his twin defeat on the
last day of the session.
Congress overrode his veto of

a $24.6 billion water-pollution
control bill and killed the $250billion federal spending ceiling
he sought along with unlimited
power to make the cuts to
achieve it. Nixon characterized
the votes as an invitation to a
tax increase.
Democrats replied that the
President exaggerated the cost
of the clean-water bill, that he
has repeatedly vetoed funds
urgently needed for education,
health and other programs
treating social ills, and that he
has protected the Pentagon
budget from their effort to pare
what they call wasteful spending.
Nixon's only major domestic
legislation to survive Congress
was the $30.2 billion revenuesharing bill which he plans to
sign in ceremonies Friday at
Constitution Hall in Philadelphia.
But Congress killed the welRaymond') fare-reform plan which Nixon
comes
Now
repeatedly called his most imHamlin who brings in a big
portant. domestic proposal. It
lernala. It weighed two and onekilled antibusing legislation, all
eight pounds and measured
of the President's broad. govsixteen inches around. He got it
...e7Tent reorganization proposat
?Serida, w ken-4
als-,
alt of-the various-tuihe and his wife visited with
tional-health-care plans.
Cecil Arnold recently. Yeah we
Congress fought and lost batknow that we spelled it wrong
tles with the President on forbut just sound it out.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

There is no word in English
that rhymes with "orange."
Also no word rhymes with
"month."
A preposition is a word you
should never end a sentence
with.
FACETIOUSLY contains all
the vowels arranged in
alphabetical order, including

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
— Feeling for some electronic
pulse of life, an armada of
planes prepared to resume the
search today for a plane missing for three days with House
Democratic Leader Hale now

and three other persons aboard.
Cool and clearing weather
was expected to greet 35-40 aircraft and crews, "if they can
There were thirteen car- get off the ground due to the
penters on the Mayflower.
_
weather,"_ an Air Force spokes_
T man said.
We stole all those goodies
He added that an electronic
from a little magazine we found equipped search craft had
somewhere.
flown the suspected flight path
of the plane "hack and forth
A Washington society leader, between
Anchorage
and
seated next to President Juneau" efforts to pick up posCoolidge at a dinner party said, sible distress signals.
"Mr. President, I made a bet
Meanwhile, three Coast
today that I could get more than Guard cutters plied rough seas
two words out of you this in the Gulf of Alaska during the
evening.''
night.
Bad weather continued to
"You lose," replied the jumble the search schedule, but
President.
a Coast Guard spokesman in
Juneau said it was "silly to
President Coolidge had guests give up hope when there are so
to dinner at the White House, many areas left uncovered."
friends from Vermount. They
were worried about their table
manners so decided to watch
Cal and do whatever he did.
When Cal poured his coffee into
his saucer they did the same;
when he added sugar and cream
to the coffee in the saucer, they
did the same. Then the
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
(Continued on Page Fourteen) Association, along with the

Fall Festival To
Be Held Saturday
At Kirksey School

To Hold Bake Sale
A bake sale will be held in
front of Littleton's on the north
side of the court 'square in
on
Murray
downtown
Homecoming Day, Saturday,
October 21 starting at 8:30 a.m.
The sale, featuring all types
of home baked goods, will be
sponsored by the Sunnyside
Homemakers Club.
UPPER HONOR ROLL
Terri Turner, seventh grader
at Murray Middle School, was
listed by the Middle School as
ranking on the lower honor roll,
when she should have been on
the upper honor roll.

Kirksey Teachers will hold its
annual Fall Festival Saturday,
October 21, from 6:00 to 9:30
p.m. at the school building.
Some of the activities will be
the King and Queen contest,
cake walk, doll walk, basket
ball throw, country store,
fishing pond, the House of
Horror, and many others.
The concession stand will be
run by the Kirksey PTA.
The public is invited to attend.

Agnew Returns To Campaign By
Denouncing Antiwar Protestors

Shrine Units To

Homecoming To Mark End
To Two University Eras

Be In Parade

Ham, Bean Supper
Planned Saturday

The annual ham hock and
white bean supper will be held
at the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church on Saturday,
October 21, with serving to start
at 5:30 p.m.
This special occasion is
sponsored by the United
Methodist Women of the
Fair and cool Saturday. A church. The price for the supper
chance for showers or wilt be $1.25 per person. Hotthundershowers Sunday and dogs will be sold for fifty cents.
The public is invited to attend,
Monday. Saturdays
low
WINS GAME, LOSES RACE—Local fans in Palma de Mallorca didn't like It when their soccer
a
church spokesman said.
temperature mid 30s northeast
(earn. U.D. Campos, lost to the visitors, Murense, by a score of 2-1 at the city in the Balearic Islands
to mid 40s south. Highs Saturof Spain.Some of the fans, one of whom brandishes a chair, chased the Murense player, at right with
FREE KM'ENS
day mid 60s. Temperatures
striped jersey, who scored the winning goal. The player, as %ell as the referee, were treated for light
Three kittens are available to injuries. In Spain,
warming to lows in the mid 40s
the niain thing is winning.
to low 50s by Monday and highs persons for pets. For InAP Wirephoto via cable from Madrid
formation
753-6564.
call
in the low 70s.

The Weather

Mrs. Flood To
Head Statewide
Dietetic Group
Mrs. Anne E. Flood, director
of food service at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital, was
installed as president of the
Kentucky Dietetic Association
Wednesday during the closing
session of the association's
statewide fall meeting at
Barkley Lodge.
Mrs. Edith Dunlap of Midway
will serve as secretary and Mrs.
Shirley Snarr, Lexington, as
treasurer.
Mrs. Flood is a Registered
Dietitian, a graduate of the
University of Kentucky, and did
her internship at Presbyterian
Hospital, New York, N.Y.
She received her M.A. Degree
from Murray State University
in 1968. Mrs. Flood holds
membership in Alpha Delta
Mrs. Anne E. Flood
Kappa and was president of the
Western Kentucky Dietetic- discussion titled -Stipulate,
Stimulate or Stagnate" at the,
Association for 1970-71.
Registered dieticians from opening session Tuesdayiiisid:bk across the state participated in Wednesday , Williard Ails,
the arataal meeting which was _ptiarrancist at the local
program held Tuesday and Wednesday at hospital, presented
Lake Barkley State Park near on "Nutrition and the Drug
Program."
Cadiz.
President-elect of the state
Murray State University
faculty members, Gene Hun, dietetic association , which was
Eugene Flood i Mrs. Flood's 235 members, is Dr. Roberta
of Eastern Kentucky
husband), and Delbert Honchul Hill
participated in a panel University.

Planes Resume Search For
Boggs, Others, In Alaska

Thomas Jefferson invented
the swivel chair.

Sunnyside Homemakers

eign policy and military issues
in both the 1971 and 1972 sessions.
Amendments calling for an
end to U.S. involvement in the
Indochina war cleared the Senate three times in 1971 and
twice in 1972, but none ever got
through the House.
A watered-down version of a
proposal by Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield to fix a
time for U.S. withdrawal from
Vietnam did goato .the White
House last year but Nixon announced he would ignore it.
Congress ratified the armslimitation agreements worked
The Murray Civitan Club made a $50 donation to the landscaping fund of the Murray Woman's
out by the President with the
Club. Left to right, Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs. John J. Livesay, chairman, Coffield Vance, Civitan
Soviet Union.
president, Mrs. Lenvel Yates, chairman of the landscaping committee, and Mrs. Mat Sparkman,
Despite many objections,
president of the Murray Woman's Club.
members generally approved
funds for new'weapons projects
Nixon said were necessary despite the agreements.
It was in the domestic field
that Congress balked at several
key Nixon proposals, and tried
to enact others he rejected. He
vetoed some, including a broad
new child-development proBy R. GREGORY NOKES
paigning in Ohio, also touched majority of students—who have
_
gram.
Associated Press Writer
on the war issue Wednesday, sat and sat courteously through
In the 1971 'session, Congress
Vice President Spiro T. Ag- saying Nixon adviser Henry A. my remarks ... are somewhat
-dici.sive the President the eco- new has returned to the cam- Kissinger "is going to be embarrassed by the lack of civnomic and tax
'neigh- VIM a dernmeiM4ee-ei- -traveling, all-avet Lie_world 4n ility on the part of those few
said he needed to control and antiwar protesters "who have search of the peace that was who exerCised their lungs;"-he
stimulate business.
exercised their lungs..-,. !Bitch _promised four years ago."
said to cheers.
better than they exercised their
President Nixon did not have
Shriver, the Democratic canany campaign appearances didate for vice president, said
Meanwhile, his Democratic scheduled for Wednesday or in Chicago that if the
rival, Sargent Shriver, said that today. A radio broadcast that McGovern-Shriver campaign
win or lose, the campaign will was planned for today was "can achieve nothing more
have been worth it if it forces postponed until sometime dur- than to force President Nixon
President Nixon to accept ing the weekend.
to accept peace terms in Vietpeace in Vietnam.
A Nixon spokesman did deny nam, that will have been a
Today's search was expected
Democratic presidential can- that anyone at the White House great achievement."
to center around two areas didate George McGovern, cam"had any involvement, awareAt Yonkers, N.Y., he told a
along the 560-mile route — the
ness or asaociation" with the black that any black who votes
rugged Portage Pass area 50
June 17 break-in at Democratic,
miles southwest of Anchorage
party headquarters at the Wa- i Continued on Page Fourteen)
and coastline and mountain
tergate complex in Washington.
areas northwest of Juneau,
..a•If anyone had been involved
about 500 miles to the southin such activities," said press
east.
secretary Ronald L. Ziegler,
Several Shrine Clubs „wilt
The missing twin-engine, Ces"they would not long be at the
sna 310 left Anchorage Monday participate in the Murray State
White House."
on the last leg of a whirlwind University
Homecoming
Vice President Agnew made
Eddie Morris of Benton was
campaign tour by Boggs on be- Parade.
his first campaign appearances treated at the emergency room
half of AlasIta's_lone member
The Rizpah Clowns of the
of the week at Grand Rapids, of the Murray-('alloway County
of the House, Rep. Nick Begich. Murray Shrine-Club
'''Mich, and areen Ray,
°vital-en-Wednesday aX.4.40
It has not been heard from ticipate again this year. Other
and was scheduled to go to p.m. according to hospital ofsince.
units scheduled to take part are
Bridgeport, Conn., today.
ficials.
Aboard it were Boggs, 58: Princeton Shrine Club. two
Confronted by antiwar heckMorris, age 19, sustained a
Begich, 40; his aide, Russell units from the Henderson
lers at Calvin College in Grand fracture of his left leg in an
Brown, 37, and the pilot, Don Shrine Club, a mini-bike patrol
Rapids, Agnew
repeatedly automobile accident, according
E. Jonz, 38, of Fairbanks.
and a Prankster unit, the Motor
chided them. "I am certain to hospital records.
Fog, rain and generally poor Escort from Hopkinsville, the
that the many students—the
flying weather prevented all Motor Patrol and the Oriente
but the briefest of visual Band from the Paducah Shrine
searches of the two areas Wed- Club.
Auction Sale Planned
nesday.
Potentate William A. Toy will
be in the parade along with the At The Hazel Church
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
rest of the Divan, the ruling
The Carolyn Circle of the
body of Rizapah Temple.
Calloway Beta Club
All local Shriners who are not Hazel United Methodist Church
part of a unit, are urged to be at will have an auction sale on
Schedules Bake Sale
the Freed Cotham Company at Saturday, October 21, at 1:30
The Calloway County High 8:30 a.m. on Saturday with their p.m. at the church. In case of
School Beta Club will have
Fez, These Sinners are needed bad weather, the sale will be
bake sale on Saturday, October to either ride in the parade or to held inside the building.
Proceeds will be used for
21, starting at 8:30 a.m. in front drive cars.
of the old Belk's Department
Shrine Clowns are asked to church projects. Household
Store on the west side of the gather at the same location by items, appliances, some antiques, and general items will
court square in downtown 8:00 a.m.
Murray.
Following
the
parade be sold along with food and
Miss Stacy Adams, Beta Club Shriners are asked to be-at the beverages. Douglas Shoemaker
president, said all types of bake Triangle Inn at 11:30 for a dutch has volunteered his services a
auctioneer.
goods will be on sale.
treat luncheon.
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Eddie Morris Is
Injured, Accident

Dr. J. R. Ross

Dr. J. R. Ross To
Be Speaker Mond4

Homecoming at Murray State
finiversity Saturday, Oct. 21,
will mark the end of two eras.
As the Golden Anniversary
Homecoming,it will be the final
chapter of the first 50 years of
sae .4 -school's history _ for
alumni who come swarmang
back to the campus for that
special day each fall.
And it will simultaneously be
the Homecoming farewell to old
Cutchin Stadium, the site of
home football games for the
Thoroughbreds since the fall of
1934.
Homecoming next year-to be
the first of a new half decadewill be celebrated in a new but
long-delayed football stadium.
Work on the ill-fated project
first scheduled for completion
in ) the summer of 1971 has been
resumed under the supervision
of a new contractor and is expected to be finished next
August.
So Cutchin Stadium, built as
a WPA project in the lean years
of the 1930s, will ring with the
cheers of Homecoming for the

Tom Rickman To Speak
At Murray State Friday

Tom Rickman, noted film
director and writer, will speak
at the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Theatre at Murray State
Friday, at 3 p.m.
The program is open to the
public; and there will be a
liihn and auswei session
following.
A Rickman exhibit is now
being planned for the University Library by Ann Herron.
Rickman, born in 1940 in rural
Kentucky,served three years in
the Marines before enrolling in
Murray State University where
he received his B.A. degree.
While
attending
the
University of Illinois, where he
received his Master of Arts
degree, he founded the 'Depot,
an organization which produced
Plays and made films. He was
also active as a stage)actor and
director, and'wrote and
directed his first film, "Good
FREE KITTEN
A three months old kitten, Blood."
At the American Film Inhousebroken, is free to someone
for a good home. Call 753-4811 stitute in Los Angeles, Rickman
wrote, directed, and edited a 24
after Jive p.m.

Dr. J. R. Ross will be the
guest speaker at the Continuing
Education Program, sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway: County
ospital, at the meeting to be
held Monday, October 23, at
- :30 p.m. --In the confereftc
room at the hospital.
"Etilogy of Strokes" will be
the theme of the discussion by
Dr. Ross who is associated with
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc. He joined the staff at the
clinic in September 1970 and is a
native of Beaver Dam. He
received his B.S. Degree from
Western Kentucky University in
1963, and his M.D. Degree from
the University of Louisville
School of Medicine in 1967.
All registered nurses and
licensed practical nurses in the
community are invited to attend. .

final time Saturday and then
soon become a relic. An overflow crowd of more than 8,000
fans is expected to turn out to
see the blue-and-gold clad
Thoroughbreds do battle with
Ohio Valley Conference rival
'East TenWessee University- at
1:30 p.m.
Located in the heart of the
campus, the old stadium is
named in honor of the late
Carlisle Cutchin who spent
almost three decades as a coach
and athletic director at Murray
State before his death in
Not far away from Cutchi
Stadium-at the intersection of
U.S. 641 and Ky. 121 Bypass on
the northeast corner of the
campus-the dust has begun to
fly again after a work stoppage
of more than four months on
Roy Stewart Stadium. Stewart
is also a former athletic
director and coach.
Stewart Stadium is part of a
$5.3 million . academic-athletic
complex and will seat more
than 16,000 spectators for
football.

minute film,"What Fixed Me,"
in 1970. The film was shot on
location in Kentucky.
This film won first prize at the
Washington National Student
Film Festival, as well as the
Judge's Award, and was chosen
to be shown at the New York
Film Festival.
Rickman also played opposite
Elizabeth Hartman in a 45
minute film "Intermissions,"
while at the Institute.
After leaving the Institute,
Rickman wrote three original
screen plays, "Roots," "Next
of Kin," and "The Leavings of
B.T. Womac," and adapted two
other works, "The Hands of
Corinac Joyce," for the
Hallmark Hall of Fame, "The
Laughing Policeman," for
Twentieth Century Fox.
He received screen credit for
having written "Kansas City
Boinber," and is currently
preparing another original,
"W.W. and the Dixie Dancekings," for production this
fall.

•
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MSU Faculty
Members To
Present Papers
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Four faculty members in the
chemistry department at
Murray State University will
the
present papers at
Southeastern Regional meeting
of the American Chemical
Society in Birmingham, Ala.,
Nov. 2-4,
They are: Dr. B. E. McClellan, Dr. Marshall Gordon,
Dr. Annette Gordon and Dr.
Harry L. Conley, Jr.
McClellan, who will also
preside at one of the analytical
chemistry sessions, will present
two papers-"Enhancement of
Atomic Absortion Sensitivity of
Antimony, Arsenic, Cadmium,
Copper, and Selenium by
Solvent Extract" and "Submicrogram-Level Determination of Mercury in Biological
Samples."
Research for the first paper
was done jointly by McClellan
and James S. Chambers, a
recent M.S, degree graduate at
Murray State, while Gordon and
S. D. Dassani, another recent
M.S. degree recipient, worked
with McClellan on the second
paper.
Gordon will present a paper
titled
"Rapid
Gas
Chromatographic Separation of
Diastereomeric DihaloButanes, Pentanes, and
Hexanes." His paper is the
result of _research done by
Gordon, Forrest L. Bayer, a
recent M.S. degree graduate,
and Paul C. Goodley, a recent
dtgree graduate. - • Mrs. Gordon will present a
paper titled "Configurational
Assignments
by
Kinetic
Resolution," which she worked
with Alec F. Bridges, a recent
M.S.degree graduate,and J. M.
Morgan, a graduate student in
the chemistry department, to
preapare.
Conley's
paper,
titled
"Crystal Structures-The
Packing of Atoms or Ions in
Crystals,"
describes
a
laboratory
experiment
developed by Conley for use in
the undergraduate chemistry
curriculum at Murray State.

4a,
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The Outstanding Civic Asset al a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIKES Fill

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Booker Adams of South Hazel
Miraculously eseaped serious injury this morning
when their house and business was virtually
destroyed by a 'run-away- tractor and trailer.
Joe Johnston of Hazel received the Citizenship
Award presented last night by Hazel WOW Camp 138
at its annual family night meeting.
A-2C James Gordon Enix placed second recently
In the color slide "Scenic- category in the contest
sponsored by the Air Force in the Pacific Theatre.
Miss Linda Wilson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
D. Wilson, was married to Lonnie Wayne Barrett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Barrett, on October 6.

20 Years Ago Today

Sett

LEDGER & TIKES rill

Aleirsoopore

Deaths reported are Lamar. Hendon, age 59, of
Murray Route Five, Mrs. E. S. (Miss- Loth&
Diuguid. Sr., age 90, of Murray, and Mrs. J. W.
CatdweH-of-Hiekman. mothetoLMr13.4.4. Miller of
Murray.
- Miss Daphene McDougal, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rayburn McDougal of Murray, was marriedt0
Pfc. Clarence W. Bennett, son of Mrs. Ethel Bennett
of Colorado, on October 11.
Mrs. Beurdean Wrather and John Grogan were
jnstalled as worthy matron and worthy patron
'respectively of the Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
'Order of the Eastern Star at the installation held at
the regular meeting.
Showing at 'the Varsity Theatre is "A Streetcar
Named Desire" with Vivien Leigh, Marlon Brando,
Kim Hunter. and Karl Malden.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And Orpah kissed her mother-in-law; But Ruth
klave unto her.—Ruth 1:14.
t Mere duty is commonplace; true love is hard to
find.

isn't it The Truth!
by Carl Riolet Jr.
The Age of Unreason is also the Age of the Flack.
The Age of the Flack is also the Age of the Handout;
ivhich is to say that a hundred thousand publicity
and PR people hand us blanderized, self-serving,
ticredibly oversimplified and often quite false
pictures of an America that needs to be saved by
truth, not merchandising and tub-thumping.
"To withhold truth is to bury gold."
—Danish Proverb

Down Concord Way ...

Bountiful Dinner and Fellowship
Enjoyed By The Lovins' Family
,
By Estelle Spiceland
October 16, 1972
Thanks to the Ledger and
Times for printing the announcement, arid to the Murray
Federal Savings and Loan
people for allowing us the use of
the lovely community room
before the season closed, the
Lovins reunion was a very
enjoyable occasion Sunday.
Those enjoying the bountiful
dinner and fellowship were Mrs.
Hazel Utterback, Otis, Charlie,
and Robert Lovins, the Herman
Lovins', Norman Lovins'. the
Gene Lovins' _ family, the
Rainey Lovins' and
her
mother, Mrs. Mary Wisehart,
the Oury Lovins', Linus
Spicelands', Guy Lovins' and
grand nephew, Chris Williams,
Mrs. Jewe, Outland, the
Douglas Shoemaker's, Mrs.
Annie Bailey and grandsonN
Ernie Rob Bailey, and guests,
Mr. and Mrs, Burman Parker
and Mrs. and Mrs. Earl Byerly,
The death of Roy Harper,
husband of the former Flora
Lovins of Michigan, prevented
any of that family from attending. Hersister, Gladys and
husband, who just- last week
moved 'here, returned to
Michigan for the funeral.
Too often in this modern day.
we forget each other until a
funeral prompts ut to send
flowers, but a happy reunion
such as we enjoyed Sunday
•-•
reminds us that still "Blest be
the tie that binds" us with
precious memories, which are
our roses in life's Decembers.
The beauty of the October

o,

Sabbath was shattered by the
wail of the ambulance siren as
We came home.
Later we heard that down in
the bottoms below Bruce
Ferguson's home here that
some boys, after building duck
blinds and practicing shooting
dummy ducks with pistols, that
a Murray High School senior,
Rickie Darnell, was dead.
So it's sunshine and shadow
all through life's story.
Larry Neale Crank, another
teenager had a freak accident
last week when a car battery
exploded in his face, injuring
his eyes.
Jesus words in Matthew 25-13
should be remembered daily,
"Watch therefore, for ye know
neither the day nor the hour
wherein the Son of Man
cometh."
Statement of faith
MINNEAPOLIS tUPII-God is far from dead, according
to a statement issued by the
_Assemblies of God after a
three-day meeting of the
denomination's Council on
Spiritual Life here.
'There is thrilling evidence
that God is moving mightily-by
His Spirit throughout all the
earth . . Thousands of people
have prayed for years that this
would come to pass. the
statement said. -The coming of
the Roly Spirit to curb a broad
sweep of the.church world is
God's way of counteracting the
secularism.
liberalism.
humanism, and occultism that
plague today's Society."

\ GEORGE, YOU SURE' THIS IS A SHORT CUT?!

FROM MAY NW OCTO13EFt—

McGovern Takes Strident Tone
Last May Sen. George McGovern
said that he was redoubling his efforts to avoid inflammatory rhetoric. "I've tried to be very restrained
in what I say to have a calming, reassuring effect, rather than to incite
a crowd," he added.
The political ad rhetorical distance between May and October was
painfully audible when Senator
McGovern addressed some 400 editors of news media served by United
Press International.
It was a arime forum for the
Democrat seeking-The pretide-acy to
get his message to American citizens. After all, he does insist that
people do not know the real George
McGovern. Instead, the senator
chose the editors' conference to engage in some of his most strident
speechmaking to date.
He called the Nixon Administration the most corrupt in history and
accused it of trying to "make the
press a cheering section." He declared that the President is a man
with "no constant principle except
,opportunism and political man;vpulalion," and for good measure called
him a liar. He offered only innuendo,
not proof, to back his strong indictments.
Unfortunately, there is substantial
evidence that the senator's campaign of vilification is a deliberate,
purposeful campaign strategy, not
merely a lapse of manners and reason as the result of campaign stress.
In •recent weeks he has suggested
that psychiatrists should study the
President to determine why he is

"afraid'' of this or that. He has compared Mr. Nixon to a "reformed
drunk" for visiting Moscow and Peking. On at least five occasions Senator McGovern has put the President into the same mold as Hitler,
insisting that he was "power mad"
and that his attitude toward youth is
"like an animtil that feeds on its
young."
Nor are hisiattacks limited to his

opponent. Senator McGovern has
called poll takers "nutty" men who
conspire in back rooms to influence
ele—ctions. He - describes -Cabinet
members as "lackeys" or worse. He
casts aspersions on many of his own
colleagues in the Senate, labels
some columnists who oppose him as
"paranoid propagandists." Responsible labor leaders who cannot support McGovern are to him persons
who "should have their heads examined." He has said that young
persons who will vote for the President are "too confused to know
which side is up."
These are sensationalist attacks
which do not outline the senator's
programs or shed light on the issues,
although they may tell us something
about his character. They are words
of confusion and desperation.
In a keynote address to the Demo—
cratic National Convention last July
Larry O'Brien, then chairman of his
party, said that Democrats would
'cool the excessive political rhetoric
... lighten the purple prose." He
should remind Senator McGovern of
this high political road.

Airline pilot repeats

historic jet flight
Twenty years sip,,Capt.
Trevor Marsden of British—
Overseas Airways Corp., was
at the controls of a Comet I on
the first scheduled jet service
from London to Johannesburg.
This year on the eve of the
20th anniversary of that trip
he landed in Johannesburg —
at the end of his regular 744
flight from London, making
the flight in 13 hours instead of
the 24 hours required for the
initial Comet I journey.

Port of Miami going
clackers over clackers
Some 47 tons of clacker —
the noisy toy consisting of two
hard plastic balls connected
by a cord — are driving Port
of Miami officials clackers.
Port officials confiscated
them, after the manufacturer
went bankrumpt, to pay for
freight and storage charges,
only to find that they couldn't
sell them because they were
declared dangerous.

Polls Show Different
Margins For Nixon
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF .
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Last
Sunday, top aides of Sen.
George McGovern's presidential campaign made available
the result of the latest California sampling by their own
pollster, Patrick Caddell, showing President Nixon with a
three-point lead in the nation's
largest state.
A day later, the independent
Field Poll came out, showing
Nixon with a 14-point lead.
McGovern aides, while challenging the results, conceded
privately that the Field results
were a psychological setback.
In 1972, more than in any
previous national election, politicians and reporters are taking
polls, scrutinizing the results
and
making
comparisons,
though knowing the whole exercise has several fatal flaws.
None of the polls purport to
show more than the standing on
the day of the sampling The
in-home interviewers decry the
telephone pollsters and vice
versa. And the McGovern
camp, whose polls were relatively accurate in the spring,
can't understand the disparity
in the fall and the inclination of
many to dismiss their results
as self-serving.
In California, for example,
where Caddell's polling between Oct. 9 and 11 showed
Nixon with a 45-42 Thad; Fieler$
polling in the first week of October put the President ahead
59 to 36,0
,
rnpAred
lead two months earlier.
An independent poll in late
September by Dorothy Corey
showed Nixon's lead at approximately 43 to 37. And the
McGovern camp insisted a recent Republican poll actually
shewed Nixon a point behind.
The same pattern shows up
elsewhere.
In Michigan, where the most
recent Detroit News poll gave
Nixon a 52-37 lead, Caddell's
findings showed a nine-point
swing from Nixon to McGovern
since last August. Then, Nixon
led 57 to 31; now, the tally is 48
to 40.
At the *am* time, the
Yankelovich poll for The New
York Times and Time magazine showed the President with
a 50-28 lead in a state he lost
Lour years.ago_____
Similarly,
in
Illinois,
Yankelovich's figures were 60
to 24 for Nixon. Caddell's were
51 to 34 for the President, corn-

pared with an earlier tally of 63
to 27.
- In New York, Yankelovich's
sampling showed Nixon with a
lopsided 50-33 lead in another
state he had never before carried. Caddell, however, put the
gap at only 50 to 39. McGovern
aides noted that, in neither
case, did Nixon have more than
50 per cent.
In every case, the McGovern
polls showed the Democratic
candidate behind—but by a
smaller degree than the independent polls and within the
range that McGovern aides like
to call "striking distance."
At the same time, the national polls were showing very
little change in the big Nixon
lead in a major disappointment
to McGovern aides who had
talked about moving to within
15 points of the President by
early October and to within 5
points later in the month.
The new Gallup Poll showed
Nixon's August lead of 64 to 30
had only dropped eight points
to 60 to 34. The latest
Yankelovich figures were 57 to
27.
The McGovern camp notes,
however, that the polls were all
taken before McGovern's Oct.
10 Vietnam speech, which set
off increased financial contributions that aides hope will presage a pickup in his support.
One of the main consolations
for the McGovern camp was
that the White House is disinclined to think that the election will be ail lopsided as polls
currently show.
,
Many national polls tend to
-obscure state-by-state differences under which, some of the
more optimistic McGovern
aides claim, their candidate
could somehow piece together
an electoral vote majority of
the needed 270 with narrow victories in big states while losing
the over-ail popular vote because of massive defeats in other states.
No take-home gold
MAGNA, Utah (UPI) —
Workers at the gold refinery of
Kennecott Copper Corp.
work in a sealed area, in a
special

uniform

and

are

required to shower thoroughly
after each shift.
Their uniforms are processed
each day and the shower water
is filtered to pick up stray
mold dust. The
-peretielee
refinery produces • about
400,000 ounces of gold yearly
as a byproduct of copper
mining.
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THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURES A BOY EVER HAD!
METRO GOLDWYN MAYER •—... SAMUEL GOLDWYN JR S
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
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1 C7 EtlEilAt
Child Mental Hesids
A major new thrust in mental
healtfl services for children is
being mounted with support
from tpe Health Services and
Mental Health Administration's
National Institute of Mental

Health.
in the' amount
of S10.000.000 have been ear,
marked to implement child menSpecial funds

tal health services through community mental centers,
The new funds will provide
staff grant support for children's
services and will be used to develop preventive progrWS-fft&Treach out to children in their
lacrimal neighborhood settings.
These programs will make
available a full range of treatment, 'liaison-. and follow-up
mental health services that may
include such activities as day
care, consultafion -io schools,
and family counseling.

To receive the new 'grant support, community_ renters mutt
develop the kinds of preventive
programs that supplement and
go beyond the basic servicescurrently available.

Priority emphasis will
given to stimulating and developing 'innovative approaches
that pull together and coordinate existing human services resources for children within the
community.
This will include special attention to close collaborative programmiqg of services in community 'mental health centers
with other community child and
family health services and a variety of experimental approaches
to the establishment of local

The Incredible
ma

Jviter services for children is a
chief:- concern of the National
Institute of Mental Health and
has becn made one of the top
priorities of the Institute.
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NIGGER
CHARLEY"
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health and human service delivery systerng.
The development of more and

MAJOR OPERATOR
Japan Air Lines, with thirteen 747s in its fleet, is now the
largest non-U.S. airline operator of superjets. Second is
BOAC with 12. Pan Am, with
thirty 747s, is still the world's

— tio•;=.4,-

Somebody warn theWest.
Nigger Charity
ain't running no more.
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By RALPH BENNETT
Copley News Service
Congressman John Schmitz
has stepped into the shoes of
Gov. George C. Wallace of
Alabama as the presidential
candidate of the American
Party — and the difference in
the campaign styles of the two
men is striking.
The principles are pretty
much the same but the personalities are entirely different.
Schmitz was a state senator
from Orange County, Calif.,
for six years before he became a congressman in 1970.
He is 42, a former Marine
Corps pilot, a former college
instructor. He wears a trim
moustache, speaks fluently in
sometimes complex sentences, and likes to coin witt1cisms.
Wallace, compared to
Schmitz, has always conveyed an impression of primitive power. The governor of
Alabama has a sense of
humor but in his speeches he
hardly ever says anything
that could be called witty. '
His public humor always is
used like a he'Weapon and
it has had a powerful impact.
In 1968, when Wallace was
campaigning for the presidency, he was always accompanied by gospel singers and
Alabama state troopers.
Wally Fowler of - Nashville
used to sing, "How Great
Thou Art." Combined with the
governor's southern accent,
all this gave the campaign a
definite rural flavor.
---___ Schmitz is more sophisti----rated. He didn't grow up in a
small town. Country music
isn't his cup of tea. He grew
up in Milwaukee, Wis., and he
and his wife both worked in
the breweries there. Then
they moved to the sprawling
subdivisions of Southern California.
In 1970, Schmitz was elected
to Congress in an Orange
County-San Diego County district that had been represented by the late Rep. James
B. Litt.
Ott was a strong conservative but be was also a ioyal
Republican.
He did not vote for all the
programs of President Nixon
in Congress but he never
would have campaigned
against a Republican president.
That is just what Congreessman Schmitz proceeded to do. He says he put
principles ahead of party. He
encouraged a conservative
challenge to President
Nixon's candidacy for nomination for reelection.
Schmitz said, in jest, that he
didn't object to the President's trip to Peking, only to
the return trip.
The White House didn't find
• that funny, especially when
Schmitz was the President's
own congressman, the Nixons
having moved their voting
residence to San Clemente in
Orange County.
The upshot was that
Schmitz was defeated in the
June primary election.
He failed to win the GOP
nomination for reelection to
Congress. He was beaten by
Orange County Assessor Andrew J. Hinshaw, who campaigned as a loyal supporter
of President Nixon.
Schmitz calls Hinshaw "my
proxy opponent" and says his
real opponent was the President, Who "sent his ,henchmen out to get me."
- Meanwhile, Gov. Wallace
had been shot and severely
wounded in Lairel, Md.,. in
May. He was disabled. The
way was open for Schmitz to
.. try for the presidential nomi__nation of the American Party
(called the American Independent Party in California I.
He leaped at the opportunity.
The party was largely the
creation of Wallace in 1968.
Schmitz says he wants to
build the party now so that it
is more important than any
one leader. "You can't assassinate a party," he explains.
But, without Wallace's
leadership, the American
Party seems to face an uncertain future.
Schmitz is bouncy and full
of optimism. He doesn't want
to be put in the same category
with the minor party candidate on the left, Dr. Benjamin
Spock of the People's Party.
I "Don't put me in kook corner
with the kookie candidates.")
In 1968, however, Wallace
got only 6.7 per cent of the
vote in California, a disappointing performance for all
his celebrity status.

Prices Good Thru Sunda , October 22

Halloween
Costumes

MAGICOLOR
Long-sleeve
I 1 SPRAY PAINT
BOYS SHIRTS -

97

Compare at 2.99

great looking
A
print shirt for guys.
Long sleeves, cuffs
in sizes 8 to 18. A
lot of super colors.

Per Cent Cotton
FLARE LEG

BOYS'

100

LINED

PANTS

Be cozy this winter
in these furry shoes.
Soft lining and innersole for comfort.
Sizes to 10 In assorted colors.

Asst

Sizes and

Our Reg. 77C

CPO COATS

Colors

MENS
WORK CLOTHES

WOMENS

GUCCI
PUMP

LONG or SHORT
SLEEVE SHIRTS

Soft vinyl uppers with
semi -gloss finish. Moc
vamp with nickel vamp
decoration. Straight midi
-.heel. Sizes to 10 in black

Sizes 14'h to 17

i
.
.

Compere at 3.99

4

Take-Me-Mong

CUSHION
A checkerboard
square cushion.
Great for the
car or tootball Compare
at 1.49
'**
"fr;

The best buy in towni
Permanent press 59/50
Polyestec/Cottoot
in grey_or

Electric

Can
Opener

LADIES
WIDE WALE

Reg. 55.97
Model
CO-11

,111,
1
"

$422

CORDUROY

MENS
DRESS
SHIRTS

Tune Up Special!

CAR COATS
• Double Breasted

SPARK
PLUGS

91

• Gold Button Trim
• Asstd. Sizes and Colors

ROOM SIZE

Compare at 5.99
100% textured nylon
shirt with
dress
french cuffs. Sizes
14/
1
4 to 17 in blue
mist, nu gold and
grape wine.

2/$1

RUGS

New Plugs-Not Reconditioned

9.2"

Limit 8
AC Champion or Autolite

Candy Kisses

111.....__.

Bag of 200

I

Don't Wait
Too Late!!
Use Our Lay-AwayI

No Extra Charge!

trioMENS WORK

TOOL BOX

SOCKS
Our Reg. 3.88

ICOLOR LATEX
ANTIQUE-IT KIT
The ideal way to bring
a new life to old furniture, unfinished pieces,
anything! It's easy!

Keep warm this
winter in these
thick,
white r
socks
while
working. Assorted sizes.3 pair
to a package. corn
",

Steer construction with handle, metal latch and lift out
tray. Hundreds
of uses.
1 49

9-9 Mon.-Sat.

Bel Air Shopping Center

1-6 Sundays

* Acres of Free Parking *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Our Reg. 3.99
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Wilson-Camp Wedding Vows Solemnized

Does honesty pay?
Readers write in

DEAR ABBY: The woman who wondered whether she
was "Honest or Stupid" for returning that which she had
found, was obviously disgruntled because no rewards were
offered.
If one expects to be rewarded for honesty, it means
that honesty today is a rarity, and I don't believe it.
A number of years ago I was stranded in Durham, N.
C., after having lost my wallet A Negro bellhop paid my
hotel bill plus breakfast, and when I obtained cash by wire
to send me on my way, I left a repayment plus a reward
for his kindness to me.
When I returned borne I found a letter with the reward
money returned to me from the bellhop, stating there was
ea price on his friendship to man. I was deeply moved by
his action and shall never forget it. By the way, I am white,
which made no difference to my black humanitarian friend.
H. A. L.. PANORAMA CITY, CAL,
DEAR ABBY: You gave a good answer to the woman
who asked "Does it pay to be honest?" ["Honesty pays in
the currency of honor and self respect."I
May I add a postscript? In determining what is right, I
find it is helpful to consider the alterreabve.
With regard to the abovementioned situation, the alternative would have been to keep the items she found instead
of returning them to their rightful owners, rationalizing,
probably won't even get a 'thank you
This type of rationalization would surely create nagging
guilt feelings which would be harder to live with than the
resentment of unexpressed gratitude on the part of the
owners.
•- -Afain and again I have found that considering the atternerve has made-the.-immechatetumleantness much
easier to bear, and helped in making the right decision.
THE REVEREND C. W. KIRKPATRICK,
LUDLOW, MASS.
- DEAR ABBY. In reply to "Honest or Stupid," I wish to
relate an experience I had some years ago in Philadelphia.
While shopping on my lunch hour in the five and ten
cent store, I noticed a woman's large pocketbook setting on
the counter. It was a shabby bag of expensive quality. I
looked around to see if anyone appeared to be looking for
it, and since no one was, I looked inside for the owner's
identification. 1 felt so guilty searching a stranger's purse
you'd have thought I had stolen it.
There was a wallet bulging with several hundreds of
dollars—maybe more. I was too nervous to count it. Also, a
large bunch of keys, and several credit cards. bearing the
owner's name and address
I felt so conspicuous, and half fearful that I would
he approached and accused of stealing it, I rushed immediately to the Lost and Found Department and turned it in,
leaving my name and address.
Several days later I received a nice note and a lovely
handkerchief supposedly from the "owner" of the purse
tale mentioned that altho she had only "a few dollars" in
her wallet, she was grateful to have had her keys and
esedit cards returned!
quickly realized that her purse had not been returned
intact. Most of the money had been removed. Imagine how
I felt!
I learned a lesson then and there. If I ever found
anything again. I would NOT turn it in. I would leave MY
name and address at the Lost and Found, with instructions
to have the owner contact ME. That way I'd be sure of its
safe return.
REALLY STUPID
DEAR ABBY: Concerning rewards for being honest: I
was raised on a farm in Indiana by a father who didn't
spare the rod, and I thank God for him every day of my
life. When other kids were being rewarded for being
"good," my father used to say, "It's not what you'll get if
you're GOOD, it's what you'll get if you're NOT GOOD you
ought to worry about."
84-YEAR-OLD HOOSIER

Miss Cynthia Ann Wilson,
daughter of Mrs. Ronald Earl
Jones, was married to Alan
Thomas Camp, son of Mrs.
Henryetta Camp, on September
22 at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening, with the Memorial
Baptist Church being the setting
for the impressive candlelight
double ring ceremony performed by Bro D. E. Lax of
Paris, Tenn., a personal friend
of the groom.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar centered with a
brass arch candelabrum with
an arrangement of white
gladioli, pink and blue carnations, fugi poins and baby's
breath. Towering brass spiral
candelabra were on each side of
the arch. Flanking the candelabra were two large Grecian
urns on tall white columns
encasing arrangements of white
gladioli, pink and blue carnations, fugi porns and baby's
breath. Brass stands filled with
maidenhair ferns were placed
below the columns.
Pews were decorated with
aisle candelabra featuring
cathedral candles surrounded
by pink and blue carnations
with pink bows and streamers.
Issac Grogan and Barry
Grogan, cousins of the bride, lit
the
candles prior to the entrance of the bride and rolled a
white carpet down the center
aisle for the procession.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Thomas
a Wilkins. organist. Selections
included: I Love You Truly,
—BeettttSC-74%, an-Evenina--Star,
Oh Perfect Love, The bard
Bless and Keep You and There's
a Place for Us. The traditional
wedding marches were played
for the entrance of the bride and
for the recessional. Mrs.
Wilkins wore a shoulder corsage of white carnations
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to. the
altar and given in marriage by
her step father, Ronald Jones,
was
beautifully attired in a
formal cathedral train gown of
pure white imported Chantilly
lace and peau de soie with
dramatic pull through white
satin ribbon trim. Sheer illusion
Bishop sleeves and bodice and
back insets were enhanced by
dainty hand sewn pearls. The
dress featured an empire
waistline, a high neckline accented by pearls and a delicate
illusion yoke. The skirt was
gracefully full with a repeat of
the bodice trim of Chantilly
lace, satin ribbon and hand
sewn pearls from waist to
hemline in front and from waist
to end of cathedral train.
Her white veil of silk illusion
was fasioned with bouffant tiers
length
designed
elbow
overlaying a formal silk
illusion veil attached to an
enchanting face framer of
Venise lace delicately beaded

with seed pearls. The veil was
elegantly embroidered with
Chantilly lace motifs In
lusterous pearl beading. Her
shoes were of white peau de
soie.
The bride's jewelry consisted
of a diamond pendant necklace,
a gift of the groom, and
diamond earrings which are a
family heirloom once belonging
to the bride's maternal great,
great grandmother.
The maid of honor, Miss
Melanie Wilson, younger sister
of the bride, was radiant in a
formal floor length empire line
gown of petal pink silk organza
featuring a bodice of Venice
lace with long illusion sleeves.
The bodice and wrists were
accented with tiny hand sewn
pearls. Her
headdress was
fashioned of petal pink silk
illusion with a short veil attached to a bow of the same
material. She carried a
crescent bouquet of pink and
blue miniature carnations
surrounded by baby's breath.
Miss Vicki Kalberer and Miss
Teressa Carraway were the
bridesmaids. They were attired
in identical formal floor length
gowns of silk organza of blue
with tiny flowers imprinted
throughout in petal pink and
white. The bodices featured
high necklines, Bishop sleeves
and natural waistlines accented
by petal pink satin bows in back
which featured wide streamers
of the same material. Their
shoes were of petal pink peau de
soie and-their headpieces were
identical to that of the maid of
honor. %Si Kalberer and Miss
Carraway carried colonial
bouquets of pink and blue
miniature carnations
surrounded by baby's breath.
Robert Walker,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Walker and friend
of the groom, served as best
man. Senior groomsmen were
Issac Grogan and Barry
Grogan. Junior groomsmen
were James Gregory Windrum,
friend of the bridal couple, and
William
Wilson, younger
brother of the bride.
Miss Amy Ryan, flower girl,
was enchanting in a formal
floor length gown of petal pink
organza featuring full sleeves, a
high Victorian neckline and a
natural waistline accented by a
tiny rolled band of satin. Her
headdress was identical to those
of the bride's attendants. She
wore a white Cattleya orchid
shoulder corsage surrounded by
baby's breath and satin ribbons
and carried a small satin lined
basket decorated with pink and
blue flowers and satin ribbons,
filled with pink and white rose
petals which she sprinkled on
the aisle prior to the entrance of
the bride.
Jerry Wayne Jones served as
the ring bearer and carried the
rings on a white satin pillow
with edges trimmed in Chantilly
lace
and
ribbon
white
streamers adorned with tiny
flowers.
The bride's mother wore an
empire formal floor length
silhouette in French blue silk
chiffon highlighted at the bodice
and wrists with contrasting
sequins. Her accessories were
of matching peau de soie and
she carried a French hand
bouquet of pink and blue
miniature carnations, happy
flowers and pearls.
The mother of the groom was
lovely in a formal floor length
gown of heavenly blue polyester
chiffon featuring a fitted bodice
accented by bands of darker
blue satin at the neckline,
natural waistline and wrists.
Tiny satin covered buttons
trimmed the bodice front. Her
shoes were of matching blue

Calloway Chapter
Of FBLA Has Meet

FOR SOMETHING SPECIAL:

Give A Portrait For Christmas!
Portraits Must Be Ordered by Nov. 10th

Photograph by Wils?nWoolley
753-7360

The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America
held its first meeting of the
school' year which was opened
with the officers giving the
opening rituals.
Sabrina Tucker, president,
introduced the sponsors, Mrs.
Joann Woods and N. P.
Paschall, to the club. The
treasurer's report was given by
Danny Chadwick.
Tresa Durham explained the
different committees to the
members. The president took
nominations from the members
'for the position of recording
secretary. The
Executive
Council will later choose one
from'the nominations.
The candidate for Fall
Festival Queen was selected by
the group. Sabrina Tucker
represented the FBLA Club.
The meeting was adjourned and
refreshents were served.

Stanley Martin of Iv
Route Four has been disi
from
Western
B
Hospital, Paducah.

satin and she carried a French
hand bouquet identical to that of
the bride's mother.
Hatcher,
Mrs. Aubrey
maternal grandmother of the
bride, was attractively attired
in an aqua formal floor length
gown of toned and scalloped
imported Chantilly lace forming an empire line atop a silk
chiffon billowing skirt. The
bodice was delicately trimmed
and
pearls
seed
with
rhinestones.
Mrs. Milton E. Jones was
gracefully attired in a formal
floorlength gown of petalpink
multi-knit tricetate with an
empire waistline decorated
with exquisite jewel beading.
The dress was enhanced by a
high jeweled neckline.
Mrs. Mabel Brown, maternal
grandmother of the groom, was
lovely in a dinner dress of
Samaron rose polyester silk
with matching accessories.
Each wore shoulder corsages
of white cymbidium orchids.
Mrs. Earlene Thurmond
presided at the guest register
and was lovely in a formal floor
length gown styled with a low
neckline and a billowing skirt.
Her shoulder corsage was of
white carnations. The register
table was covered with a white
cloth of peau de soie and was
.adorned with an arrngement of
pink And blue carnations.
•
Reception
Immediately following the
wedding Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Earl Jones entertained with a
reception in the Red Room of
the Holiday Inn.
Mr. an Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher
and Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones
greeted guests until the wedding party arrived from the
church to form the receiving
line.
Miss Nancy Spann, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann
and friend of the bride, presided
at the guest register. The
register table was covered with
a floor length cloth of white
peau de soie
and was a
adorned with an arrangement
of pink and blue minature
carnations, white gladioli and
baby's breath. Miss Spann was
attired in a formal floor length
goen of beige and white chiffon
wilt complementary
acce*sories.
The punch table was overlaid
in a floor length cloth of white
peau de soie with Boston ivy
delicately draped around the
table and caught at the c,enters
area éorneFs with bouquets of
pink roses, pink and blue carnations, baker's fern and baby's
breath. Two large- five-branch
silver candelabra with white
burning tapers graces the table,
each
bedecked
with
arrangements of white tube
roses, pink and blue carnations
and baby's breath. A center
arrangement of identical
flowers was used. At one end of
the table a large silver punch
bowl containing frosted Holiday
punch was centered on a round
silver tray. This was presided
over by Mrs. Marvin Swann
with Miss Fona Adams alternating. The opposite end of the
table featured an identical
punch bowl containing wedding
punch. This was presided over
by Mrs. Issac Grogan with Mrs.
Paul McWhorter alternating.
Assisting in the serving was
Mrs. Harold Grogan.
Finger sandwiches, bon bons,
canapes and hors-d'oeuves
were served from large oblong
silver trays on either side of the
table. Pink, blue and white
mints and nuts were served
from silver compotes. Crystal
salad plates, dessert plates and
punch cups were used along
with napkins imprinted in silver
bearing the names of the bride
and groom and their wedding
date. The individual tables
placed throughout the Red
Room were centered with
arrangements of pink and blue
roses, white gladioli, white tube
roses and baby's breath
surrounding white tapers.
,The wedding cake was in
Cornation design featuring a
petal base of eight scalloped
tiers encircling a five layered
central tier. Filigree arches
dippled gracefully from this
central tier to each petal cake
delicately appointed with sugar
coated swans filled with tiny
Pink rosebuds and greenery.
Rising frem the central tier of.
the base were two tapered tiers
separated by Roman columns.
between
Spaces
were
beautifully accented with large
irridescent sugar bells. The top
tier, traditionally saved for the
first anniversary,'was adorned
with • a miniature bride and
groom accented with tiny roses
and greenery matching the
wedding bouquets. The cake
was statickied on a round cake
table which was circled with

An44.4
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
were the weekend gu
their son an family,
Mrs. James Smith and c
Bob and Lynn, of F
Tenn.

Women's Auxili
Of Moose Lodg
Has Regular M

(David Hill photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Thomas Camp
Boston ivy gracefully draped
around and caught at intervals
by bouquets of pink roses,
Baker's fern and baby's breath.
Oliver Hill's Ambassadors
composed of Hill playing bass,
Chuck Simons on drums, Gary
Moore playing the saxaphone,
and Homer Pruitte playing the
electric piano entertained the
guests throughout the evening.
The cutting of the cake by the
bride
and
was
groom
.precetNled by a musical fanfare
and an announcement by Mr.
Hill. The guests rose to honor
the couple. A silver cake knife
engraves with the names of the
honored couple and their
wedding date and adorned with
tiny flowers was used for
the cutting. Following the
ceremonial cake cutting by the
bride and groom, Aubrey
Hatcher, maternal grandfather
of the bride, served cake to the
guests.
The bridal couple toasted
each other from over-sized
champagne glasses bearing the
words "bride" and "groom"
during the reception.
After the reception the couple
left for a short unannounced
wedding trip with the bride
wearing a brown and white
double knit polyester three
piece ensemble from her
trousseau with accessories in
brown suede. Mr. and Mrs.
Camp are now at home at 1507
Kirkwood Drive, Murray. Mrs.
Camp has resumed her
education at Murray State
University.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Jones,
Sherman Jones, Mrs. Vadys
Elrod and Hubert Conway of
Paducah; Bro. and Mrs. D. E.
Lax and son, Nicky and Mr. and
Mrs. Paul McWhorter of Paris,
Tenn., Miss Fonda Adams of
Fulton; Miss Shirley Thompson
of Princeton; and Mr. and Mrs.
John Roach and Mrs. Melton
Marshall of Hazel.
Rehearsal Party
Following the rehearsal on
Sunday, September 17, Mrs.
Henryette
Camp
entertained
with a
party
in the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn in honor of her son,
Alan Thomis Camp, and his
fiance, Cynthia-Ann Wilson.
The tables weie arranged in a
t-shape and the head table was
adorned
with
a
lovely
arrangement of pink carnations
surrounded by fuji porns and
baby's breath. The groom-to-be
presented his attendants with
gifts during the entertainment.
Miss Wilson had given her
attendants their gifts at a
luncheon given them at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord on
Saturday, September 16.
Covers were laid for twenty
persons including the members
of the wedding party and their

families.
Prenuptial parties included
a morning Coke party given by
Misses Sherry Smith and Carl
Simons at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Simons; a morning coffee given by Mesdames
Dwight Crisp, Robert Etherton,

coffee-dessert party given by
Mesdames Issac Grogan,
Harold Grogan, Marvin Swann,
Billy Wade Roberts, Gene
Brandon and Eurie Warren at
the Holiday Inn; and an afternoon tea given by Mesdames
Euin Jones, Eugene Thurmond

Standford Hendrickson, Eugene
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1465 of the Murray Moo
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meeting on Thursday
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Mrs. Dorothy Philli
regent, presided. Repo
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projects. A new
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was to raffle off a f
arrangements at the
Members Dinner on
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arrangements for the
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Bernice Smith who
sfers from Chicago,
introduced and wel
the Murray Chapter.
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were Mrs. Shirley G
Mrs. •Lavenia Jones,
by Mrs. Ora Lee F
Jackie Cassity, spo
Mrs. Joyce Mohon,
Joyce Kelly, sponsor
Dorothy Phillips.
— Mrs. Li Schuber
Ora Lee Farris pr
-pieces of absent
chapter all gave
wishes to Mrs. Sc
will be moving
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Mrs. Hendrickson; an afternoon • and Loan Association.
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November Wedding Planned
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Route Four has been dismissed
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Miss Teri Lesa Parker
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Parker announce the engagement and approaching marriage to their daughter, Teri Less, to James
Joseph Bryant, son of Mrs. Pauline G. Bryant of Louisville and
Colonel John T. Bryan, Jr., presently stationed in Puerto Rico.
Miss Parker is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School and attended Stratford's Women's College of Atlanta, Georgia. She is
presently employed in the payroll department of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company.
Mr. Bryan!was graduated from Murray High-School in 1969 and
will graduate from Murray State University in December. A
geo graphy major, Airborne-Ranger, "Distinguished Military
Student", and member of Scabbard and Blade, Mr. Bryant will be
commissioned as a 2nd Lt. in the U.S. Army upon graduation in
December.
The wedding will be on Friday, November 24, at four o'clock in
the afternoon in the First Presbyterian Church. Only out of town
invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives are cordially
invited.

shoe of

—

Thursday, October 19
Landoll, Cathy Mitchell, Trina
The general meeting of the
Nicks, Julie Oakley, Stacy
Woman's Missionary Union will
Owen, Beverly Parker, Jane
be held at the church at 7:30
Rose, Jeanie Starks, Sherrie
p.m.
Thornton, and Beth Wilson.
At a formal candelight serThe Baptist Young Women of
vice the new members recited
the First Baptist Church will
the club pledge and were pinned
meet at the home of Mrs. Ron
by the officers of the
Wright at 7:30 p.m.
organization: Cathy
Murray-Calloway County
Christopher, president; Kathy
Rogers, vice-president; Nancy Jaycettes will meet at the home
Spann, treasurer; Jan Purdom, of Mrs. Diana Youngerman at
Chaplain;
Anne
Erwin, seven p.m
program; Gail Herndon,
Woman's Auxiliary of Murray
community service.
Mrs. Lucille Potts' seventh
The old members became big Moose Lodge will meet at eight
grade class at Kirksey School sisters for the new members p.m. at the lodge hall.
has elected their officers and through a drawing of little
class favorites for the school sisters. Special recognition,and
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
year of 1972-73.
gifts were given to two new of the Order of the Eastern Star
Officers are Rhonda Darnell, members,Stacy Owen,selected will hold an installation of ofpresident; Randy McCallon,. the Ideal Pledge, and Denise ficers at the meeting at the
vice-president; Sheila Darnell, Hook, the Pledge with the most Masonic Hall.
secretary-treasurer; Jo Beth merits.
Norwood, reporter.
Group One of *e Baptist
pledge
the
Following
Named to committees are: ceremoney, punch and cookies Women of the Hazel Baptist
Frasier, were served - from a tea table Church will meet at the home of
Refreshment—Nada
Timmy Anderson, and Steve beautifully decorated with Mrs. Maggie Russell at seven
Baker; recreation--Delera brass candelabrum and an p.m. with Mrs. Ora Joyce in
Tucker, Metzi Todd,and Jimmy arrangement of fall flowers charge of the program.
Bailey.
featured in a brass container.
Randy McCallon and Sheila The meeting ended with the
Friday, October 20
Darnell were made as class good-night circle and special
Miss Denise Leigh Grogan
Demonstrations of items
favorites.
the
prayers for Wanda Rolfe,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grogan, 1715 Magnolia, Murray, announce
Named as most athletic were club secretary, who was made from scraps from sewing
Randy McCallon and Nada' recently seriously injured in an bags-will be held by Extension the engagement of their daughter, Denise Leigh,to Dale H. Willis,
Agents at the educational son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Willis, Washington Court House,
Frasier; as class clown, Jimmy
automobile accident.
of First United Ohio.
building
Bailey; as artist, Teresa Bibb;
Tr -Alpha, an affiliate of the
Miss Grogan is a 1971 graduate of Murray High School and is
as studious, Sheila Darnell; as state YMCA, is open to all Methodist Church at ten a.m.
most talented, Metzi Todd and junior and senior girls who The public is invited to attend. now a sophomore at Murray State University where she is a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Randy McCallon; as best maintain an 83
scholastic
Mr. Willis is a 1969 graduate of Washington Senior High School,
dressed, Teresa Bibb • and average and who are interested
Saturday, October 21
Washington Court House, Ohio. He is now a senior at Murray
Randy McCallon.
in serving the school and
Couples Bridge will be at the State University majoring in business administration.
community.
Oaks Country Club at 7:30 p.m.
The wedding ceremony will take place at the First United
with Mr. • and Mrs. Gene Methodist Church, Murray, on Thursday, December 21, at fourBurkeen, 753-8464 -as hosts.
thirty o'clock in the afternoon. A reception will follow imReservations should be made
mediately in the church fellowship hall.
by Friday.
A
Only out of town invitations are being sent. All friends and
of Murray Route Eight anrelatives of the couple are invited to attend both the wedding and
nounce the birth of a baby boy,
Alpha Sigma Alpha social the reception.
Matthew Stanley, weighing six T he G
sorority will hold its annual,
pounds 94 ounces, born on
alumnae homecoming brunch k
The Paris Road Homemakers from 8:30 to 10:30 -a,rn,--in
Friday, October 13, at 1:22 a.m.
the
at the Murray-Calloway County Club held its October meeting sorority room in Swann Hall. All
at
the
with
a
morning
session
Hospital.
alumni are invited to attend.
They have two other sons, home of Mrs. Dewey ( Lucille)
Ricky, age fourteen, and Mike, Grogan on the Hazel Highway.
The homecoming dance will
Mrs. Mary Alice Gee, be held at the Murray-Calloway
age nine, and one daughter,
Jana, age nine. The father owns prhident, presided and an- County Country Club fron nine
nounced that the Purchase Area p.m. to 1:30 a.m. with music by
and operates a body shop.
Grandmothers are Mrs. Homemakers meeting will be Dan Steele and the Top Five.
Stanley Hopkins of Dexter held at Murray State University This is open to all members and
Route One and Mrs. Georgia on October 25. Mrs. Grogan their intown and out of town
gave the devotion with the guests.
Hillen of Benton.
charge
of
In
thought for the month being arrangements are Messrs and
"Laughter is the shock ab- Mesdames 0. B. Boone, Ken
sorber that eases the blows."
Harrell, Rob Ray, Baron West,
Thg secretary-treasurer,
Clegg Austin, Charles Hornra,
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt, gave her
Freed
Cotham, Gaylord
reports and called the roll with
Forrest,
Robert
Ray
thir4en members answering
Buckingham, Don Tucker, and
with "a nice thing a neighbor
Robert V. Johnson.
has 4one for me.'
The secretery-treasurer, Mrs.
Bake Sale will be held in front
Ina Nesbitt, gave the reports
_ . on north side of the
—aid) TaTIMI1W-roltwittr-thirteett— of LittletoWs
court
members answering with "a
nice thing a neighbor has done a.m., sponsored by Sunnyside
for me." One visitor was Mrs. Homemakers Club.
Mary Willis Rambo of MemThe Calloway High School
phis, Tenn.
Beta Club will have a bake sale
in front of Belk's store building
The lesson on_ "Kitchen
on the west side of the court
Organization" was presented
square.
by Mrs. Barbara White. The
slogan for the lesson was "how
Auction sale of all types of
to arrange contents in cabinets
items will be held at the Hazel
to help save the homemaker
United Methodist, sponsored by
steps."
the Carolyn Circle, at 1:30 p.m.,
Mrs. Margaret Roach gave
rain or shine.
the
Craft
lesson
on
"Crocheting." The members
Ham Hock and White Bean
decided to have a work day
supper will be served at the
later in the month.
Martin's
Chapel
United
The recreation was led by
Methodist Church starting at
Mrs. Laveda ( Topsy 1 Brandon
5:30 p.m. The cost will be $1.25.
with the theme being Hallowee.
Hotdogs will be fifty cents. An
Refreshments were served by
auction of homemade items will
Mrs. Grogan. Other members
also be held.
present, not previously Mentioned, were Mrs. Ola McIntosh,
Sigma Sigma Sigma Alumni
Mrs. Carol Smith, Mrs. Naomi
will
have
its
annual
Barrett, Mrs Eva Curd; Mrs. homecoming breakfast at
Rebel Steely, Mrs. Myrtle
Swann Hall at 8:15 a.m. The
Madrey, Mrs. Della Taylor, and group will meet at Hester Hall
Mrs. Virginia Duke.
lobby
for the University
The next meeting will be held sorority chapter's dedication of
Tuesday, November 14, at one a painting to the sorority alumni
p.m. at the home.of Mrs. Della at eight a.m.
Taylor.

Officers And Class
Favorites Of 7th
Grade Are Named

Women's Auxiliary
Of Moose Lodge
Has Regular Meet

photo)

Grogan-Willis Engagement

Fifteen junior and senior
girls of Murray High School
were recently initiated into the
school's service club, Tri Alpha.
They are Debbie Cunningham, Karen' Garrison,
Nancy Garrison, Marcia
Fielder, Denise Hook, Debbie

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith
were the weekend guests of
their son an. family, Mr. and
Mrs. James Smith and children,
Bob and Lynn, of Franklin,
Tenn.

The Women's Auxiliary No.
1465 of the Murray Moose Lodge
held its regular chapter
meeting on Thursday evening,
October 5, at the Moose Lodge.
Mrs. Dorothy Phillips, senior
regent, presided. Reports were
given on past money making
projects. A new project,
suggested by Mrs. Dolly Tubbs,
was to raffle off a fall floral
arrangements at the Charter
Members Dinner on October 7.
This was approved and Mrs.
Tubbs volunteered to make the
arrangements for the raffle.
Mrs. Phyllis Lush and Mrs.
Bernice Smith who are transfers from Chicago, Ill., were
introduced and welcomed into
the Murray Chapter.
Four new members installed
were Mrs. Shirley Gilbert and
Mrs. j.avenia Jones, sponsored
by Mrs. Ora Lee Farris, Mrs.
Jackie Cassity, sponsored by
Mrs. Joyce Mohon, and Mrs.
Joyce Kelly, sponsored by Mrs.
Dorothy Phillips.
Mrs. II Schuberg and Mrs.
Ora Lee Farris proterned in
pieces of absent officers. The
chapter all gave good luck
wishes to Mrs. Schuberg who
will be moving in the near
future.
and officers
All members
were reminded of the trip to
Louisville on October 14 to
attend the Women's Convention.
The meeting was closed with
prayer by the chaplain, Mrs.
Virginia Scott. The door prize
was won by Mrs. Ora Lee
Farris.
The next meeting will be held
on October 19 at eight p.m. at
the lodge.

Fifteen Girls Initiated Into Murray High
Tri Alpha Service Club At Regular Meet
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Jimmy Lee is a French cooking 4,
teacher and cookbook author.

Paris Road Club

roga n Home

Bettu

Rose.

A WEEKEND-FULL
OF FASHION

Buttered pie pan,
1
4-inch
9-inch x I /
6 SCM I rigs
Preheated 325 oven
PASTRY SHELL
cups all-purpose flour
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons lard
V. cup water
teaspoon lemon juice
I
Fl4.14NO :
9 slices bacon. cooked
, and crumbled
.cup (3 0, I shredded
Swiss cheese
2 tablespoobs packaged
bread crumbs
3 eggs
2 cups light cream or
half and half•
/
1
2 teaspoon dry mustard
salt
teaspoon
/
1
2
1,11 teaspoon cayenne
pepper
tablespoon butler.
I
cut into small pieces
tablespoons chOpped
parsley OR scallions

RE
MURRAY

Its five parts perfect hacking lacket. A-line skirt and weskit in
100% wool twist check, flare pants in 100% polyester double
knit. plus washable rnock turtle top. Put them together as you
t;kr. . the possibilities are endless! In rust for misses 8-1A

To prepare Shell: In a bowl mix together flour and salt,Cut in butter and lard until
mixture r&sembles coarse meal. Gradually add water and lemon juice mixing lightly
1
4-inch thick and 13.inches in
with a fork. Roll out on lightly floured surface /
diameter: place in pie an. Trim off excess dough around edge: decorate cdgc with
tines of a fcirk. Cut Waxed paper into a I2-inch square: butter one side and place
buttered sidc_down on bottom of shell. 'our 2 cups uncooked rice or beans onto .
waxed paper (this keeps pastry flat while bakingi. Bakc 8-9 minutes. Remove waxed
paper and rice. Return shell to ovenind bake 10 minutes. To prepare Filling:
Sprinkle 2 tablespoons cheese and bread crumbs over bottom of pastry shell. Top
with /
1
2 the cooked bacon..In•mixing bowl beat eggs, cream, mustard, salt and pepper
until well blended. Stir in remaining cheese. Pull OW oven rack, place pan on rack.
Fill with egg mixture. Sprinkle remaining bacon on top; dot with butter. Bake 30-35
minutes or until a knife inserted near center comes out clean. Sprinkle over parsley
OR scallions. Let stand 10 minutes before serving.
/
2 oz.) evaporated"milk plus IA cup wafer may be beaten with eggs
•I tall can 1141
and seasonings in place of the 2 cups light cream or half and half.

Cheese.It gives you ideas.
For a free cookbook of great cheese recipes, write to 'Cheese. It gives you ideas.'
C /0 American Dairy Association, Box 4448,Chicago, Illinois 60677,

CHiLDREN'S
MATiNEES
THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURES A BOY EVER HAD!
SAMUEL GOLDWYN. JR'S
METRO GOLDWYN MAYER
MARK TWAIN'S

The Adventures of

.14ickleberrg'Finn

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Billy Cunningham did some
traveling over the summer
from Pennsylvania to North
Carolina but all indications are
the distance didn't effect him
one bit.
Cunningham, who left Philadelphia of the National Basketball Association to join Carolina
of the American Basketball Association, showed Wednesday
night he's still the same old
player who is -great" in capital letters.
The rangy forward led the
undefeated Cougars back from
a 20-point deficit to beat the
Kentucky Colonels 105-100. In
the fourth quarter he scored 17
points and pulled down seven
rebounds. He finished the game
• with 25 points, 15 rebounds and
eight assists.
Kentucky, which got 30 points
from Rick Mount, ftad a 51-39

89
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Wednesday's Results

Thursday's Games
Vancouver at Buffalo
Only game scheduled

Friday's Game
Philadelphia at California
Only game scheduled
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Wednesday's Result
New England 4,- Houston
Only game scheduled

I

Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Houston
/Quebec at New England
Chicago at Ottawa
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Cleveland at New York
Only games scheduled

Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Alberta
Minnesota at Winnipeg
Only games scheduled

-SEARS NEWEST TIRE
CWW.,{4MI9

SILENT GUARD
The

strongest bios-ply belted tire

sold. 2 steel belts
for tremendous strength and toughness. 2 polyester cord plies for
inner strength and smooth ride.
Seors hos ever

$3620 41.52.02
1404. fo n To.

MOUNTED
TUBELESS WHITEWALL

51,g_t

EAU__

E78-I4

7,35-14

$45.52

F78-14

7.75-14

47.59

G78-14 8.25-.14
G78-15 8.25-15
H78-15 8.55-15

52.75
53.73
56,94

IPRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING,
frOUNTING and Fed. Ex. Tax

SEARS CRUSADER
rs
.
*t

lowest priced new tire,

Has 4-ply nylon cord body.

10°

fo4. f.. Tex

$

twOraNTED

ON YOU8 CAR

CATALOG
SALES
k
OFFICE
. so'uliZci:Ks4h"0°X.ng cemer

i

Seats
Murray,

Ky

1972
1103..4
/03.1
102.7
102.2
101.9
101.8
101.7
101 6
101.1
100.4

-

11 - TEXAS
12 - STANFORD
13- ARIZONA STATE
14 - FLORIDA STATE
15 - U. C. L. A.
PENN STATE
16
17 - IOWA STATE
II - AUBURN
19 - AIR FORCE
20 - WA51-ItNGTON

-

-

- 91.3
- 67.0
-$6.8
- 85.4
- 83.9
- 83.3

----.-112.8
TENNESSEE STATE
- 61,6
MASSACHUSETTS
-91.4
CALIFORNIA-S L 0
- 11.0
LIvINGSTON

II - WESTERN ILLINOIS
12- BOISE STATE
13- BALL STATE
14 - S. W. TEXAS
.ANGELO STATE
,
-TS
IS - CENTRAL OKLANOMA
ASNLAND
IS - CARSON NEWMAN
19 -14. W. LOUISIANA
FRESNO STATE
20

- 8C.6
- 80.6
10.1
- 80.1
-79.9
- 79.6

la
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Unitas I
Of Balti

The Jackson Purchase Gun
-nub will have a turkey shoot
October 21 and 22. The shoot will
begin Saturday at 10:00 a.m.,
Sunday at 1:00 p.m.

- 79.5
- 79.4

3

There will be two ranges. The
public is cordially invited to
come both days of the shoot.

defensive end and an MI-State
prospect, leads the Hoptown
pass defense.
A far as size goes, Murray has
an advantage over Hoptown.
John Lynch, 190 pound senior
center, is the largest member of
the Hopkinsville offensive line
while the largest member of the
defensive line is slightly over
200 pounds.
Game time will be at 8 p.m.
with admission at the gate
being $1.50 for adults and 75
cents for students with identification cards.

first-place votes from a panel
Tech bumped off Arkansas
of sports writers and sportscas- State 38-17 last Saturday while
ters to keep the top spot for the Delaware routed Connecticut
second straight week after dis- 32-7.
a
lodgin
laware.
Third-ranked North Dakota,
'are, which received which downed South Dakota
en first-place votes, was State 51-21 for its sixth
.
second with a total of 312 points triumph, held onto the No. 3
as Tech increased its point _
„Spot and landed two No. 1
margin after leading by only 18 votes.
,
•
points a week ago.
Once-beaten McNeese State
ranked fourth and Western IlHayman Wins
linois, the other top vote-getter,
was fifth.
(AP)
WelLORAIN, Ohio
Completing the top ten were
terweight Bobby Hayman, 146,
Luis
of Celeveland, won a un- California Poly-San
Boise
State,
Obispo,
Tennessee
animous, 10-round decision
State, Drake and Ashland. CarWednesday night over Hector
son-Newman and Livingston'
Perez, 148, of New York.

Frazie
Told T
MEXICO CITY ( A
World
Boxing CI
handed down a
ultimatum Wednesda
champion Joe Fr.
George Foreman to
for a heavyweight tit

dropped out of the top ten.
Newcomers were Drake and
Ashland.
The college division Top 10,
with first-place votes in parentheses, records through games
of Sat., Oct. 14 and total points
on the basis of 20-18-16-14-12-109-8, etc.:
1.Louisiana Tech 481_6A. 330
5-0 312
2.Delaware (7)
3.North Dakota (2) 6-0. 230
4-1 162
4.McNeese St.
.5.Western Illinois II) 6-0 161
4-0-1140
6.Cal Poly-SLO
4-1 119
7.Boise St.
4-1 105
8.Tennessee St.
4-1 75
9.Drake
6-0 62
10.Ashland, Ohio

Pro Ca(

Standi
By THE Associat
ABA
East
W. L
Carolina
Kentucky
New York
Memphis
Virginia

11
1
0

Denver

West
3
3

Utah
Indiana
Dallas

2
2
1

San

Diego

Wednesday's

FOR THE BEST DEAL
ON A MOBILE HOME

Carolina 105, Ken
Memphis 99, Dall.
Denver 11S, Virgi
Indiana 107, Utah
Only games sch - i

Thursday's
Memphis at Dell.
Only game schecl

SEE

Friday's
Virginia at New
Utah vs. Carolin.
boro
Memphis at San
Indiana at Deny'
Only games sch -

JIM
L
CALDWEL
At
GREEN-ACRES
Hwy. 79E - Paris, Tenn.

ONE

LOTS OF SPECIAL'S THIS WEEK
LISTED BELOW ARE JUST SOME EXAMPLES.

CHICAGO

OTHER GAMES OF OCTOBER 21. 1972
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
MARGIN
NICHOLLS-LA.
24
McNEESE
W-MINSTER-UTAH
10
CONN.
WESTERN
14
ME MARITIME
YOUNGSTOWN
3
AUGUSTANA S D.
10
MANKATO
WAGNER
21
B-WATER-VA.
42
MARYVILLE
SOUTHERN LA.
RHODE ISLAND
7
MASSACHUSETTS
ALBION
21
BEM10...1
10
TECH
MICHIGAN
BATES
21
^USTI. PEAT
17
MID TENNESSEE
TAYLOR
7
ANDERSON
ram
HAM1L
7
mIDDLEBURY
TEXAS A & I
7
-ANGELO STATE
N. 0 -SCIENCE
26
ABILENE CHRISTIAN miNOT STATE
1
ARKANSAS STATE
BAKER
28
MO, VALLEY
MONTICELLO
7
ARKANSAS TECH
KNOX
24
MONMOUTH
OHIO NORTHERN
10
ASHLAND
L-MONT
CARROI
17
TECH
MONTANA
WHEATON
28
AUGL/STANA-ILL.
WM. PATERSON
Id
MONTCLAIR
SO. ILLINOIS
1
BALL STATE
MINNESOTA
S. W.
MOORHEAD-MINN. ZS
NORTH PARK
21
BENEDICTINE-ILL
TENNESSEE TECH
3
MOREHEAD-KY.
MANCHESTER
10,
BLuFFT014
EAST TENNESSEE
3_
MURRAY
CORTLAND
21
BRIDGEFORT
BLACK HILLS
NEBRASKA wEst.v: 7
LAFAYETTE
14
BUC KNELL
7
MARS HILL
NEWBEKRRY
LUTHER
1
BUENA VISTA
EASTERN SHORE
NO. CARO. CENT. 28
NORTHRIDGE
10
L.O.
CALIF S.L
MISSOURI
CENT
IA
N. E. MISSOURI
PANHANDLE
14
CAMERON
LANGSTON
14
N. E OKLAHOMA
GARDNER WEBB
21
CARSON NEWHAN
MORNINGSME
10
NORTHERN IOWA
MILLIKIN
17
CARTHAGE
P4-WESTERN-IOWA
II
NORTHLAND
EASTERN ILL
10
CENTRAL MICH.
BETHEL--MINN.
42
-IOWA
N-WESTERN
MEXICO
E. NEW
28
CENTRAL OKLA.
WABASH
2/
OH/0 WESLEYAN
II
OREGON COLLEGE
CENTRAL WASH,
ADRIAN
10
OLIVET
TRINITY-CONN.
COLBY
COLORADO
50.
14
OMAHA
BETHANY-KANSAS
24
COLORADO COL .
ST. NORBERT
17
OSHKOSH
FORT LEWIS .
42
COLO. WESTERN
CONWAY STATE
14
OUACHITA
MIDLAND
10
CONCORDIA-NEB.
WHITMAN
14
PACIFIC-OREGON
MAINE
CONNECTICUT
7
14
MARTIN LUTHER
PILLSBURY
DAKOTA WESLY.
21
DAKOTA STATE
RIVER FALLS
10
PLATTEVILLE
WEST CHESTER
DELAWARE
NEW ENGLAND COL
35
PLATTSBURG
MARTIN
DELTA STATE
EASTERN WASH.
PORTLAND STATE 10
MARIETTA
14
DEIVISON
GUILFORD
28
PRESBYTERIAN
DANA
21
DOANE
LEWIS & CLARK
10
PUGET SOUND
MANSFIELD
21
E . STROUDSBURG
SCRANTON
ROCHESTER TECH 28
S. F. AUSTIN
10
EAST TEXAS
EASTERN ImONT
10
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
LOCK HAVEN
14
EDINBORO
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
'28
ROSE-HULMAN
CARROLL-WISC.
3
ELMHURST
W!NONA
24
ST. CLOUD
CATAWBA
10
ELON
CARLETON
28
ST. OLAF
FORT HAYS
10
EMPORIA STATE'
WEST VA. TECH
14
SALEM
DcPAUW
17
EVANSVILLE
CLARK-GEORGIA
14
SAVANNAHCONCORD
14
FAiRMONT
TOWSON
14
SHEPHERD
LIVINGSTONE
IC
FA yETTEV1LLE
CENTRAL CONN.
1
SLIPPERY ROCK
CHICAGO CIRCLE
31
FERRIS
SPRINGFIELD-S.D.
14
SO, OAK. TECH
GRAND VALLEY
FINDLAY
10
N. E. LOUISIANA
3
S. E. LOIIISIANA
ALABAMA STATE
FISK
21
3
LAMAR U.
S. W. LOUISIANA
TROY STATE
FLORENCE ST.
3
ROLLA
IA
S. W. MISSOURI
LANE
3;
FORT VALLEY
E. C. OKLAHOMA
17
S. W. OKLAHOMA
LOS ANGELES ST
28
FRESNO STATE
SAM HOUSTON
1,4
TEXAS
W.
S.
STERLING
7
FRIENDS
'
Mc PHERSON
S-WESTERN-KAN. 10
ST. PAULS
3
FROSTBURG
7
SEWANEE
5-WESTERN-TENN.
GROVE CITY
7
GENEVA
•
AL MURR
14
SUL ROSS
MILLSAPS
3
GEORGETOWN-KY.
EMPORIA COLLEGE
I4
TARKI0
JACKSON STATE
3
GP/AMBLING
FLORIDA A a 14
10
TENNESSEE ST.
BELOIT
GRINNELL
35
AUSTIN
LUTHERAN
TEXAS
_AUGSBURG
7
HAMLINE
MISS: VALLEY t,
TEXAS SOUTHERN -2T'
CENTRE
14AmPOEN SYDNEY 24
BETHANY-W . VA
17
THIEL
MONTANA
II
HAWAII
R. P. I,
UNION-N. y.
10
BALDWIN/ WALLACE
HEIDELBERG
DUBIJOUE
II
UPPER IOWA
NORTHWOOD-MICH
10
HiLLSOALE
SUSOUEHANNA
7
UPSALA
TABLE TON
II
HOWARD PA TNE
II ' SWAP THIknOPE
URS1NUS
HA >/i•A RD
28
HUMBOLDT
10
WASHINGTON- S. L
vALPARAISO
NORTH CENTRAL
14
ILLINOIS WESLY

potent, destroyed Mayfield 28-0.
Mayfield took a 28-14 win over
Murray when the two teams
met at Holland Stadium.
The backfield for Hopkinsville will find senior Andrew
Todd at quarterback while his
flanker will be junior Ken
Ken
Champman. Senior
Perrent will be starting at
fullback while senior Kerry
Farrow will be in the halfback
position.
Hopkinsville, besides having
a great defense against rushing
attack, has an excellent pass
defense. Keith Tandy, a

By GORDON BEA
Associated Press Sport
BALTIMORE (AP)
proposed youth mover
the Baltimore Colts R
accomplished overnight
oldest player will feel
fects first.
When Coach Don Mel
was fired Monday,
Manager Joe Thomas
timore youngsters w
given much more play'
during the remainder
sealon.
In Sunday's upcorni
against the New Yo
however, .39 year-old
back Johnny Unitas w'
only player actually

Louisiana Tech Remains
No. 1 AP College School
Jackson Gun Club To
Hold Turkey Shoot

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES OF OCTOBER 21 1972
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
MARGIN
rAvORITE
NORTHWESTERN
10
PURDUE
NAVY
14
AIR FORCE
GREEN
BOWLING
3
SAN DIEGO ST.
TENNESSEE
1
ALABAMA
/AMI-011/0
1
SOUTH CAROLINA
BRIGHAM YOUNG
21
'ARIZONA STATE
WASHINGTON
17
SO. CALIFORNIA
RUT&ERS
7
ARMY
7
RICE
S. M. U.
GEORGIA TECH
AUBLeN
OR ZGON
21
STANFORD
PITTSBURGH
3
BOSTON COLLEGE
DRAKE
14
TAMPA
CITADEL
3
CH.% TT 4.'40E/GA
14
BOSTON U.
• TEMPLE
VIRGINIA
CLEAISON
ARKANSAS
/0
TEXAS
BROWN
26
DARTMOUTH
TEXAS A &
1
T. C. U.
'la 'MARYLAND
DUKE
ARIZONA
35
TEXAS TECH
COLORADO STATE
53
FLORIDA STATE,
DAYTON
3
TOLEDO
VANDERBILT
1•
GEORGIA
CALIFORNIA
IJ..C. L. A .
CORNELL-N.Y.
HARVARD
WYOMING
. 3
UTAH
MIAMI-FLORIDA
3
HOUSTON
OUANTICO •
.10
VILLANOVA
MINNESOTA
10
IOWA
OHIO U
7
VIRGINIA TECH
KANSAS STATE
2$
IOWA STATE
OREGON STATE
1
WASHINGTON ST.
XAVIER-OHIO
7
KENT STATE
TULANE
3
WEST VIRGINIA
KENTUCKY
24
MARSHALL
2%
W. MICHIGAN '
WICHITA
LOUISVILLE
V. H. I.
21
MARY
&
WILLIAM
ST
TEXAS
NORTH
7
.14E'M PHIS -STA TE
DAVIDSON
MiCHIGAN
'
7
WOFFORD
ILLINOIS
24
COLUMBIA
3
VALE
WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN STATE
NIGHT GAME
FRIDAY
DENOTES
•
FLORIDA
10
MISSISSIPPI
PRO FOOTBALL - 1.0-22-72
SO. MISSISSIPPI
.3
tSSISSLEtP3
HOUSTON
3
_
GLEVE1...AND
24
NEBRASKA
CAlreltrcor
7
DETROIT
EL PASO
10
NEW MEXICO
ATLANTA
3
BAY
GREEN
ARLINGTON
t
ST.
NEW MEXICO
PHILADELPHIA
28
KANSAS CITY
WAKE FOREST
14
NORTH CAROLINA
CINCINNATI
3
LOS ANGELES '
EAST CAROLINA
10
NO CAROLINA ST
BUFFALO
28
MIAMI
TEXAS'STA
TE
WEST
ILLINOIS
NO.
ST. LOUIS
3
N. Y. GIANTS
MISSOURI
NOTRE 04.0.4E
38
BALTIMORE
7
V.
JETS
N.
INDIANA
21
01.410 STATE
DENVER
21
OAKLAND
COLORADO
7
ONLAHOLAA
NEW ENGLAND
24
PITTSBURGH
BAYLOR
7
OKLAHOMA STATE
NEW ORLEANS
21
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE STATE
7
PACIFJC
OALLAS •
3
WASHINGTON
SYRACUSE
28
PENN STAiE
10-23-72
Pao FOOTBALL LEHIGH
1
PENNSYLVANIA
PRINCETON

only one game this season and halfback Dale McCuiston. The
that being a 6-0 heartbreaker at Murray sohpmore rushed for
Elizabethtown, has given up 100 yards in 17 carries.
Once again the defense was
only three touchdowns in eight
led by junior linebacker Tony
games.
Meanwhile, Murray has been Thompson who accounted for 15
shutout in its last two games, 29- tackles. Steve Porter had 11
tackles while Mike Cathey and
0 to Trigg County and'54-0 to
Paducah Tilghman. The garrie Ralph Dibble each had 10. SohFriday evening will be the pomore Gary Buchanan had
Homecoming for Hoptown, seven unassisted tackles.
another reason why Murray
expect
can
Murray'
might have an uphill battle.
Hopkinsville to go to the ground.
Just about the only en- Hoptown uses both the "1"
couragement that the Tigers formation and the Wishbone-T.
found in last week's game was Hopkinsville, a team that
the outstanding effort of Tiger supposedly is not offensively

Si THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Louisiana Tech, unbeaten in
six games, remained the No. 1
cr,llege division team in the
weekly Associated Press poll
announced Wednesday.
Tech drew eight of the 18

15: 1972
COLLEGE OIASION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER

N V Rangers 7, Boston 1
Toronto 4, Pittsburgh 3
Philadelphia 4, Los Angeles 3
St Louis. 4. Montreal 4, Itiel
Minnesota 6. Atlanta 0
Only games scheduled

W

- 118.2
- 118.0
-115.5
- 112.0
• 109.9
• 109,2
• 109.1
- 106.9
- 105.8
- 105.0

23

West .
4 2 0 8 26
-4-2-0_4.21)

Pitts

DOI/CARP

TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER 15

1 - SO. CALIFORNIA
2 - OKLAHOMA
3 - NEBRASKA
- ALABAMA
5 - /4071RE DAME
6 - OHIO STATE
7 - miCtI1GAN
$-L S. U.
- TENNESSEE
1i3- COLORADO

Pro Hockey Standings
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NHL

3 0 2

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Two months ago most people
would have scoffed a! the idea
of the Murray High Tigers being
shutout three games in a row.
But now, the once remote
is what most experts
are forecasting as the Tigers
travel to Hopkinsville Friday
night.
Before the season began,
most fans were optimistic about
the future of the Tigers. But
now, with the loss of Tyrone
McCuiston and Tim Las.siter
combined with the tragic death
of Ricky Darnell, the Tigers are 1
at their low point of the season.
Hopkinsville, who has lost

THE CARR RATINGS

Standings
W
Detroit
Montreal
Butterto
"NY
Rang

to come back strong against
Dallas when the Chaps' Steve
Jones, Rich Jones and Gene
Kennedy fouled out.
Indiana lost an 11-point lead
and had to fight to hold on
against Utah. 1)onnie Freeman,
acquired from Dallas in the offseason, scored 10 points in the
fourth quarter and finished
with 15 for the Pacers, who
al o got 16 points from Billy
Keller and 15 from George
McGinniss. The Stars' Willie
Wise led all players with 21
points.
Marvin Roberts scored a career-high 27 points and Dave
Bustion hit for 18 for Denver.
Virginia was paced by George
Irvine with 20 points.

halftime lead and a 61-43 margin in the third period. But
Carolina, with a full-court
press, pulled to 81-72 at the
start of the final period!Then
Cunningham scored 11 of his
team's next 13 points and his
team rallied to grab the lead
with 4:05 to play.
In the other ABA games, the
Memphis Tams trimmed Dallas
99-98, Indiana beat Utah 107103, and Denver whipped Virginia 115-109.
There were no games scheduled in the National Basketball
Association Wednesday night.
George Thompson scored 20
points and Warren Davis had 16
points and 19 rebounds for
Memphis. The Tams managed

'THURSDAY-OCTOBER 19, 1972

Outlook For Hoptown Game Dim
For Tigers; Shutout Expected

Colonels Fall To
Cougars Wednesday

By

.

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

PACE SIX

FAVORITE
ADAMS STATE
AKRON
ALBRIGHT
ALCOR t4
ALNIA
AMERICAN INT.

60x12 EAGLE LUXURY HOME
WITH

*30 gallon water heater
'House-type door
'House-type windows
*Washer & dryer space
*Equipped for central air
*Fully furnished
WITH

.5-piece wood dinette
*Double door refrigerator
'Eye-level gas range
*Black sofa & chair
*Coffee, end table & lamp
'King size bed & velvet H.B.
•Reg. size bed & velvet H.R.
*Carpet throughout
105-$6,
094.36

BANK FINANCING

-

VIRGINIA STATE
.56
HAMPTON
BUTLER
INDIANA STATE
10
NORFOLK STATE
-14
VIRGINIA UNION
BLUEFIELD
24
, JACKSONVILLE
GLENVILLE
10
WEST LIBERTY
SHAW
7
J. C. SMITH
ST .01410
CENTRAL
WEST VA. STATE
21
LYCOILIING
21
JUNIA TA
10
MISSISSIPPI COL
W CAROLINA
KANSAS wESL v.
14
ST MARY-SANSAS
E. KENT-UE.11y
7
W ..KENTIJCICY
WAYNE-NEBRASKA
14
KEARNEY
OREGON TECH
14
W WASHINGTON
10
OBERLIN
KENYON
DEFIANCE
10
W-MINSTER-PA.
STOUT STATE
42
LACROSSE
STEVENS POINT
35
MILTON
WHITE W
- -I0
"
-7
LAKELAND "
----oce-toEporaa,„
you rrnaAPPALACHIAN
14
LENOIR RHINE
CENT. METHODIST
28
WILLIAM JEWELL
N. W. MISSOURI
24
4.1NCOLN
- BOW00114
21
17
IOAHO COLLEGE
WILLIAMS
LINFIELD
ELIZADETH CIT v
Ii
WINSTON SALEM
7 • SAMFORD
LIVINGSTON
WOOSTER
17
N. W. LOUISIANA
WITTENBERG
LOUISIANA TECH
10
CONCORDIA-5.P
YANK TON
10
MAcALESTER
CGPwOPDIA-PAINN. 211
PCT-740
TIE S'/2
HIT-1361
MISSEID-231
scASONb RECORD
COPYRIGHT 1972 DV THE CARP RA T1NC.S SERVICE

ASK ABOUT OUR INTEREST RATE

1973 MODEL CRITERION
HOME
2-BEDROOM SPECIAL
60x12 JIM'SPRICE

$4,352.50
Furnished & with carpet.
IDEAL FOR LAKE COTTAGE
OR SMALL FAMILY

2 BEDROOM ECONO HOME
FuRNisno& WITH CARPET
‘"
OP,
t

hd
GREEN
ACRES
HOmatt
'"`

S.

Hwy. 7915 ,

Phone 6421271
4o

H4

$2,999"

Delici
for

Free Delivery
Free Set-Up
We Feature

West Tennessee
Housing Headquarters
Green Acres
Mobile- Monies, inc.

14

$25.00
REWARD

parti
Ge

Better Hon-.es
Better Prices
Better Service
Give Us A Try :Before You Buy.

. . .For information leading _to any person who will
buy a new or used mobile
home
from
me, Jim
Caldwell, Green Acres
Mobile Homes, Inc.
Hwy. 79E
Paris, Tennessee Phone 901842-0271
111
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PAGE SEVEN

Unitasjs First To Feel Effects
Of Baltiritore Youth Movement
By GORDON BEARD ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — The
proposed youth movement of
the Baltimore Colts won't be
accomplished overnight, but the
oldest player will feel its effects first.
When Coach Don McCafferty
was fired Monday, General
Manager Joe Thomas said Baltimore youngsters would be
given much more playing time
during the remainder of the
seagon.
In Sunday's upcoming game
against the New York Jets,
however, .39 year-old quarterback Johnny Unitas will be the
only player actually bumped

n All-State
Hoptown
urray has
Hoptown.
und senior
member of
ensive line
mber of the
lightly over
at 8 p.in.
the gate
ults and 75
with iden-

out of his job so far.
Taking over for Unitas—second to the Jets' Joe Nemeth in
the AFC with 1,044 yards passing this season—will be Marty
Domres, who spent four seasons as a backup signal caller
at San Diego before being acquired in a trade by Thomas.
Rookie Glenn Doughty also
will start at wide receiver,
replacing rookie Cotton Speyrev, who is injured, and secondyear players Don Nottingham
and Don McCauley will start in
the backfield for the second
straight week while veterans
Tom Matte and Norm Bulaich
nurse injuries.
It was McCafferty's refusal

Twilight Hurts Both
As Reds Down Oakland

to bench Unitas which helped
lead to his dismissal after the
Colts lost to Dallas last Sunday
for their fourth loss in five
starts, with defensive line
coach John Sandusky taking
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
over.
Associated Press Sports Writer
In a story published in a BalOAKLAND (AP) — The Cintimore newspaper Wednesday, cinnati Reds and Oakland A's
Thomas denied having instruct- entered the "Twilight zone"
ed either McCafferty or Sand- again tonight for the fourth
usky to start Domres.
game of the 1972 World Series.
After Wednesday's practice,
And because of it, both teams
however, Unitas reiterated that looked forward to another lowThomas had telephoned him scoring game following CincinMonday after McCafferty had nati's 1-0 triumph Wednesday
been .fired and informed him night that cut Oakland' series
that Domres would play.
lead lto 2-1.
"I told him, 'that's yous,deci"The twilight made the difsion,: and hung up," Unitas ference for me," said winning
said.
pitcher Jack Billingham after
Unitas also he also had been gaining the victory with ninthtold by reliable 'sources that inning help from Clay Carroll.
Sandusky had been instructed
"You'll see another good one
by Thomas to start Dorares and tonight with Don Gullett pitchthat McCafferty twice rejected ing," said Cincinnati Manager
such suggestions by Thomas Sparky Anderson.
and owner Robert Irsay.
"Maybe the rest will be oneOther than outliniig the chain run games too," said Oakland
The ultimatum expires Saturdeclined to "Manager Dick Williams.
day and was one of the first of events, Unitas
comment on his benching or his 'The first two games of the
measures taken by the WBC
after he best-of-7 series were played in
convention which opened future with the club
finishes his 17th season. This is Cincinnati last weekend, but
Thursday.
three-year the 3-2 and 2-1 Oakland
sucDisregarding the ultimatum the last year of a
8125,000
contract
a
season.
at
cesses were fashioned without
would jeopardize Foreman's
status as the No. 1 challenger
while enchancipg the position of
Muhammad All, the former
• •
champion.
Ramon G. Velzaquez, president of the WBC, reported that
letters to Frazier and Foreman
_had gone unanswered and the
WBC decided to send Strongly
worded telegrams to both boxers, their managers and assocaites.Frazier has rejected Foreman's views on the financial
aspects of the fight. But the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS consecutive triumph.
Apparently some of Louisiana
WBC declared that Frazier
But McClendon wants his
must risk his crown, not having State's football players are still squad to get ready for always
done so with a recognized chal- thinking about last week's troublesome Kentucky at Baton
triumph over Auburn.
lenger in over a year.
Rouge, Oa., this Saturday in a
"We still have not regained key Southeastern Confrence
Smith Signed
our
concentration,"
said game.
Third-ranked Alabama spent
SAN DIEGO I AP) — The San Charles McClendon, coach of
Diego Conquistadors of the the seventh-ranked Tigers, who the day rehearsing plans and
American Basketball Asoci- also own the nation's longest the kicking game in sweat
clothes in preparing for
ation have signed 6-foot-9 Gar- major college winning string.
Tennessee in Knoxville.
field Smith.
"It's obvious some of our
"Tennessee does so many
Smith was waived by the
people have yet to get back into things that there are alot of
Boston Celtics of the National the swing of things and preBasketball Association last pared properly for Kentucky," recognition problems and adjustments for the defense,"
week.
McClendon said Wednesday.
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant said
LSU, behind the running and of the 10th-rated Vols.
passing of quarterback Bert
In Athens, Georgia Coach
Jones, ripped Auburn 35-7 last Vince Dooley chose captains for
-Saturday for the Tigers' ninth Saturday.'s
contest against Van-

Frazier, Foreman
Told To Set Date
the top ten
Drake and
ision Top 10,
tes in parentough games
total points
18-16-14-12-10h 44-6=0_ 33()
5-0 312
(2) 6-0.236
4-1 162
is lii 6-0 161
4-0-1140
4-1 119
4-1 105
4-1 75
6-0 62

°

MEXICO CITY (Al') — The
World Boxing Commission
handed down a 48-hour
ultimatum Wednesday night to
champion Joe Frazier and
George Foreman to set a date
for a heavyweight title fight.

Pro Cage
Standings
By THE Associatict press ABA
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Carolina
4 0 1.000 Kentucky
1 -2 .333 2''
New York
1 2 .333 2 2
Memphis
1 2 .333 2' 2
Virginia
0 4 .000 4
West
.•
•
San Diego
2 1 .750 —
Denver
3 1 .750 —
Utah
2 1 .667
2
Indiana
2 2 .500 1
Dallas
1
3 .250 2
Wednesday's Results
Carolina 105, Kentucky 100
Memphis 99, Dallas 89
Denver 115, Virginia 109
Indiana 107, Utah 103
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Game
Memphis at Dallas
Only game scheduled
Friday's Games
virginia at New York
Utah vs. Carolina at Greens
bora
Memphis at San Diego
Indiana at Denver
Only games scheduled

West Kentucky Horseman's
Association had its tournament
show, Saturday Night October 7
at the New Provedence Arena.
A large crowd attended with
well practiced horses and all
nine clubs in the association
trying hard to capture tye 6 foot
rotating trophy.
The trophy is won by the
entire club with most points for
the tournament. A club has to
win the trophy 3 years consecutively before they can keep
it. New Providence has won one
of the trophies and the club won
the Saturday Night's show with
197 points with West McCracken
being the reserve club with 97
points. This makes two years
for New New Providence to hold
the present trophy.
The awards banquet for the
WKHA will be October 28, at the
J.C. Civic Center in Paducah.
The New Providence Club will
have many members to be
champion and reserve champion for the summer season.

ION

AGE

HOME
PET

Just In Time For

Wednesday's
HOMECOMING Sports In
Delicious Ryan Boiled Custard
Brief
for Murray State Homecoming
parties!

Get it at your favorite grocer or

Information leady person who will
w or used mobile
mom
me, Jim
, Green Acres
mnes, me.
Hwy. 79E
nnessee Phone 901-

from your route salesman.

Ryan Milk Co.
Murray, Ky.

4

any assistance from nature.
throwing three straight balls to
When the Series switched to Mike Epstein while the crowd
the Oakland Coliseum this of 49,401 at the Coliseum
week, the strting time for the cheered.
contest in California was 5:30
Anderson then decided that
p.m. That's the worst time for Billingham had gone far
a hitter because of the fast-fad- enough.
ing light.
Carroll then came in to preCincinnati slugger Johnny
Bench,-who went 0-for-4 Wed- serve that shaky lead by getnesday night and struck out ting Epstein on a bouncer, Sal
three times, had been appre- Bando on a soft line drive and
George Hendrick on an easy hit
hensive about the conditons.
"I hate to hit in the twilight to the mound.
in Oakland," he had said.
While he was in, Billingham,
But while it hurt the major a right-hander with an unleagues' top home rim hitter, it spectacular :50() lifetime recralso didn't do too much for the od, was a superman as far as
Oakland team.
Oakland was concerned. He fed
"I don't usually strike out the A's a steady diet of sinker
that many batters," said Bil- balls aid allowed only three
lingham, who fanned seven flies during his tenure.
Athletics. -The twilight no
The only hits that he gave up
doubt helped me."
There was no twilight, how- were a bunt single by Joe Ruth
ever, when Billingham tired in in the fourth and infield hits by
the ninth. The journeyman Dick Green in the fifth and
right-hander, who gave up pinch-hitter Gonzalo Marquez
three hits through eight in- in the seventh.
nings, started the ninth by
His only jam came in the

sixth inning, when the A's had
men on first and third with
none out and the bases loaded
with one man gone. But Billingham finished off the A's by getting Bando on a rally-killing
double play.
John "Blue Moon" Odom was
equally good for Oakland, striking out 11 before running into
trouble in the seventh inning,
when the Reds scored the
game's only run.
Tony Perez singled and was
sacrificed to second base by
Denis Menke. Cesar Geronimo,
hitless in his first nine World
Series appearances, then laced'
a single to center field.
Perez barreled around third,
slipped and fell on a field made
soggy by 10 straight days of
rain. But he picked himself up
and scored the winning run
when Oakland shortstop Bert
Campaneris made no relay
throw.
Williams has tapped Ken
Holtzman to face Gullett in a
matchup of hard-throwing

(unman° Preparing For
entudc -"Game Stiturda

Riding Club Hosts
Tourney Saturday

00
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By The Associated Press
Golf
AKRON, Ohio—Lanny Wadkins and Jerry Heard defeated
Lee Elder and Jim Colbert 2-up
and shared the $70,000 first
prize for the CBS Classic
Championship.
BUENOS AIRES—Juan Carlos Devoto, Roberto Monguzzi,
Horacio Carbonetti, and Lu:s
Angel Daneri teamed for a 212
to grab a three-stroke first
round lead at the Amateur
Men's Team Championship.
Football
CHICAGO—The Chicago
Bears acquired receiver Coleman Zeno from the New York
Giants on waivers.

Bowling
Standings
THURSDAY COUPLES
Bowling League
Team
19
5
Red Birds
19
5
Night Owls
17
7
Rockets
15
9
Demons
141/2 9' 1
Road Runners
10
14
Ups 8. Downs
11
Whiz Kids
13
Misfits
1
2 11' .
12/
1214 11.
Strikers
12
12
!ILIA C's
'
11
12
Gene's Body Shop
101,2 13
Strikes
14
Fighting Four
10
14
10
Super eiowlers
8
16
Ten Pens
8
16
Alley Cats
5
19
Pacers
20
Lynn Grove Four
High Team Game(SC/
730
Red Birds
710
Road Runners
675
Reg Birds •
High Team Game.(HC)
Woad Runners
842
829
Red Birds
792
Pacers
High Team Series (SC)
2026
Red Birds
1961
Night Owls
1846
Road Runners
High Team Series (NCI
Red Birds
• 7313
2297
Night Owls
Alley Cats
2268.
High Ind. Game (SC)
214
Dan Jones
-710
Delmar Brewer
208
Prentice Darnell
195
Patsy Neale
169
Patsy Neale
169
Judy Parker
168
Pat Evans
High Ind. Game (SC)
238
Prentice Darnell
230
Delmar Brewer
230
Ronnie Hargrove
225
Patsy Neale
224
Pat Evans
217
Jacky Winchester
- High Ind. Series (SC)
575
Jim Neale 575
Lyman Dixon
547
Prentice Darnell
519
Patsy Neale
454
Jacky Winchester
453
Betty Dixon
High Ind. Series I SC)
638
Lyman Dixon
638
Gene Burkeen
637
Prentice Darhell
613
Jacky Winchester
609
Patsy Neale
582
Belinda Higgins
High Averages
191
Dan Jones
187
Jim Neale
' 181
T.C. Hargrove
. 176
Ronald Pace
173
Lyman Dixon
-- 173
Delmar Brewer
s 173
Charlie Hargrbve
160
Patsy Neale
_ 152
LaVaughn Latimer
150
Betty Dixon
145
Hitde Burke)
144
Judy Parker
‘01
.140
Burlene Brewer
Frances Hargrove
137

derbilt. They were quarterback
James Ray, Tailback Hal Bisell
and cornerbaek Dick Conn. The
Bulldogs, 3-2, ite,ld a routine
practice which included split
end Rex Putnal, who missed
four weeks with a shoulder separation. He is expected back
for the commodores, 3-2.,
Mississippi State had a pretty
good workout, according to
coach Char,,y-khira, in pre-

paring for Southern Mississippi.
Georgia Tech Coach Bill Fulcher named cocaptains for Saturday's key game in Auburn,
choosing tailback
Kevin
McNamara and defensive back
Mike McKenzie. Tech, 3-1-1,
stressed short yardage situations and the kicking game in
getting ready for 15th ranked
Auburn.
Meanwhile Auburn spent

1 1-2hours n its passing game,
both offensively' and defensively.
Head Coach Bennie Ellender
of Tulane said that senior Mike
Walker will start over sophomore Steve Foley against
West Virginia. The Greenies
worked for two hours and Ellender said he felt his passing
attack had its best day of the
year.

southpaws tonight. The fifth
game will also be played here
Friday afternoon and the sixth
and seventh, if necessary, in
Cincinnati Saturday and Sunday.
GAME 3
CINCINNATI
a
3
3
4
4
3
2
4
4
4
0
31

Rose If
Morgan 21)
Tolan cf
Bench c
TPerez lb
Menke lb
Geronimo rt
Chaney ss
Billinghm p
Carroll p
Total

r
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

hb.
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
4 1

OAKLAND
ab r h bi
Campnris ss
3 0 0 0
MAlou rf
3 0 0 0
Rudi If
4 0 1 0
Epstein lb
2 0 0 0
Band° 3b
4 0 0 0
Hendrick cf
4 0 0 0
Tenace c
3 0 0 0
DGreen 20
2 0 1 0
Marguz ph
1 0 1 0
Lewis pr
0 0 0 0
Kubiak 20
0 0 0 0
Odom p
2 0 0 0
Megan ph
1 0 0 0
Blue p
0 0 0 0
F inners p
0 0 0 0
Total
29 0 3 0
Cincinnati
000 000 100-1
Oakland
000 000 000-0
E Tenace,
Epstein,
Bench,
Morgan DP Cincinnati 1, LOB
Cincinnati 8, Oakland 6, 5 Rose,
Geronimo,
Tolan
S M Akw,
Menke
IP H R ER 88 SO
Billtogrtm
W,1-0 8
300 3 7
Carroll
I
0000 0
Odom L,01
7
3 1 1 2 11
Blue
1-3 1 0 0 1 0
Fingers
I 2-3 0 0 0 1 3
Save Carroll (1), ,T-2:24. A.

SILENTGUARD
Seas shoal'st bias-ply belted tire
C 7S- 3
T ,3661.4
•••••ci I

'36"

seeeted

plvs 112 02
f ad 1. T.

Tim prices start as low as 510.40.0.
plus 51.61 Fed. Ex, Tax for Seors
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00- 13 size.

Isears1 Wolin
/66111

Sales Office

Murray, Ky.
..kcs •••
Southside Shopping Center
OD

vv E••••••••••

Murray.
CONGRATULATE
State
University
•1
•••••••••••

Golden Anniversary
,
FA

*

FRIDAY

* SATURDAY

Racers Beat East Tenn.
The 14.xintortlimir) Ralik s.

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY
()
1KY.
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Dear Consu,

Truth
ç.

TO CELEBRATE OUR NEW STORE OPENING IN BLYTHEVILLE, ARKANSAS.
SHOP UNCLE LEE IN PARIS FOR GREATER SAVINGS. ..

By

Special A
White Hots
Most of us us
For a house

3 PCE. CASSEROLE SET
1 qt.-14 qt.-21
/
2 qt.
Bowls with covers.
List price $7.95.
U.L. Reg. Price $4.97.
8-159
AM/FM AC/DC SOLID STATE: Electric or battery operated, high
iality full circuit Lightweight high-impact plastic cabinet, slide rule
built in UL approved AC ord telescopic antenna_Earphone included

For a car
For clothes
For furniture
For a vacatio
For school
Or even for d
In most cases, w
the use of this credit
it is (1) interest to
(2) a service char
charge account or
eqt and or service c
a credit card.
To make sure
sumers know exac
these charges are,
enacted the Truth-i

SPECIAL

"DELPHOS"
2/
1
2 Gal. GAS CANS
Quality galvanized ware.
list Price $3.95. E.
42i1U
U.L. Reg. Price
$2.99. 'SPECIAL

TAPE PLAYER SOLID STATE. Compact size (fits glove Loin
uartment) Automatic and push button track changer, pilot
light, slide lever balance control, tone and volume controls.

law.There are to
things that the lay
must be told:
• The finance cha
is the dollar arnoun
to use the credit;
•The annual
rate, which is th
rate plus any
charges you have
the loan.
Let me gi‘e y
ample of the diffe
tween the two.
You borrow $1
finance charge is
.1 year to repay the lo
Tpay back the $106
of the year in a I
.44he annual perc

"WALCO BROS."
STAINLESS STEEL

TABLEWARE
"ASHTON"

"LADDERS"

2 CELL

..Step or extension. Wood
or aluminum

MEl

FLASHLIGHT

THIS WEEK'S

Complete with batteries
SPECIAL...
FRESH D SIZE
SONAR FLASHLIGHT

a.
Enough for 4
windows, 4 sheets,
36x72 plastic. Complete
with forming strips and nails.

BATTERIES

Special

SPECIAL!

STORM
WINDOW KITS

12For994

"FROST
KING"

6'FOOT HOUSEMASTER

WOOD STEP LADDER
A sate, hghl
econom its
iedder for the
home owner.
Built to ANSI
Safety Standards

AIR
CONDITIONER COVERS
17" High-27" wide-17" Deep.
List Price $1.25. U.L.Reg. Price
79'
SPECIAL

49t

NEW GUNS!

Sale Price

ITHACA 28 Mod. Plain Darrell
REMINGTON

AUTO 12 GA.

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 29.95
MARLIN
30-30

BROWNING HI POWER Grade 2

AUTO RIFLE 30-06 $19750

AUTO 22 CAL

MOD. 51 AUTO
V.R.

$127 s

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 8149.95

28 in. full

159

TC

N.R
UTOMA
FARA
Uncle Lee Reg. Price S171 95

BROWNING
REMINGTON MODEL 700 Bolt Action

REMINGTON

LEVER ACTION
V.A. 1 ONLY

AUTO 12 GA.

$16495

Uncle Lee Reg. Price $174.95
ITHACA

20 Ga. Plain Barre11,1 only

MOD. 37 PUMP
Uncle Lee Reg. Price $124.95

$105"

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 99.95

PUMP MOD. 870 16 GA.

AL 2/0

AUTO-12-GA.

REMINGTON

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 99.95
26 imp.
BROWNING

22 TARGET RIF1I

AUTO 12 GA.
Uncle Lee Reg. Price 195.00
16 ga. 26 in. cyll bore
BROWNING
e Reg. Price 190.00

$17599f

DIXON-PHENOIX

4 Power Scope

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 135.00

Savage Ad;.

AUTO SWEET SIXTEEN

1148 12 ga

AUTO SHOTGUN

26 in. cyl. bore

SPRINGFIELD

AUTO 30-06 CAL
Uncle Lee Reg. Price 189.00

BOLT ACTION 12 GA.

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 77.95

Uncle Lee Reg. Price $143.95

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 185.00

39

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 29.95

REMINGTON

Price

$29%
$90*)
175"

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 190.00

AUTO 22 CAL

3 in. Mag. 36 in

Sale

BROWNING

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 44.50

2 ONLY $

BERRETTA

AUTO 270 CAL

S. SHOT 20 GA.
MARLIN

MOD. 37 PUMP

110.60

REMINGTON NYLON 66
STEVENS

$175

Uncle Lee Reg Price 1;189.95
ITHACA

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 45.00

$140'

3 in. Mag. V.R.

ITHACA

Gra

Uncle Lee Reg. Price

REMINGTON NYLON 66

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 5139.95

FINNBEAR

RIFLE 25-06

AUTO 22 CAL
BROWNING

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 165.00

DEERSLAYER

Uncle Lee Reg. Price $166.00

Uncle Lee Reg. Price $149.95

BROWNING

BOLT ACTION 308 CAL$14000

RIFLE 22-250
SAKO

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 35.00

$2495

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 82.50
&sash & Lomb Variable scope
BuRGo

- FORESTER

MOD. 31

AUTO 22 CAL

LEVER ACTION 336T $75°°

Uncle Lee Reg. Price $249.50
SAKO

J. C. HIGGINS

22 L.R. Mod. 514

22 S. SHOT RIFLE

Uncle Lee Reg. Price $149.95

USED GUNS!

USED GUNS.

$100'

Mod. 5131 Peep Sights

S. SHOT 20 GA

26'in. cyl.bore
Uncle Lee Reg. Price 22.00

J. C. HIGGINS

26 in. Mod

BOLT ACTION 20 GA.
$8995

Uncle Lee Reg. Price 42.50
SEARS

26 in. Full

BOLT ACTION 410 GA.

$175"

-411.6'B'
ut if you pa
WI the Winteres
yrnents each m
y have use of p
DO because you
the
al't
ity.1)A.7 sbolont
first payment
than $100 to u
only have ah
$100 for a ful
harge works ou
I percentage ra
In the past,
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Dear Consumer
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
White House Office of Consumer Affairs
Most of us use credit sometime
For a house
For a car
For clothes
For furniture
For a vacation
For school
Or even for dinner.
In most cases, we pay for making the loan might ha‘e
the use of this credit whether said that you were paying 6';
it is (1) interest to a bank, interest whether y•ni paid
(2) a service charge on a back the loan and interest in
charge account or (3) inter- a lump sum or in 12 installest and or service charge on ments.
a credit card.
Now, the Truth-in-LendTo make sure that con- ing law requires the annual
sumers know exactly what percentage rate to be listed.
these charges are, Congress This is to help you in deterenacted the Truth-in-Lending mining the lowest effective
law.
rate of interest you can get
There are two major on a loan.
•
things that the law says you
The Truth-in-Lending law
also requires that creditors
must be told:
• The finance charge, which give more information in adis the dollar amount you pay vertising. If they say "$2
to use the credit;
down and only $2 a week,"
•The annual percentage they must also tell you how
rate, which is the interest many weeks you will be
making payments and other
rate plus any additional
information about the cost of
charges you have to pay for
• the loan.
credit.
Let me give you an exAnother important part
ample of the difference be- of the law involves situations
tween the two.
in which your house is collatoral for a loan, such as an
You borrow $100, and the
home-improvement loan or a
finance charge is $6 with a
year to repay the loan. If you
second mortgage. In these
pay back the $106 at the end, cases, the creditor must give
f the year in a lump sum, you written notice at the
time of signing for the loan
e annual percentage rate
that you have the right, to
.6';.
cancel the loan agreement
But if you pay the loan
within three days without any
his the $6-.interest in equal
-payments each month, you
problem or charges. However,
only have use of part of the
you must cancel the loan in
coo because you are paying
writing.
hick—PhYf or thts-loan right - 11 you_wouid_like more
away. As soon as you make
information about the Truthin-Lending law, write for a
the first payment you have
free copy of What Truth in
less than $100 to use. Because
you only have about half of
Lending Means to You in
either English or Spanish.
the $160 for a full year, the
$6 charge works out to an anSend your request to Connual percentage rate of $11%.
sumer Product Information,
In the past, the person
Washington, DC 20407.

15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions
easafiaaa*****segos*******************n•N

Cheviciibirs

Vc-'ellolidl`

Reg. 12.29
60's $119

•
te.

100
'
S

$

59

Reg. 13.39
MANE TAMER

STYLER DRYER
Regular 1 17.95

DUCON
New Concentrated
Antacid

2.00 Size

89t
SCORE TUBE
3 oz
89' Size
4.5 oz.

11.09 Size

1 5 or
54' Size

59 49' 29'
TRIAMINICIN
TABLETS

INTO*

Aft.I' SVC
11.01.11.11••••••,

TRIAMINICIN
i2
TANI tTS

THE TRAVELER

THE ALCHOLIC

Truth In Lending

Cre
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He goes
from beer
to liquor

50 camp sites in Ireland
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service

By BOB SCOW
Copley News Service
Dear Mr. Scott:
After reading your article
this morning, I feel my family
needs some help! My husband
has so many symptoms of an
alcoholic!
Our marriage of 24 years is
almost over. We still have two
young daughters of 8 and 12
who worship their father.
He drinks at work and by
the end of the day is usually
passed out. He says he is resting. He starts with beer on
Saturday and Sunday a.m.
and by 2 to 3 p.m. is on hard
liquor. It is draining all of us
mentally, physically and
monetarily. What can I do to
help him? He refuses to listen
to me or to discuss this problem. We end up fighting- —.
him leaving for a bar and me
crying.
I am now to the point of resigning myself to leaving him
and losing everything.
But he is worth helping becease he really is a wonderful
man, well liked by everyone,
and loved very much by his
children.
What can I do? Please give
me some advice!
Frantic
Dear Frantic:
Get yourself to Alanon, a
program for spouses' of alcoholics, TODAY! Get your
Children to Alateen, -a program for children of alcoholics, TODAY! Call your local
Alcoholics Anonymous program for contact. Tell it like it
is. Your problem is their specialty.
Don't give up yet. That man
of yours may get so grateful
for what he sees happening to
his loved ones that he'll want
to find ways to join them.
Sound foolish? It has worked
for thousands of others just
like you.
Try it — you'll like it!
Bob

THIS SECOND
COMES IN FIRST
Second Lieutenant Verena
Haynes has a long record of
accomplishing "firsts." As a
Medical Corps Officer taking
the Army Medical Department's basic course at Army
Med Field Service School at
Brooke Army Medical Center in
Texas, she's already tallied
quite a few accomplishments.
She is the first woman
pharmacist in the Army. While
she was in college at the
University of Michigan, she
became the first woman participant in the Army ROTC
program there. On top of that,
she is hoping to be assigned as
the first woman to attend the
medical material and services
management course at the
Army Medical School at
Brooke.
Lt. Haynes entered the
Medical Service Corps for
several reasons. "The Army
offers some of the most advanced hospital pharmacy work
in the country and the opportunities for advancement
are great," she says. "The
Army also allows you to meet
people from all over the world."
She also feels that, "women
lw_ve,an obligation
.of service to
U.S. as good citizens equal th.
their male counterparts.DID YOU KNOW
That the first national historic
landmark registered in the
United States is a memorial
dedicated to an Army sergeant?
It marks the grave of Sergeant
Charles Floyd, who died while
on the famed Lewis St Clark
Expedition and was buried on a
high bluff in what is now the
southern part of Sioux City,
Iowa.
DROWNPROOFING THE
ARMY

Bob Scott (-an he reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 S. Tustin Ave.,
Orange, ('alif. 92848 iTeleph one 714433-9582).
(Copyright, 1972, Copley
News Service avd Beverly
Enterprises.)

STANFORD, Calif. (UPI)
— An organic crunchy cereal.
peanut butter and cherry
gelatin passed the student taste
teat this year at Stanford
University's dormitories.
Mrs. Louis Ohms, dietician
for the campus food service,
said a group of students comes
into her kitchen once a month
to pass on new food products
which may be served to 3,000
Stanford dorm dwellers.
Among those rejected in
recent months were frozen
pizza - ncutfins -and pre- fabricated lemon pudding.
Mrs. Ohms also has a backup checking technique, which
involves walking through the
eating areas at the six dorms
occasionally.
can find or
quickly what students don't
like by just observing what they
lease on their plates.- she said.

Spanish government
cracks down on hotels
The Spanish government
has fined a company 115,000
for opening a new hotel in Majorca before it was completed.
A tougher policy against hoteliers was announced last autumn after thousands of Britons had their holidays ruined
by being booked into hotels
still under construction.

sherr ._
La

Pick up your free copy at our Association. We're co-sponsoring the
Monday Night Pro-Football Games
on ABC Television. We know you'll
be watching. And we know this free
guide will add to your enjoyment of
the games. You'll read scouting
reports on all the teams playing.
Plus an analysis of key player match
ups. Plus much more. Get your
book now.

.
Sorry, No Lay-Aways

,

Paris, Tenn.

It's yours free.

Taste test
for student

Dear Mr. Scott:
The newly-implemented
I am writing in reference to
a drug prooieni.
eight-week Infantry Advanced
I have a very dear friend
Individual Training (AIT)
that I think is a drug addict. I
program in the 3rd Brigade at
do know that he has been usFort Jackson, South Carolina
ing different drugs for quite
highlights mechanized Infantry
some time. Only in the last
training but also features a
fwo or three months, he -has- --,--course —in-ter safety
turned to using the needle. I
(drownproofing) being taught
don't know very much about
by the Army for the first time,
any kind of drugs. I have seen
Consisting of eight hours of
this friend take "dewey,"
classroom instruction and
LSD cocaine,sniff heroin, and
practical experience in arsmoke marijuana.
tificial respiration, floating
I do not seem him anymore
techniques and
devices,
because he is in Florida now.
relieving muscle cramps and
But if I should ever see him
proper breathing techniques
again, I would like to know
while in the water, the course
how I might be able to help
offers students another definite
him.
advantage. A person does not
I have smoked marijuana
have to know how to swim in
myself and did rather enjoy
order to use the techniques of
the effects. I am afraid there
drownrpoofing effectively.
is a possibility of myself going
HE'LL BE COMING
on to other drugs because of
'ROUND THE MOUNTAIN
very disturbing personal
Private Alvin A. Krug
problems of my own.
recently purchased and, with
Anything you could do for
Army approval, installed a
my friend or myself would be
second-hand railway baggage
deeply appreciated.
.
car on a siding close to his
Please don't suggest psychiatric help for myself. I
cannot afford one.
Concerned
Dear Concerned:
There is no better immediate way to help a friend on
drugs than by setting the
"clean" example. If you
really want to help, stay clean
— find other solutions to your
problems — and your friend
will eventually surrender to
your example.
In the heart of every addict
is the deep desire to be clean.
There is a Community
Mental Health Program in
your town and you qualify for
their help. Why not go see
them and ask for treatment?
The price is just right for your
pocketbook.
When your friend comes
back to North Carolina, why
don't you talk to him about
getting clean and, if he wants
to get off and stay off, give me
a call. I can suggest a good
place in your area for the help
he'll need.
In a nutshell: get your own
skin straight and be ready to
help him when he asks.
Bob

barracks at Redstone Arsenal
in Alabama. It seems that his
hobby of electronics and
mechanics resulted in the accumulation of a ham radioset,
arc welder, power plant, etc. all too bulky to store in his
quarters.
He found a used baggalie car
and began trying to overcome
the paperwork and red tape
involved in moving such a
vehicle on to an Army post.
Although the obstacles seemed
insurmountable, he finally got
permission to bring the car on
post. It sits there now on an
unused siding near the
automotive hobby shop.
Already he has purchased
some of the building materials
necessary to convert the car
into a workshop. In his spare ,
time with the help of friends, he
has rewired the car and put
some of the studdings in for
partitions. He expects to have
the entire care ready for use in
a few months.
STATION OF CHOICE
ENLISTMENT OPTION
The new Station of Choice
Enlistment Option designates 41
stations located throughout the
United States for which applicants may enlist. For more
information on this new option,
contact
your
Army
Representative Sergeant Jerry
Work at the Mayfield Shopping
Plaze, or call 247-4525 for an
appointment. We Don't Make
Promises, We Make Guarantees. Today's Army Wants to
Join You.

Ireland has more than 50
camping sites, which are
Listed in a brochure just published by the Irish Tourist
Board (590 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10036). Camping
equipment may be rented at
nominal cost through outlets
in Dub/in and Cork.
American tourists are visiting Ireland at about the same
rate this year as they did in
1971, according to Irish Tourist Board figures. Continuing
violence in Northern Ireland
has had little noticeable effect
on tourisn in the Irish Republic. ...
The ocean liner Hamburg
will sail on two Caribbean
Festival Cruises in early 1973.
The first one departs from
San Francisco Jan. 23, and the
second one Feb. 25. Cost
ranges from ;1,720 to $6,395.
In late October 21-22/
Greenfield Village in Dearborn, Mich., is inaugurating a
festival featuring early steam

engine demonstrations of hargroup-40 fare. What it means
vesting chores, horse shows,
is that a group of 40 or more
square dancing and old-time
passengers can fly at charter
end-of-harvest celebrations.
rates on regularly scheduled
season
the
at
... Christmas
flights. The group has to stay
village( Dec.9-31 ) will include
a minimum of three days, but
sleigh rides, decorated period
not more than 30 days, at its
buildings, carolers, and the
destination.
spirit of Christmas past.
At Tarpon Springs, Fla.,
you can learn what sponge
Woman power is being recdiving is all about at
ognized by Carte Blanche, a
Spongeorama. You can walk
travel and entertainment
through a sponge boat, watch
credit card company. Mema sponge-diving exhibition,
bers of the newly formed Naand see a professionally protional Association for Female
film.
duced
Executives will receive their
The 1,100-room Hotel New
own credit card without reOtani, Tokyo's largest and
quiring the cosignature of
tallest ( 17 stories) hotel,
husbands or other sponsoring
claims to have the largest
males. NAFE members must
hotel shopping center in Jaearn $10,000 or over a year.
pan. It also has a revolving
The Virgin Islands has
cocktail and dancing lounge.
started a "people-to-people"
program for visitors. The idea
is to bring visitors in close
Optional
contact with island residents
MANILA
who have similar interests, constitutional (UPI)—The
convention
according to Carmen Sim- approved the article on
mons, assistant commission- education that includes an
er of commerce for tourism of optional religious instruction
scheme allowing public school
the Virgin Islands.
Eastern
Airlines has teachers to handle religion
classes.
launched what it calls a

North Court
Sq.

•
,
Phone 642-2932

Thur. Fri. Sat.
ONLY!! ,

20 AOFF,
All
- WINTER COATS
and
HEAD WEAR
* Open Till 8:00 Friday Evenings *

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St.

753-7921
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Scheduled cruises
fit all pocketbooks
RR Al J. BROWN
Amerieans who enjoy sailing
the seven seas in style will be
able to choose from more shirks
and schedules during the 1072.73 cruise season.
Oyer 1.000 cruises already
base been listed for the fallwinter-spring months by the
major steamship companies,—
mainly
foreign
flag-competing for the lucratiye
- Anneriean Market. They range
from two-day sailings to the
Bahamas fur about $1011 to
rimnd-the- ss odd yoy ages
lasting more than three months
for nu we than $IIII1,0011.
Once again, the big luynrs
liners have been diverted from
regular senices to cash in on
the cruise boom. In addition.
nearly a dozen new or refitted
ships will join the more than 'III
liners already in cruise senice
from ports in the United States
and nearby islands.
New 'Ina remains the major
seaport but Florida and
California ports are offering
new ships and increased
sailings as are some of the socalled warm water ports in the
Caribbean this year.
Aliami and Port Eyerglades
have
been
gaining
in
popularity. 'particularly with
cruise passengers from the
midvvest and southern states.
It's a twiebethree.das run up
and down the coast by ships
based in New 'fork and the
Atlantic can be rough and i•old
in the winter while the Florida
ports are only hours by plane
from most major cities.
Numerous time-saving
air 'seat packages are offered by
airlines and and steamship
companies. Passengers can.fly
to and from the port where
their ship is based or fly °be
way and sail the other.
Passengers also have a wide
variety of special sailings—
stich cruises to nowhere. for—
singles only. for bridge players,
music lovers, Christmas

Instant
housing

shopping and arWiii. holidays.
etc.
The 05.0011-ton QUI.P11
Elizabeth 2 has scheduled two
special air sea cruises to Israel
this spring in unntiectiiin with
anniversary
the
2Itli
1.elebrati.in of the Jewish state,
The Cunard Lines' luvury liner
also has 13 Caribbean cruises
listed this fall and winter, with
sailing. from New liork.
Biiston. Norfolk and Port
Everglades and ranging froni
three to 10 days.
French flagship
The French Line's flagship
France is scheduled for lo
cruises also from New York.
Boston. Niirfolk. and Port
Everglades to the Caribbean.
South America, Africa and the
Mediterranean. It also has a
special sailing from Cannes in
April for a silver anniversary
call on Israel.
Hundreds of regular and
special cruises out of New 1 ork
01 Bermuda, Bahamas, Best
Indies. South America, Africa,
editerranean
other
and
Aestinations have been listed by
Holland America Cruises,
Swedish American, Norwegian
America, Hapag-Lloyd.
Chandris-American,
Greek.
Italian. Home and Flagship
Lines among others.
From Miami, Norwegian
Caribbean. Royal Caribbean,
Carnival Cruise. Commodore
Cruise. Eastern Steamship.
Costa and Sun Lines also Offer
scores of special winter cruises
in addition to regular searniund schedules. Cruises range
from two-day millings to the
Bahamas 'from about 81001 to 2 I -das cruises with ports of Call
in the Caribbean, Mexico. and.
Central and South America.
Eight liners will operate
regular services out of Port
Everglades this winter, including oed newcomers, while
at least 20 others make ealls to
embark,
or
disembark
passengers. Sailings include
three-to-45-day voyages to the
Bahamas, Caribbean. Mexico,
South
America.
Africa,
Europe. Mediterranean, and
the seat Coast and even longer
cruises to the South Seas, Far
East and around the world.
Cruise programs out of LOP
angeles and San Francisco also
have been expanded with at
least six ships making their
debut in U.S. service saiing
from the west coast ports. .
Destinations include Mexico,
the West Indies, South
America,
Africa,
Mediterranean, Black Sea,
Soutb Pacific. the Orient and
Hawaiido the listings by Pacific
Far East Line, American
President Line, PrudentialGrace all U.S. flag', Princes
--Cruisea-Sitmar Cruises, P &
and Royal Viking Line.
APL's schedule features a
95-day world cruise aboard the
President Wilson with prices
ranging from $3.235 per
person double to $100,940 for
the top deluxe four-room suite.

NEW YORK IUPII—A new
and speedy approach to lowcost housing has been
developed in which a "factoryon-wheels- pours • complete
home within 48 hours. The
house, which sells for less than
$20.000, can be moved into
within a week's time.
Government officials were on
hand recent!) to witness the
prototype of the "Conquikhome on a site neas Mohnton,
-in-eaatern,Pennsybeania._ _
Designed with complete
flexibility as to finish, -furnishing and exterior treatment.
the home. developed by the
Gray Manufacturing Co.. can
be adapted to individual needs.
In addition to meeting FHA
specificiations, the on-site
contructed house—formed as a
one-piece shell including the
rciof--needs none of the repairs
required for other types di
construction, according to the
developers, who say it is impervious to termites, vermin
and rot.
The concrete floor slabs
formed as the first_step in the
building process contain all
plumbing lines. Electrical
Reviewed By
chases are cast in the concrete
walls of the finished structure.
CHARLES OHL
A pair of specially designed
-The Professional" is billed
mobile forms, with built-in, as a suspense novel and
inmechanicalls operated metal
deed it is. Author James Bucontrete forms arrive on the
chanan doesn't believe in
home site. The site has been
holding the suspense for the
improved —that is. with
big revelation on the last
water. eleetrieity and sewer
page. Instead, he threads his
facilities, and a combination
novel about the spy world
floor and tooter has been laid.
The inner forms are wheeled
around a series of mini-clionto the floor and are
maxes. It's like riding a roller
positioned by a simplified
coaster that keeps climbing
system
of
screw -jacks.
again after you think you've
Reinforcement and roof deck
taken the last big plunge.
insulation is put in position
The "professional" is
while workmen position the
Stephen Guerin and he beouter form and lock the entire
longs body and soul and socks
assembly together. including
to something called "The
window and door opening
bosoms.
Firm," which is obviously
Concrete poured
that organization writers esThe same day the concrete is
pecially those from such
poured into the forms, using
schools as the New School For
special processes, the basisSocial Research) never get
home "shell- is completed with
tired of stomping on: the U.S.
three walls and a finished roof
Central Intelligence Agency
in monotholic concrete.
(In the second dal,
CIA.
:with the
basic concrete shell cured- to
'Right off, Buchanan blames
proper bearing strength, the
the CIA for Guerin having lost
mobile forms are moved out of
his wife and children to
the shell and the fourth side of
another man.
the structure is poured through
pre-formed openings in the
But the CIA, or "The
roof, completing the bask
Firm," also is having its trouhome
bles holding the faMily toAs the owners prepare to
gether Like the big world -outmove their furnishings intoi
side, it has been riven by factheir new home, the mobile
tionalism; there is a faction of
casting crew already has moved
hard-line conservatives in the
to another site and has cornorganization, a faction of libpleted one or two more complete home shells—creating •
erals who want to reason with
construction potential of a.
the enemy, and a smattering
home shell every other day, if
of neutrals like Guerin.
required.
The crux of the Buchanan
Developers arid contractors
novel is a plot by the hard
have indicated the system will
lines to hang the John F. Kenfind extensive use in connedy assassination on Comstruction of model communities
munist Cuba. Guerin heads a
for the general population, as
well ; as retirement - coinmission into Cuba to bring out
munitiFys.
the evidence which is in'the
It icalso being investigated
hands Of Julia Fernandez, a
as -a possible answer to
black beauty who wouldcseproviding mass-produced, lowcure top marks from Worncoat housing for developing
en's Lib.
nations throughout the world,

Black hat
hung on
the CIA
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SHELVING

6-Ft to 25-Ft.
with or
without
thermostat

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

'*Baked Enamel Finish
*Ribbed Post for Extra
Strength
*3 Adjustable Snelves
---*Steel Construction

p1-IONS

Unit Size 12x36x37

The Only True Discount Prescription
PH es!

•111:

Just Arrived-New Shipment of
•SPACE SAVERS
•CLOTHES HAMPERS
•POLE LAMPS

a

Be Sure and Check
with a Quick-Check

I.

la
U.

Warm those cold
dark rooms with a

ANTI-FREEZE
TESTER

•Many Other
Household Items

TROPIC-AIR
FAN FORCED

At Uncle Jeff's
Usual Discount Prices

HEATER

up
$877

By DIANE CUR
AN FRANCISCO
It started with
ynolds centerfold,
up of enterprising,
lifornia women ho
ert appreciation
lad male body
y're in the nude
Mess.
The young women
m that make up the
ancisco-based firm,
omen. The brainchil
renski/(VBreen, 2.
,dark-haired beau
ters in fine arts f
Institute in Los
n for Women ha
o the Burt Reynold
and taken it .
her—all in the
en's liberation,
urrently, five 18
ineh4osters are
the joyous app
Steve, Derek, AL
. Ms. Obrenski
phasizes that ther
disparity between th
magazine approach
tenolds and the
'0 Women approach to
"Ours are in th
liberation.- she said.
exploiting
is
presenting women
mak. beautiful bodi
merest and unapp
.BM our men are n
beauties, and the
unis proachable o
then nodde
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Don't be stranded this Winter!

Warm up that

COUNSELOR

Start and Go With

Duck Blind with a

BATH SCALE

HESTER

COLEMAN CATALYTIC

BATTERIES

HEATER
512A7Ju

3500 btu

1E ELEVEN

at Uncle Jeff's

a

Reg.
$3.47
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Come out of the dark and see the light with

BIG JIM WEATHERPROOF
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with
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DUCK HUNTERS

Get your Decoys at Uncle
Jeff's and Save!

BE PREPARED!
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Feed the birds this Winter with
a solid redwood and glass case
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BIRD FEEDER

savings!
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Cough Mixture

Regular, Extra Hold.
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By DIANE CURTIS
AN FRANCISCO- (UPI t
It started With a Burt
ynolds centerfold, but 8
up of enterprising, young
lifornia women hopes the
en t appreciation of the
lad male body continues.
y're in the nude posts!
mess.
The young women are a
m that make up the new San
anciscobased firm, Men for
omen. The brainchild of Star
renski/O•Breen, 27, a tall,
, dark-haired beauty with a
ters in fine arts from Otis
Institute in Los Angeles,
n for Women has latched
Ito the Burt Reynolds foldout
success and taken it some steps
'- foether—all in the name of
women's liberation.
4
Currently, five I8-inch by
, :1 27-inehAvosters are available
for the joyous appreciation"
of Steve, Derek, Al. Ray and
Bob. Ms. 1)brenski/(YBreen
, emphasizes that there is great
disparity between the Playboy
magazine approach to centerfiilds and the Men for
omen approach to theirs.
"Ours are in the vein of
ration," she said. "Playboy
exploiting
women—
senting women with fantic, beautiful bodies who are
al and unapproachable.
our men are not media
Utica. and they aren•t
proachable or out of

It

E

then nodded toward
Shorborn. 2-4. a slight.

curly-haired dark blond with
an infectious smile who is one
the five models, "Steve is
yery
believable,Ms.
obrenski/O'Breen continued.
"He's no muscle man and he
doesn't have a perfect body,
but in the poster his personality
shows through and you know
he's someone you're likely to
see walking dowq the street."
She said Men for V. omen
polled about 500 women bk.fore
the posters were made to see
how the idea would be received.
And the response was, she said.
"fantastic. But the women did
make comments to the effect
that they didn't lksant just a
picture of a bid). If they were
going to hang a glossy, eightby.-10 on the wall, the wanted
to be looking at "'Someone
gentle, happy, loving and
approachable who they could
feel was "paying attention to
them."
Thus the need for real people
professional
rather than
models. And thus the friendly
facet staring directly into the
camera rather than sour
sultry visages seemingly
beckoning the unhappy,
dissatisfied housewife.
"We're lauding men, not
trying to get even, sad Judith
Azur, 27, who joined Men for
Women because she feels
women naturally enjoy looking
at men, and she feels men have
been stereotyped as sexual
aggressors and women as
passive receivers.
Ms. Azar is creative advisor
and financial director of the

lack reen

By ALINE MOSBY
PARIS (UPI I — Dusty
cowboys in the American Far
West long have loped through
the barns in blue jeans, stiff
with sweat and faded from the
sun.
Today that cheap uniform of
the U.S. farmer, worker and
student is absolutely the "in"
fashion of sophisticated
France.
A limousine drew up recently
to the "Bob Shop- boutique on
the Left Bank of Paris and a
chauffeur swept open the door
For an elegant New York
socialite in her 60'8.
The graying millionairess
marched inside—not to buy a
Dior sable coat or a ',anvils
gown, but the outfit the nation
has lost its mind over—faded
blue jeans and battle jacket
studded with nailheads.
•'I went to the high fashion
salons and I cliin•t warn to wear
those suits and dresses,- explained the socialite as she tried
on a jean jacket.
While American students
earnestly wash their jeans in
bleaching solution to give them
a quick fade, the French
manufacturers are importing
American denim and dunking
it in vats of chemicals to fade it.
American jeans fit small
budgets but the Paris versions
range from $35 to $150 for
jacket and trousers, made
unisex for both men and
women.
The Paris blue jeans are not
just for hanging around the
apartment. The old cowboy
outfits are meant to wear on the

poster project and an awardwinning master of fine arts
graduate of the Hoffberger
School of Art in Baltimore.
"We're using the Mass media to
say that it's okay to look at the
nude man and like it."
And she lauds him every
morning—Derek hangs in her
bathroom.
Steve, a t niversity of
California
at
Berkeley
graduate. presently working as
a carpenter, says he loves being
a pinup and he hopes the
posters will make it more
"everyday" to look at the
naked male body.
Sleeve also hopes an offshoot
of the -poster liberation" will
be that women take more of the
initiative. "I'd love it if some
woman approached me and
told me she was attracted to
me," he said.
The orders for posters have
been pouring in—possibly a
testament to the fact that
women really are freer now.
But there is one thing that
puzzles the staff of Men for
Women—why are most of their
orders from the Midwest?
'They're
deprived,''
countered one male staff
member.
NEW YORK (UPI) — Cars
that don't fit their drivers can
cause accidents. Dr. Julian
Waller, professor of community
medicine at the University of
Vermont, says so. He told of a
study that showed drivers who
are above oetbelow average in
size may have trouble reaching
their cars' controls.
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street, to elegant restaurants
and even to nightclubs.
The faded jean craze first
swamped French resorts. Each
year the crowd at Saint Tropez
on the-!Mediterranean sea has a
uniform. Last year it was old
American military gear. This
year it's the faded blue jeans—
"blud jeans delavee- in
French—decorated with those
nailheads in silver or colors on
jackets, trousers or the rear
ends of shorts. Some are
embroidered
with
such
Aniericana as Las Vegas hotel
signs and skyscrapers.
'The
Tropez
Saint
inhabitants such as actress
Brigitte Bardot. Jane Birkin
and Elsa Martinelli wear the
pale blue jeans not just to the
beach but to cocktail parties.
restaurants and discotheques.
In 11-SkI4 time than it takes for
a lariat twirl, the lowly blue
jean ntade it for city living in
Paris. Girls wore them in chilly
June with the cuffs turned up
to show red boots. At Rene
Goujean's hair salon the hgisdressers wire jean shorts.
1 ming people always have
coveted "lea vrais Levis- (Levi
jeansl in France but the style
did not get past the student
quarter and into high society
until an American in Paris,
Leslie Landrum formerly of
Washington. D.C., convinced
designer Pierre Cardin to make
high-styled jeans and blazer
jackets for both males and
females of all ages in 1470. The
hair stylist Alexandre wears
that Cardin jean outift in dark
red.
The denim idea spread and
ready-to-wear
soon
manufacturers were importing
American denim.
"Then people were looking
at the flea market for old faded
American jeans, so we began
sending our denim to a special
laundry where it is faded by
chemicals,- said Monsieur
Bob, owner of The Bob Shop.
---Landruni's wife. Vivienne
Gray more, is fashion editor for
the Paris newspaper i.e Figaro
and promptly bought three jean
outfits. She wore her faded
trousers and nail-studded
jacket to the high fashion
winter shows in July. The
electrified fashion critics from
around the world wrote about
her as an example of what the
designers have to buck if they
want to get women back into
-proper" clothes.
- Marc Bohan. the head
'designer at Dior, said recently,
L•Ii`.Unt astounded to see
f Parisians paying as much for
faded blue jean outfits as they
would for a dress in a Dior
boutique.-
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FRANKFORT,Ky.—Did your
car happen to be one of the
10,864 stolen last
year in
Kentucky? In the first six
months of this year, 4,707 have
been stolen.
When resale is the purpose, a
thief must show some proof of
ownership. At present, Kentucky does not require a motor
vehicle certificate of title, only
a bill of sale and registration
papers which are easy to
duplicate.
The Interim - Committee on
Public Utilities and Transportation has tackled the
problem by appointing a -subcommittee to study the
desirability of an automobile
title law in Kentucky.
Legislative Research Commission staff member Edith
Schwab says the state needs a
motor vehicle title that
is
extremely hard to duplicate,
readily recognized as a genuine
virtually
document
and
alteration
resistant to any
attempt.
At present the subcommittee
is studying a title certificate,
recently adopted by the state of
Pennsylvania, which offers
several safeguards. Security
features of the document include invisible printing that can
be detected by ultraviolet light
and paper made up of various
color shades.
The subcommittee will ineet
Oct. 25 with interested persons
from around the state to discuss
the possibility of a title, law.
After this meeting they hope to
have some definite recommendations to present0the full
committee that will make the
business of selling stolen cars
much more difficult. •
FORT FUMBLE FACTS
When the Pentagon was
planned, its estimated cost
was $35 miThOn, After an
overrun of 42 per cent, the bill
was $49.6 million for the building plus another $33.4 million
for access roads, parking lets,
land fill and other items.

AUCTION SALE

teachers
By KENNETH I. RABBEN
Regardless of amount of
rhetoric about improving education, it boils down to the
child's home environment and
what, if anything, the classroom teacher can accomplish.
The college degree and
state teacher certificate are
only licenses to learn how to
be effective in the classroom.
It takes most instructors
three to five years before they
know enough about the skill
and art of teaching to help
children.
Imagine a corporation with
more than 2.3 million employes and no career or personnel management. That is
the situation in education today. Once a prospective
teacher leaves college — and
his training there is not very'
good —he is on his own. Many
cOntinue their schooling, but
more for the additional salary
than any thirst for knowledge.
Others attend in-service
seminars and workshops for
the same reason, chasing
credits they can turn into dollars or that are required to
keep their jobs.
When teachers finally become effective, they are
ready to leave the classroom
for higher-paying administrative posts. Not that they have
been trained adequately to be
school administrators.
Education administration
ourses are under attack for
being unrealistic, impractical
time-wasters. Most schoolmen know that you stick in the
classroom and eventually, if
you pass enough courses,
keep your nose clean and play
a bit of politics, you can become an administrator. This
hardly is a rational method of
selecting those who will determine the schooling of the nation's children.
All too frequently, the best
teachers are found in schools
least in need of their ability.
Here is a proposed career
progression, based on the assumption that the first few
years of teaching are crucial
to the decision to remain in
the classroom and for professional growth.
. New teachers would be told
which schools are best and
given their choice. They
would be placed in the care of
a master teacher paid extra to
work with neophytes. This assignment would last two to
three years. The apprentice
--Irstrurtor would continue his
education, if he wanted, taking subjects of benefit in the
classroom, but not necessarily education courses. At
the end of this period, the
teacher would be transferred
to another school of his
choice, not one of the best, but
not one of the worst, either.
Supervision by a master
teacher would continue, but
not as intensely.
After five years, the teacher
might have a graduate degree
or additional course work.
Some school systems might
want to compensate teachers
for extra education, depending upon the course grade. At
about the fifth year, the
teacher would be evaluated
and retained if outstanding or
helped- to find other employment. Those retained would
be assigned to schools most in
need of their ability and talent
for two to three years.
Thereafter, the teacher
again would be given a choice
of assignment.
At this point, teachers could
elect to remain in the classroom to 'become master
teachers or to go on to additional practical, on-the-job
and academic instruction
leading to supervisory and
administrative positions.

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION
October 20, 1972
Friday Evening 6:30 p.m.
Community Building, Benton, Kentucky
Many Fine Antiques
FURNITURE
* Cherry drop leaf table I very good) Walnut Hutch fine*
,
condition ) - 2 Cedar Chests - Pie Safe - Captains Chairs Small Camel Back Trunk -7 Drawer Chest - Picture Frames )6,. Old Walnut 26 inch Bed - Unfinished Pine Harvest Table - 3
Deacons Bench- Wash Stand - Bean Sorter (pine dated) - '2,
11
Ai' Bookcase Bed - Bread Tray - Hat Rack Rolling Pin.*Wooden Curtain Rods.

air

GLASSWARE
* Depression Glass 4 pink, green & amber) - Cake Stands - A
Mirrors - Dated Fruit Jars - Wash Bowl & Chamber - Milk
Glass dresser Bottles - Dishes- Lots of other Glassware.

r

OTHER ITEMS
* Ford Tractor, Disc lk Plows - Muffin Pans Boxes -„t
N.L. Westinghouse Roaster - Small Sectional Couch - Bee!'
flr Smoker - Brass Pieces - Small Refrigerator - Wash*
*Kettles - Chairs - Footstools - Electric Stove.
SALE BY
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn
108 E. 12th Street
Benton, Kentucky
Pete T. Gunn, Jr. Auctioneer

***********

New sock explosion
in color and pattern
By WALTER LUGAR
NEW YORK I UPI/—Yoo
may not have noticed it at the
time but there was a big sock
explosion back in the 1960s.
The reverberations continue
today and you have a burst of
color and pattern that will give
women something to peek at—
men's ankles.
In the olden days. meaning
the 19405 and 1950s, a sock
wardrobe consisted mainly of
short, solid, dark socks which
fell down around the ankles.
And perhaps there were a
eouple of pairs of argyles, hand
knitted by some doting female.
Then somewhere in the
1960s the hosiery manufacturers suddenly introduced
color—as many as 80 different
shades—in men's hosiery and
that was about all yousaw for
awhile. It didn't last, though.
Men went back to wearing the
same old blacks and navy
blues.
But the color explosion did
create two different categories
of socks—sports which include
anklets and dress which are
supposed to go up over the calfs
so no bare expanse of leg is
see-,--The-,s along came-John
Weitz. Bill Blass, Schiaparelli,
Hardy Amies,()leg Cassmi and
the like and sockg got colorful
again. This was called the
"peacock revolution" at the
time.
That lasted, but this season
things are getting even better
and patterns are the big
thing—argyles, classic tartans,
imaginative plaids, subtle toneon-tone neat prints, geometries
and big bands of colors either
vertically or horizontally.
Leading manufacturers like
Camp
Hosiery.
In ter-woven/Esquire. Burlington
and Great American Knitting
Mills went into it heavily and,
with a heavy use of Orlon, are
trying 'ml such things as royal
tartan, tattersalls, bird's eye
knits. 3-d and big square
blocks.
On top of this pattern you
have such things as coppet.

moss, orange—and argyles in
suck lively combinations as red,
yellow and black. One quick
.
rule of thumb is that the sock,
can be the same shade or
darker than the color of the suit
or slacks—never lighter.
Clarifieation
Alan Friedland, president of
Camp Industries, takes the
clarification a bit further:
"The first thing to know is
that there are two types of
patterned socks; one category.
strongly patterned and usually
vibrantly colored in bulkier
yarns, is aimed at sportswear:
the other, more modestly
patterned and in relatively
subdued colors in finer gauge
yarns are meant for business
wear."
For a man who is hesitant
about combining pattern with.
pattern 'just remember that
combinations of pattern
happen to be considered correct
right
now—like
striped
neckties against figured shirts.
Such a man might even take a
look in ROMP of the windows of
a smart men's shops and see the
proper combinations.
Color is the prime consideration and_ the color of_your
loud socks should repeat or
complement the.color of your
slacks, sports coat or sweater.
And if a man happens to be
wearing solid knit slacks there
is no limit to the amount of
color he can put into his
argyles.
There are a few other things:
vs ear
You
almost any
pattern with a plain suit or one
with a pattern such as • a
herringhbone. If a suit has a
prominent stripe it is best to
stick to cavalry twills, minichecks, basket knits or ribbed
two tones.
Glen plaid suits are considered slightly less formal than
say a striped suit so you can
mix things up a bit more like
wearing bright argyles or
plaids—it is all considered sort
of Scottish. And if you
are wearing a plain navy blue
blazer suit you can dress it up

"tie
.
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Salary scales would place
as much value on experienced
teachers as administrators.
Outstanding master teachers
could receive more money
than an administrator. Ad11, Nue.,,Seiwly
ministrative salaries would
37 Ni
13
be based, in part, on degree of
Ii Ileviette I
responsibility.
4/1)04,1, 4
There are many advantages
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to this proposal. Instructional
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tent instruction. New and
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name
older teachers would be
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placed in situations they could
punt
handle.
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New teachers would have a
pleasant environment in
., ciown
which to learn to teach and to
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sell it With A Classified Ad

IT'S
To PI
Ledger

75'916

FOR RENT

•••••
•

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Another View0

MANAGER and MANAGER

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings

TRAINEES

Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions

Openings available in Kentucky and Tennessee
for mature men and women in fast food
operations. Experienced preferred, but will tain
if you are ambitious and want to advance. Good
salary and benefits. Write:

FURNISHED HOUS
girls, one block fron
Available Novembe
753-4974.

No Foundation Required - Sizes 6x8' to 24x40'
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidewalls and Roof
floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penta-treated skids

)
1r-

VIP.
....e_...,_
1
,
-.
-.N. 0
.
3,

THREE BEDROOM
with double car'I
heat, also fire
heatolator. Locat
River Subdivision.
2427.

Darnell Marine Sales

AMMO
.

Highway 94
Route 3 - Murray,

2k„

P.O. Box 32-W, Murray, Ky. 42071

111REE ROOM a
South 16th Street,
from MSU. $65.00
Phone 753-4342 or 7
5:00p.m.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Please Mail Replies to Address Above

Telephone 753-3734

Of

TWO BEDROOM
unfurnished apar
heat and air.
Available October
4331.

Ry
753-5693

NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Murray area. Company car
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. TEN PIECE dining room suite, ANTIQUE PIANO, also two NO regret, the best yet; Blue
I
• f
carpets
furnished for business and
cleans
Siamese kittens, 10 weeks old, Lustre
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo $75.00. Phone 753-1566 or 753AUCTION SALE, Satitrday, pleasure. Group hospital and life
020P full blooded Seal Point. Phone beautifully. Rent electric
Piano Company, across from 6406.
Srt4
- :41
ITITIT
:
October 21, 10:00 a.m. at the
insurance, retirement paid 100
023C shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Daythel Turley 753-9973.
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
020C
Uncle Claud Smith homeplace,
‘11°'
per cent by company. $8000 to
021C
Shopping Center,
THREE BEDROOM Monarch
three miles north of Coldwater,
$12,000 first year potential. Must
one row corn
DEERE
mobile
VARIETY
of
pistols
home,
central
JOHN
LARGEST
heat
and
Kentucky on the Backusburg
SUPPOSE
STILL, SENATOR,
have previous sales experience "\NOR
in Kentucky. No increase in air, all electric, carpeted. Un- picker, in good condition, $250.00. 1969 HONDA 175 Scrambler,
Road. Folks this is one of the best
or sales aptitude. Interviews will INEVMAKE IT INTO A MOVIE?"
Price $385.00. Phone 753-7907
prices. Country Boy Stores, derpenning and porch. Excellent Phone 489-2646 after 4:00
sales of the year with more anbe held any day after 5:00 p.m, or
023C after 4:00p.m.
019C
Army Surplus, 9 miles from condition. Phone 753-9901. 019C p.m.
tiques and collector items than
HELP WANTED
i LE
FOR.S(
on Saturday if necessary. Call
Hopkinsville
Junction
Kentucky
you ever saw.
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
leather COMPLETE STAINLESS steel 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
Will only list a few; Extra
TFC*ANTED WOMEN to do
for appointment.
020C
special high poster, other poster
work. See George Keistler, 607 sandwich shop equipment. Like 4:00 p.m.
and high back oak beds, extra
calls
West
phone
1415
Street.
No
Lanes,
4th
Corvette
South
new.
time, day or
nice chair, -rockers, trunks, PART TIME or full
019C Main Street. Phone 753-220g. 021C,4 FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator, call
help needed, please.:
024C •
•
435-4592.
treadle sewing machine, old evening. Counter
LADIES SPORTSWEAR- MENS KNITWEAR
•
is
over
la.
neat, clean and
•
wardrobes, old walnut sideboard, must be
•
.
TAME RABBITS. Phone 436-5856
between 3:00 and SERVICES OFFERED
•
Name
Prices!!!
person
_Brands_
Discount
in
Apply
•
little walnut drop text- table,
10
•
after 400 p.m.
021C
p.m., Monday through
...._ •
drum table, spool leg and other 6:00
;
We
Have
A
Large
Selection
of
•
•
DRESSES
TOPS
•
at
Boyd
Contact Mr.
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus F'RIGIDAIRE.CLOTHES dryer•
fancy tables, rocker, oak Friday.
•
027C hauling corn or beans.
•
•
PANT
--•
Burger
SUITS
Chef.
•
BLOUSES
Phone 753• SLACKS
dressers, buncan Phyfe .dining
•
•
used, reasonable Wanted good
II
8090.
October25C
room suite, complete with fancy
used baby clothes and articles.
:
In
the
Men's
Department
wtrave
.
.
•
.I
china cabinet, two old pie safes,
Call 753-1611 after 5:00.
021C
• Some Men's
8'x35', 1 Bedroom, Full
spinning wheel, wall telephone,
• Polyester Double Knit Pants-Sizes up to 50
I
PIANO
TUNING-Repair•
1 Bath with Shower, Wall
Perma-Press
•
dinner bell, good picture frames,
•
•
rebuilding. Prompt expert serto Wall Carpet, Nice all
SERVICES OFFERED
old books, old graphanola or
•
Also Shirts - Ties • Belts - Jackets - Socks
•
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
Electric
Appliances
record player.
•
•
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, CARPET
with
Garbage'
Disposal,
-LINOLEUM in18" china doll, old and original.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- stallations and
Air Condition, Wired
a
repairs, all types.
Lots of good old glass of all kinds,
• $ 00
8911.
•
November21C Residential or commercial.
For Electric Heat, Nice
For
very special water sets, china
•
pair _
_
•
Paris, Tenn.
118 E. Washington
•
Porch with Aluminum
•
free estimate phone 436Apply In Person
-sit
pitcher, hand painted roses,
a•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
OOOOO
s•••$•••••OOOOO■••••••OOOOOOOOOOO•
WILL DO Baby-sitting, Monday
Awning. This trailer can
2124.
November1C
preserve stands and lots more.
at
through Friday. Call 435be used for travel or
Wash kettles, tea kettles, churns,
BEDROOM SUITE and dining USED BALDWIN Spinet piano. GARAGE SALE, Friday and
4311.
nice small home.
°2°C ATTENTION HOME Owners: Let
Jars, jugs,flat irons, corn sheller,
room suite. Phone 753-8767. 019P Used Baldwin organ, used Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-6;00 p.m.,
us completely cover your home
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo two miles past railroad tracks on
several sets of brass knob hames,
4th & Sycamore
kerosene lamps, swinging
Piano Company, across from Hwy. 121 South. Color TV anWILL DO baby-sitting in my with Reynolds weather tight
020C tenna, mast and rotor, crib and
Aladdin lamp, wall lamp, Gone
or see at 108 N. 7th Si.
019C aluminum siding. Also we do
OIL BURNER furnace and fuel Post office, Paris,Tenn.
home.Phone 435-5172.
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
tank. Ideal for clean up shop or
Phone 753-1257
baby equipment, two window
With The Wind lamp, and many
IMMEDIATE OPENING.
Storm windows & door, shutters
warehouse. Phone 753-4846 or 753- BALED HAY.Phone 753fans, tape recorder, many other
more. Lots of hand tools.
Permanent
position
with
local
estimates.
carports.
Free
JOHN'S REPAIR Service, and
023P good buys. 753-8838.
4417.
This is just a small part of the
023C 5351.
020C
firm. Farm background helpful. Plumbing-electrical-roofing and Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- BOY'S SPIDER bicycle and
good items, don't miss it.
Prefer family man willing to carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or girl's standard bicycle, $15.00
conducted by Otto
for 3-7625 nights.
accept
reAponsibility
October23C each.See at 802 North 20th
TFC,Sedalia 328-.8398.
Chester's Auction Service. For
machinery, trucks, etc. Send
Street!.
information call 435-4042, Lynn
P.O. BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, WILL DO any type of carpenter
Grove, Ky., or 345-2385. Otto name and phone number to
jobs.
Free
or
large
work,
small
About Our
Box 32-Y, Murray, Ky. All also bank gravel, fill dirt and
VA LOANS,no down payment for
Chester, Auctioneer. Dan Miller,
estimate. Phone 753inquiries
will
be
answered.
020C
qualified
veteran.
12
years
to
354-8138,
Hardin,
Phone
topsoil.
Assistant. "It Pays To Sell The
November6NC pay.
7955.
Aluminum Plates
Drive on out almost to
TFC
or 3544161 after 5:00 p.m.
Chester Way."
Clarks
River
Bridge
on
Beltline.
Watch next week's paper for EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
ve************* Bank financing on spot. Bill's
*
another big auction sale in Lynn Program. 75 year old company
*
each
wiring.
GENERAL HOUSE
* Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Grove.
019P will hire 3 college men for the Installation or rework. No job too *
*
* 13eltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
Executive
Development big or too small.Call for estimate *
The ledger & Times
*443-6150.
021C
October 21, 10:00 a.m., rain or
Program in the Murray area. All 436-2159, Jim.
Octiiber23P *
*
S'Ifine at Emerson's Movers,
expense paid Home Office
*
103 N. 4th Street
*NEW DOUBLE Wide mobile
South 4th Street, New Concord training
*
to start in November
*home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
Murray, Ky.
Highway, Murray, Kentucky.
with combined 2 year field BARN PAINTING and com- *
on spot. Plenty of other mobile
This sale will consist of several
753-1916
Phone
assistant. Income up to $13,000 mercial spraying. Local painter.
homes to choose from. Bill's
groups of uncalled for household second
year. For further in- References. Free estimate.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
items, piano, furniture and formation
write EDP, P.O. Box Phone Farmington 382Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
miscellaneous items. Many boxes 902,
Sikeston, Mo.63801.
October20C
WHEEL WALKER with seat.
ITC 2299.
443-6150.
021C
and pounds of unknown items.
Can be used as wheelchair. Used
It's being sold for moving and
/
1
2 Orders - '1.75
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
very short time. Phone Kirksey
storage expense.
WANTED PARTNER, must be installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
021P
1972 HONDA 350, three months 489-2477.
EXPENSE.
Child's Plate - '1.25
ambitious, experienced in pest
old, $725.00 or will trade for
Douglas Shoemaker, Associate control, to handle
Center:
Shopping
local accounts. WILL DO any kind of hauling, -*Central
Dodge or Chevy van or station 19" PORTABLE RCA TV, with
of Shoemaker Auction and
Established company. Phone including garbage in county. At
*wagon in good condition. See at stand, excellent condition, $65.00.
Livestock Company in charge of Bowling Green, Ky., 781-6377 ,or
Phone
*
753-5865
the lowest prices. Phone 753Bandi's Welding, Industrial Also Humphrey gas heater,
sale.
ITC Louisville, Ky.,361-3343. - 028C 7450.
019C
Road, or phone 753-6508 or 753- $20.00. Phone 435-4981 or 753On Hwy. 68 in Aurora, Ky.
021C
8892:
021C 8109.
H&H SEAL Coating. Protects
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, WANTED FULL time help; Shirt AVERAGE HOME sprayed for driveways from winter freeze.
GARAGE ANTIQUE Sale, COUCH hide away bed) and
October 21, 1972,' 1:00 p.m, girl and cOunter help (sewing 15.00. Six month guarantee. No , Preserves new driveways and
Saturday, October 21, 10:00 a.m.- chair- 3 ladies coats, (size 14-16),
Elizabeth Bell, Hazel Ky., 200' helpful ). Apply in person to Big.B monthly contract required. renews old driveways. All work
2:00 p.m., 1610 Loch Lomond 2 with fur collars, little girls(8)
North of State Line Road in Cleaners, Central Shopping Superior Exterminating'Com- guaranteed and free estimate.
Murray!!
Drive. No early sales. Very old coat, pants, suits, dresses, unLike
Before
In
Never
Hazel. House and lot, and Center.
019C pany, phone 753-7266. October20C Phone Mayfield 247-7201. 023C
plantation desk
partially derwear and boots, Phone 753household contents. House and lot
019C
stripped). $135.00. Complete wall 4768.
to be auctioned at 2:00 p.m. Can
telephone, $45.00, another, $50.00,
be seen anytime before the sale.
telephone cases and parts. Two 1972 MOBILE HOME, quality
Partial listing: Couch and
pocket watches, running,$20.00 make,2"x4'Construction, double
chair, end tables, coffee tables,
each, many cases and crystals. insulation, large expando, large
lamps, dinette suite, electric
Edison Victrola, beautiful walnut porch, carpeted, air conditioned,
Singer sewing machine, wringer
finish, 50 very old records, underpenned, tornado hold
type washer and tubs, apartment
Exclusive Distributors
perfect, $135.00. Waterbury downs. Completely set up. In
size electric range, good black
clock, (runs), $40.00. Seth excellent condition. $7,800.00
and white TV, dishes, pots and
Thomas clock case, $17.00. Gone Phone 753-3966.
021C
pans, pictures and frames,
With The Wind kerosene lamp,
Conover piano-1 original price
Station
$45.00, another damaged, $20.00. MOTORCYCLE, 1 972-650
$1,000.00.) Bedroom suite, stereo,
Spitoon, $15.00. Shaving mug, Yamaha, 3,100 miles. Excellent
table, electric fan, space heaters,
Corner 6th &Main
$4.00.
Other lamps, parts, clocks, condition. $995.00. Phone Paris,
swings, tools.
and old junk. Jig saw, $12.00, Tenn. 1-901-6424082.
Phone
021P
753-5862
Beauty Shop Equipment:
motor,$6.00.
020C
vanity and mirror, sink, shampoo
bowl, two dryers,
hydraulic.
CARPORT SAI.E, Leaving town, AKC REGISTERED Poodle PORTABLE STEREO and cart, 1972 HARLEY DAVIDSON
chair. Other items too numerous
must sell stereo component puppies, blacks, apricots, silvers three years old, reasonable price. Sportster, 1970 model, 350
to mention.
Bridgestone. Phone 753-8804 after
system, sewing machine, dining and whites. Also Poodle stud Phone 753-4811 after 5:00
6:00 p.m.
Sale conducted by Wilson and
019P
020P p.m.
room set, stove, desk, tools, service. Phone 753-6379.
019C
Thompson Auction Service.
fishing equipment and many
Wayne Wilson, Auctioneer and
other items too numerous too NINE YEAR old horse, gentle, or
Realtor. Charles Thompson,
mention. Friday and Saturday, one-2 year old pony. Phone 753021C
Apprentice auctioneer.
020C'
all day. 1605 Catalina Drive. For 1497 after 5:00 p.m.
further information phone 753021C USED OFFICE furniture. Look!'
MANGO SHORTAGE
9445.
,like new. Desk, chair, 2-four
This year's heat wave in
- BULiS or HEIFERS
India has meant the worst
1971-1 2'x60' RICHARDSON drawer filing cabinets. Phone
/
mango crop this century.
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
mobile home. Two bedrooms, gas 753-7100 days or 753-8257 after
style,
hardly any man6:00p.m.
.
There are
020C
heat and range. Spanish
1 For Further Information . . .
goes in the markets of Norwith shag . carpet. Fully furtake
thern India and where the
'payment,
1951
CHEVROLET
pickup
and 20
nished. No down
Murray, Kentucky
Chestnut Street
fruit is available its price has
over loan. Excellent condition. used size 900 truck tirerl. Phone
quadrupled.
021C 753,5429 after 4:00 p.m.020C
Phone 753-7554.
AUCTION SALE

Es* POLYESTER KNITS le .

•▪ Q

at

FOR SALE
TRAILER

Help Wanted
Day Car
Hostess

• PANTS
.
•

•
FLOWERS OUTLET

•••

K&N Root Beer

Louise Bilbrey

CALL

YES!!

254

If it's made in
Japan we can
fix it!

October Specials
* FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH
* REAL KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAM
Open Pit Hickory Smoked
Barbecued Pork

PICK YOUR CHOICE!!
All You Can Eat for-,
'265

TV Service
Center

Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaurant

TIRE SALE

SAF-T-BILT

$1,000,000 Haircut
Now $1000°

DEAN

CLEAN UP shop,
Phone 753-5311.
TWO BEDROOM tr
preferred. Referen
Dill at Dill's
Murray Drive In
trance.
AUTOS FOR
1966 CADILLAC Co
power, nice. Priced
753-8905; after 5:00
1970 MAVERICK.
cellent condition.
superb gas rnileag
Phone 753-8818 or 7
1966 JEEP CJ-5.
Less than 26,000
Phone 436-2448.
1972 FORD 1
refrigerator
refrigerated body.
after 5:00 p.m.
1968 OPEL Cade
miles, $475.00. M
1610 College Fa
7534808 after 4:30
FOR SALE or tr
LeSabre two don
AC., P.S., a
transmission. G
Will trade for Fo
GMC van with g
753-7769.
.DUNE BUGGY
from 8:30 a.m.-5
2598 after 5:00 p.
-WANT TO
WANT TO BUY a
and welding t
without tanks a
post hole digger
hitch. Phone 4
WANT TO BUY
tractor, used. Ph
3896.

WANT TO BU
beds with
springs. Must
435-4238 after 5
WANT TO B
box. Phone 75
2966 nights.
WANT TO BU
organ. Phone
p.m.
WANT TO B
attic junk, or
Phone 436-2135

TIRES

Cain
Gulf

CUSTOM CUT

FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL HEAD
This Custom Cut is not for everyone, just the
carefree young lady who never wants to set her hairT.

For Your Custom Cut Call .
1-- 753-3142 -

PAGE THIRTEEN

HOLSTEIN CALVES

)2/

Murray Beauty Salon

i Phone 489-2161 .: After 5:00 p.m.
''•
,
....07r
.,---...---N.
----,
...---/r------ts-

FOR SALE
1970 KAWASA
8550,
CARD 0
We wish to
thank our
friends for t
and sympathy
our time of so
food, cards, a
were
deepl
Especially
Scarbrough
entire staff
Division and
County Hos
Coleman Fun
Howard and
provided the
M. Thomas
words, May G
you who he
burden ligh
The fa
Grogan.

BER 19, 1972
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IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger &
FOR RENT ,

ALE

WAN T-ADS

THURSDAY-OCTOBER 19, 1972

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
NOTICE
NOTICE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
TfIREE ROOM apartment on 'By OWNER; four bedroom BY OWNER; 80 acre farm.
CORNER LOT, 108'x229', onethe
South 16th Street, two blocks home, with large den, large Phone 489-2434 after 3:00
corner of Melrose and Belmont.
from MSU. $65.00 per month. private patio, large utility room, p.m.
020P
Phone 492-8232 after 5:00
Phone 753-4342 or 753-4910 after maple cabinets, dishwasher,
020C
p.10.
5:00 p.m.
021C garbage disposal. Close to Carter THREE BEDROOM brick house
and Middle Schools. Priced to with central heat and air, on
FURNISHED HOUSE for college sell. Bank loan available to right 150'x200' size lot. Located three
NICE 3 bedroom Brick Veneer
girls, one block from University. person. Phone 753-1822 days, or miles north of Murray on 16th
home on acre lot on Hwy. 121
Available November 1. Phone 753-6342 nights.
TFC Street. Phone 753-6795.
about 10 miles West of Murray.
024C
753-4974.
TFC
Carport, electric heat, Pa bath,
FOUR ROOM house with bath, THREE BEDROOM brick home
built-in kitchen, low down
THREE BEDROOM brick house 2'2 acre lot with garden place and with 1 1) baths, patio, outside
payment and assume loan only
with double carport, electric out buildings. If interested phone storage building. All appliances
$20,000.
3-BEDROOM HOME on 1 acre in Coldwater. Buy at $12,000 or
heat, also fireplace with 753-4636 or after 5:00 p.m. 753- built-in. If interested phone 753A nice 3 bedroom frame home
well
supplies
Deep
water
to
6
$85
rent
residents.
at
025C 5287.
heatolator. Located on Blood 9350.
024C
l'2 acres all fenced, near Stella,
RESIDENCE LOTS and large apartment lot on Dudley
River Subdivision. Phone 436only 3 years old has good well,
BY
OWNER;
02IC
2427.
Three
large living room- den combedroom
FOR RENT
brick, two miles from Panorama
bination, nice kitchen, lots of
TWO BEDROOM furnishea or TWO BEDROOM air conditioned Shores. Three acres of land, nice
cabinets, built-in stove, 112 baths,'
unfurnished apartment, central trailer, one mile from Murray. outside storage, with patio and
air conditioner and refrigerator
heat and air. Good location. $85.00 per month. Water fur- large den and kitchen comincluded. $18,600 Possession in
Call 753-9954 or 753 3460
bination. Fenced chicken yard
Available October 1. Phone 753- nished. Phone Cadiz 52260 days. Call for appointment.
6332.
and
chicken
4331.
house.
Shown
by
1'2 acres near Browns Grove
023C
TFC
DIANA McClain Farley is now
Pants getting a bit snug?
appointment. Phone 753on blacktop. Four room home and
Have a carefully seasoned
working at Personality Beauty
,AT KENIANA Shores the bath, large
8357.
SMALL
FOUR
020P
room
or
plate
for
lunch
storage
house
house,
vegetable
pony
with
60
ACRE
FARM with 5 room smallest lot is 80'x200'.
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
Shop. Call for an appointment
Prices shed, good garden, only
vegetables 69
supper
3
bath,
electric
stove.
With
garden
$7,500.
three'brick house, 8 miles south of
Phone 753-5311.
025C
cents Here Or Go
today. Night appointments
'start at $795. Only $10. down and
privileges if desired. On Hazel BY OWNER; Reduced,
Galloway Insurance di Realty
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
Monday through Friday. 75316th
South
at
1106
brick
bedroom
access.
All
per
month.
Lake
.$10
Highway,
by
Agency,
Murray,
Nesbitt
Ky.
753Fabric
phone
couple
753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436TWO BEDROOM trailer,
5461.
019P
Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753including central water. 5842.
utilities
Shop,
4
miles
from
019C
Murray.
5489.
preferred. References. See B.B.
TFC Phone 436-5320.
TFC
TFc
l668.
TFC
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court, Phone 492-8356.
Murray Drive In Theatre enTFC FURNISHED TWO bedroom
trance.
trailer, with washing machine
RENTAI. APARTMtNTS, MOBILE HOMES AND a 4SUPERIOR QUALITY CONSTRUCTION throughout the 3and dressing room separate from
bedroom house provide enough rental income to produce a 22
bedroom brick home in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2
AUTOS FOR SALE
bath. Also city water furnished. - miles Southeast of Murray. Has central heat and air, large
percent return on the purchase price of the property located Only $70.00 per month. Phone
on Hwy. 121, just 1 mile from the Murray City limits. Has the
ceramic bath, hardwood floors, sliding glass doors to the
1966 CADILLAC Coup DeVille, all Mayfield collect 247.6107.
02313 . backyard, large kitchen-family room with built-ins, one,car
For All Homecoming Events
potential for an even higher rate of return.
,
power, nice. Priced to sell. Phone
garage and an outside storage shed. Owners will consider
L11. For Your Special Outfits
753-8905; after 5:00 p.m.
023C -NICE FOUR room furnished
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK home it 516
trade for farm property.
apartment, two blocks from court
South 11th,Street. Has hardwood floors and carpeting, cen1970 MAVERICK. Car is in ex- square, Phone 753-4645 after 4:00
tral'air conditioning, built-in range, oven and hood, dishFOR RENT OR SALE - An almost new 4-bedroom brick
cellent condition. New tires and p.m.
019C . home that has wall to wall carpeting, central heat, kitchen
washer and,disposal, 2 baths, carport, utility room and a
superb gas mileage. Extra sharp
large storage room that could be used as t.4th hedroom. Also
built-ins, 2 ceramic baths, extra large family room, carport,
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. 019C TWO BEDROOM 107)(48' trailer,
has a 14'x30' outside storage building.
large lot near the lake.
$30.00 per month, water furJust Received Shipment of Baggy
1966 JEEP CJ-5. Has metal top. nished. Located west side of
FRAME DUri„ n a good statteef-repeir, located at
4,2 ACRE TRACT WITH A 4-BEDROOM BRICK HOME,
Less than 28,000 miles. $1450.00. Alm°. Phone 753-6920.
--Pants with th-e-Neat Pleat --019C - located just 2 miles Southeast of Murray on Hwy. 121. Has
Pine Street. Has a new gas floor furnace and new carpeting
Phone 436-2448.
023C
throughout. Check our low price on this one:
built-in range, double oven, hood and dishwasher, enclosed
Two Colors - Brushed Denim and Brown Corduroy
ONE BEDROOM furnished
back porch, separate garage, city water, 455 ft. frontage on
1972 FORD 1 ton truck with apartment, 1610 Farmer Ave.
PARTIALLY COMPLETED 2-BEDROOM Irame cottage
the highway.
near the lake, in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Has
refrigerator
unit
and Phone 753-5914. For girls or
provisions, for a fireplace and kitchen built-Ms. Completing
refrigerated body. Phone 753-1497 ladies.
LARGE TWO-STORY HOME on Hughes Avenue and 14th
019?
after 5:00 p.m.
this would be a good project for the do-it-yourself type carStreet. Has a full basement, living room with a fireplace,
020C
.?
penter.
dining room. kitchen, 2 baths, 3 bedrooms. At the rear of the
TWO BEDROOM duplex apart1968 OPEL Cadette LS, 42,000 ment, central heat and air,
Across from MSU Library
property is another building that has 6 rental units that
NEARLY COMPLETED 4-BEDROOM home in ('anterbury
miles, $475.00. May be seen at carpet throughout, ceramic tile
provide a good source of income.
- Plenty of Free Parking Estates. Has 2'2' ceramic baths, kitchen with all built-ins,
1610 College Farm Road. Phone bath, drop in range. Phone 753fireplace
carpeting,
in
wall
the
heat
to
wall
and
central
air,
753-5808 after 4:30 p.m.
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM BRICK home near the
021C 7850 or 753-1585.
TFC
family room. formal dining room, large foyer with ,an open
University and Carter School. Has a living room, kitchen,
HAZEL PTC will sponsor a'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
staircase, double garage and a large lot:
utility room, family room, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen
turkey shoot, Saturday, October Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
FURNISHED
APARTMENT,,
FOR SALE or trade; 1965 Buick
range, air conditioner, draperies.
21.
Watch paper for further 13th Street. "Every day you
LeSabre two door hardtop with hying room, kitchen, bateiroole,
TEN ACRE TRACT OF LAND with a good water supply and
details.
020C delay lets bugs have their
AC., P.S., and automatic with shower and bath. One or two'
plenty
Located
Puryear-Underwood
of
open
on
land.
the
58 ACRES 010- GOOD FARMLAND at the intersection of
way"
TFC
transmission. Good condition. bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartCrossing Road, approximately 2 miles from Hazel.
Craig Road and Collins Road,approximately 6 miles South of
ments,
South
16th
Street, 753Will trade for Ford, Chevrolet or
Murray. 40 acres tillable, the balance in woods. Blacktop
!f You
.
November7C
GMC van with good body. Phone 6609.
MOBILE HOME JOTS on US-641, approeimately 5 miles
frontage is in excess of 1,000 ft.
"Wild
753-7769.
South of Murray. Owner will furnish the water supply and
021C
TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes at
Raspberry"
finance the lots himself with only a very small downpayment
THREE BEDROOM, TWO-STORY FRAME HOME in
Phone.
outstanding condition. Has a living room with a fireplace.
- DUNE BUGGY. Phone 753-5553 Hale's Trailer Court. $85.00 per
- OPENING
40 ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom frame home, in fair
formal dining room, kitcben with dining area utility room.from 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. or 753- month. Contact Wiley Mayfield at
IGA, Northside or Hale's Trailer
SOON!
condition.
distance
Located
Faxbn
a
from
School
short
the"
on
the
main
full
bstairs
floor,
bath
and
12
bath
a
shower
sta.
2598 after 5:00p.m.
019C
Court.
031P
Has approximately 30 acres of tillable land.
in the basement. Has carpeting, central gas heat, draperies.
Before 5:00 p.m.
kitchen range, kitchen table and chairs, disposal. 2 air
J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
Of
WANT TO BEY
12'x60' MOBILE home, three
LOW PRICED 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME near the
conditioners. Take a look at 602 Olive Street and see one of
Charles Aldridge managers.
miles from Murray on Highway
downtown
district.
rate
of
business
Excellent
return
is
being
the better older homes in Murray.
Opening Friday, September 22.
received from the rental of this property.
WANT TO BUY acetylene cutting 280, one mile off Highway 94
Speclializes in Mercedes Benz,
p.m.
5:00
Between
and welding torch, with or East. Completely furnished,
GENTLY SLOPING 2 ACRE tract with woods and a good
Toyota and Volvo. Also car air
DEVELOPMENT
ACREAGE
Six
acres
with
of
land
without tanks and gauges, also carpeted, washer, and dryer, air
6:00
The
p.m.
In
&
well. Nice new brick homes on both sides of this property.
conditioning and road service.
conditioned.
Gas
heat,
on
large
frontage on US-641, just South of the Ky.-Tenn. border.
post hole digger for three point
437-9594,.Hardin, Ky.. October 21C
Evening
024C
hitch. Phone 436-5519.
019P lot. Phone 753-5038.
If you know your route
FRAME
FIVE
HOME
ROOM
on
State
Hazel.
1
.the
The
Road,
- ATTRACTIVELY DECORATED 2-BEDROOM BRICK home
boy's number, please call
;
I
J MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
NICE MOBILE home on private
house has been remodeled recently and is a good buy at
at 1502 Henry Street. Has a large living room, kitchen-dining
him first If you get no
307 N. 4th 753-6091
WANT TO BUY Pond Scoop for lot, near the college, air con- . room, bath, utility room,
lot
$5,50(1.
next
bought
Orchard
door
for
can
an
be
additional
carport, attic storage, brand new
results then call John
RADIO, TELEVISION.
tractor, used. Phone 753$1,000.
ditioned, electric heat, carpeted.
shag wall to wall carpeting throughout, kitchen range, air
SMALL
APPLIANCE
Pasco , Jr. at the above
3896.
019C Also one about 1 mile from
SALES & SERVICE
conditioner and draperies.
number during the hours
MOBILE HOME LOTS on Blood River Church Road. adISPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
Murray,real nice. Phone 753-3949
tRADIO REPAIR
listed
jacent to Keniana Shores Subdivision. All have a water
or 753-6044.
020C
NEAR DOWNTOWN MURRAY -"Three bedroom brick with
WANT TO BUY good set of twin
supply
and
some
have
already
septic tanks
installed. Owner
1'2 baths, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen range, disposal, full
beds with mattress and box
will finance 95 percent of the purchase price at 6 percent
basement. The two-story floor plan includes a living room,
NICE APARTMENTS; One
springs. Must be clean. Phone
interest.
kitchen-dining area, bath and one bedroom on the main floor ;
bedroom furnished and one two
435-4238 after 5:30 p.m.
020C
two
bedrooms
and
a
half-bath
on
the
second
floor.
bedroom unfurnished. Phone 753,
GOOD STURDY TWO-BEDROOM shingled house in the
5079 or 753-7861.
020C
Southeast section of
WANT TO BUY used cold drink
slt,Itts city water, sewerage and a
ELEVEN ACRE TRACT of level land with approximately
box. Phone 753-1242 days or 753large lot. Dollar for Nikairthis is one"of the best buys you will
500
feet
of
blacktop
frontage
on
the
Miller-Hicks
Road. An
TAKE OVER Lease. Beautiful
find.
2966 nights.
020P
ideal spot for a nice new home.
two bedroom duplex, 108
Williams Ave. Carpet, central
PRE-FAB STEEL SHOP BUILDING with 3 deluxe offices, 2
WANT TO BUY good used chord
NEARING COMPLETION - A 3-bedroom brick home in
heat, air, built-in range, washer
baths, wall to wall carpeting, spacious lobby, 2 acre tract of .
organ. Phone 753-7418 after 5:00
Applications
Puryear
Heights Subdivision. Has 1'2 ceramic baths, built-in
and dryer hookup. Must be couple
land, good well and blacktop frontage on 2 sides.
p.m.
020C
range, oven and hood in the kitchen-family room, central
or couple with one child. Phone
heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, carport and a 1001x212'
753-4869 after 5:00 p.m.
020C
are being accepted for full time positions in the
150.x200' WOODED lot at the intersection of Hwy. 94 and '
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
lot.
Johnny Robertson Road.
attic junk, or anything of value.
GREEN ACRES Court, North
November21C
Phone 436-2135.
16th Extended. Two bedroom
THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1615 Locust Drive
City of Murray Police and Fire Departments.
140'x198' WOODED lot near Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
trailer, carpeted living room, city
Has a carpeted living room, large kitchen-family room.
water furnished. Singles or
utility room, 1 la baths, carport and an 80'x200' lot. Owners
COMPLETELY REMODELED 4-room home with aluminum
FOR SALE OR TRADE
couples. $60.00. Phone 753-3043 or
will trade fot,farm property.
siding. Interior has paneling and wall to wall carpeting.
Information as to salary and
753-1632.
024C
Located in the center of a one acre tract that has lots of 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753other
benefits
may be obtained from Police
COMMERCIAL LOT on South 4th Street.
blacktop
frontage.
8550.
TFC EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
Chief James Brown and Fire Chief Jaeltiecolor TV,air conditioned, electric
$4,250 IS THE FULL PRICE for a 3-bedroom frame home in
2 ACRES OF 10 ACRES. We have several tracts of land near
Cooper at the City Hall Building. Murray.
CARD OF THANKS
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
Hazel. Has city water,sewerage, natural gas. Extra lot next
_the-Henry-Calloway Golf Course.
Kentucky.
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC - door can be purchased for an additional $500.
SMAI A. BUSINESS FOR SATE in the city limits of Murray.
We wish to take this means to
. 85 ACRE CATTI.E FARM on Hwy. 614, approximately 9
For $15,000 the owner will include the property, stock, fix- .
thank our many relatives and FURNISHED APARTMENT,
miles from Murray. 45 acres tillable, running water year
air
heat,
carpeting,
to
wall
wall
tures
and will work with the new owners during a training
kindness
every
friends for their
around, good fences on 2 sides, numerous good building sites.
period
and sympathy shown us during conditioned, utilities furnished.
our time of sorrow. Also for the One block from University
MUSIC
CARPORT SALE-all day- Friday
food, cards, and flowers. They campus. Couples only, no pets.
and Saturday-at 801 North 19th
1641
May
Miller.
be
seen
TFC
at
appreciated.
were
deeply
Street. All types of items. • 02R'
Music Lessons
Especially do we thank Drs.
pedrooms each
TWO
DUPLEX,
Professional teachers of
the
Ammons,
Scarbrough and
Piano, organ, voice, guitar
available imLOST & FOUND
entire staff of Convalescent side. Both
accordion, drums and band
Peggy
1214
located
mediately,
instrurnents J & B Music
Division and Murray Calloway
OR
stolen two female
LOST
Center,
Murray, Ky
753
County Hospital, the Blalock Ann Drive. Built-in stove and
7575
English Setters, in Kirksey area.
for
and
dishwasher
hookup
Coleman Funeral Home, Rudolph
One tatooed with initials J.V.F. in
Phone 753-3567
Howard and Mrs. Ray Moore who washer and dryer.
right ear. Phone James Fulton
day
or
5:00
all
p.m,
after
provided the music and to Rev. A.
437-4328.
021P
02IC
weekends.
M. Thomas for his comforting
Pianos -Organs
7
of
one
each
words. May God bleSs
MOBILE HOME on' Kentucky
See why more people boy
you who helped to make our Lake. Two bedrooms, air conWurfitzer than any other
FOUND MAI.E Dachshund,
piano
Sales-Service-Rental
burden lighter.
ditioned, completely furnished.
Saturday evening, October 14, on
purchase Practice piano and
Vannle
The family of
studios J&B M usic Center,
Will rent by week or month.
121 BNpass, wearing collar.
lit Phone 436-2284.
Murray, Ky 753-7575.
Grogan,
TFC
Phone 489-2627.
023C
•

1

TV SERVICE CENTER
IS OVERSTOCKED ON GOOD USED
COLOR TELEVISIONS!!
Will sell or trade for boats,
motorcycles, etc., or anything
of equal value.

es

Phone 753-5865

C.0. BONDURANT
PAS
REALTY

693
best yet; Blue
carpets
ans
Rent electric
Big K, Belaire
021C
r.
175 Scrambler.
Phone 753-7907
019C

Central Shopsin: Center

TRIANGLE INN

SPECIAL!
HOMECOMING
(Girls,
You Too!)

!A

•
•
•
10
•
1111
•
•
•
•
•
•

o 50

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

, Tenn.

ALE, Friday and
.00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.,
t railroad tracks on
uth. Color TV anand rotor, crib and
ent, two

window

rder, many other
020C'

Come To

._-THE..COLLEGE SHOP

The College Shop

Miss Your Paper

cials

753-1916

CATFISH
RY HAM
moked
rk

753-7278

$265
25

estaurant
Ky
hide away bed) and
dies coats, (size 14-16),
collars, little girls (8)
ts, suits, dresses, unand boots. Phone 753019C
BILE HOME, quality
xViconstruction, double
, large expando, large
peted, air conditioned,
nned, tornado held
Completely set up. In
t condition. $7,800.00.
3-3966.
021C
CYCLE, 1972-650
3,100 miles. Excellent
n. $995.00. Phone Paris,
-642-4082.
0211'
ARLEY DAVIDSON
er, 1970 model, 350
one. Phone 753-8804 after
019P

NOTICE

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

WES

4th & Maple Streets

k to Weaning Age

ter 5:00 p.m.

rm!

1

Fulton, E. Young, 753-4946;

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:

Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
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Woman's Club No Problems As Desegregation
Sparks Drive Phase I Begins In Hopkinsville
Rescue Tool

PAGE FOURTEEN

By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (API
deseg— Phase One of a city
without
off
came
plan
regation
Wedany apparent problems
and
nesday as about 560 fifth
s
teacher
new
got
graders
sixth
and a new school.
The rest of the plan, which
involves grouping all fifth and
sixth graders in two schools
ary
and the other four element
schedis
others,
five
grades in
.
uled to be carried out Monday

THURSDA
OCTOBER 19

The plan also calls for closing
one former all-black and one
former all-white elementary

school.
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
"We're real pleased," said
president of the Murray
Mrs. H. R. Taylor, secretary at
Woman's Club, has issued an
the Attucks School where new
Mrs. John Pasco, left, president of the Murray Education
students arrived today. "The
appeal to all citizens of Murray
ion, and Mrs. Buist Scott, MEA secretary-treasurer, look
she
,"
Associat
a
see
excited
to
all
y
are
County
n
Callowa
childre
and
Holmes Ellis signs a proclamation designating October
Mayor
as
Persaid.
demonstration by Hurst
22-213 as National Education Week in Murray. On Oct. 22, the
"Everything went real well,"
forrnarice, Inc., of the Hurst
W.
Murray High School, and 9e Vocational School will be
new
Supt.
County
an
portable power rescue tool,
Christi
said
ed. Dedication ceremonies, to be held from 2:30 until 5
a
had
dedicat
D. Kelley. "We haven't
"Jaws of Life" on WAVE—TV,
p.m., will include a formal dedication featuring State SuperinChannel 3, on Tuesday, October
single complaint."
of Public Instruction Lyman Ginger, followed by an open
vis
tendent
student
Attucks
a.m.
eight
The new
24, at
tour.
and
briefly
house,
This tool is a fast safe way to
sited their new school
free trapped victims in cars,
on Tuesday. Students changing
PitOCLAMATIoN
aviation, marine, mine, farm,
schools Monday were scheduled
their
industiral, and commercial
to make similar visits to
WHEREAS the purpose of the
emergency situations according
new schools today
Murray Education Association
The desegregation plan, apto the information from the
is to function in the interest of
company. Mrs. Sparkman said
proved last August by the U.S.
on
quality education for each child,
Billingt
Guy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
the brochure said in a matter of
The Murray Civic Music Department of Health, Educafor
and
holders
,franchise
minutes the tool can raise a car, series was announced today by tion and Welfare, affects of Murray
will
,
Murray
in
WHEREAS the week of October
Inn
Holiday
the
roof, steering column, dash, or the association, along with the around 3,300 pupils in all. About
conis National Education
annual
72-28
17th
the
remove doors, operating in any concerts which will be available 2,000 will change schools under attend
ional Week with the theme "Give
Internat
the
of
ference
by
d
position and can be operate
in Paducah and Martin, Ten- the plan.
ion of Holiday Inns Education Top Priority," and
one trained person.
The Christian County system, Associat
Other concerts will be
nessee.
Memphis, Tenn. Oct. WHEREAS the dedication of
The Kentucky Federation of added and members are asked which combined with the Hop- ( IAHI) in
1,72 Meata Health Charity Ball, accepts a check
Mrs. Don Keller, left, donations chairman for the
the facilities of Murray High
23-25.
the
of
r,
a
treasure
has
a
1971,
n,
Women's Clubs was shown
president, and Mrs. Franklin Robinso
to watch for these as they are kinsville system in
the
be
School and the Murray Vocatwill
meeting
for $100 from Mrs. John Emerson, center,
The
demonstration of this life saving announced.,
total enrollment of about 11,000
Phi sorority to help pay for the purchase of a mini-bus for
conference ever ional School will be held on
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of the Beta Sigma
IAHI
largest
meeting
board
schools.
18
fall
the
in
device at
tion Center.
The concerts are listed below students
transportation for the Mental Health and Retarda
About 1,500 persons from October 22nd, the first day of
at Barren River Lodge.
Kelly said eight buses would held.
in chronological order.
states and many foreign this national observance and
50
all
roughly
Mrs. Sparkman said if enough
Thursday October 19, Uga be added to handle the
es are expected to attend WHEREAS the educational
countri
will
who
s
citizens
student
the
by
al
interest is shown
Grants, pianist, Martin, Ten- 600 addition
nce, which will focus facilities of a community belong
confere
the
plan.
and members of the Rescue nessee.
be transported under the
ng plans and to people of that community
operati
on
new stuSquad, Fire and Police DepartThursday November 2, N.Y. He said most of the
y for the THEREFORE, I, Holmes Ellis,
strateg
ing
market
black
were
Murray
bused
the
ments, that
Lyric Quartet, Martin, Ten- dents to be
Mayor of the city of Murray, do
year.
coming
along
g
years
Woman's Club hopes to head a nessee. •
but the number changin
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con- trade over three
the
of
on
the week of October 22dedicati
declare
official
The
the Russian
drive for funds to purchase the
4, schools were about evenly diNovember
gress has called it quits for the with settlement
Saturday
s moder- 28 as National Education Week
System'
Inn
Holiday
debt
and
ase
The
Lend-Le
blacks
II
War
tool for use in this county.
year after overriding President World
Hungarian State Symphony, vided between
nistic martpower development and urge the people of this
for peace"
company will come free of Paducah.
whites.
Nixon's veto of an antipollution "creates a climate
Inn University, community to visit the schools
Because boundary lines we- center, Holiday
13,
charge to give a demonstration
November
bill and denying him the spend- in the world.
Monday
the bulihess and support education as'a top
ht
highlig
will
face
,
balhowever
racial
British
The
—
pacts,
said.
Both
LONDON ( AP)
of the tool, Mrs. Sparkman
ren't changed, the
ing-cut authority he had asked.
Operetta Tonight, Paducah.
_ priority.
.
perThe congressmen- azess leav- .sonae. potential roadblockS__la pound fell lo its_lowest level LZLphe toot is mina.-enough to-Lit- —ruesdayllavember 247 Roger ance at each school-doerat't
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Your Individual Horoscoep it:),4\
-- . -.2,
Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20,1972
BY FRANCES DRAKE
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grit-,
The position of Mars now fans
the fire of enthusiasm for
dedicated purpose, popular
enterprises, sociability. This
should be aalay' to remember.
TAURUS
)--(4 _,;',7?
(Apr. 21 to May 21) `-' "
Principles and values must be
well considered now. If you
avoid extremes, you can have a
satisfactory day. Especially
favored: Romance, family
affairs, social activities.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
If the game is not worth the
candle, drop out immediately(
If what you planned has merit,
back it up staunchly. Wisely
separate the significant from
the trifling.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Mild influences. You are just
about left on your own to decide
on the best means to gain
benefits, how to parlay efforts
to get.the most with' the least
expenditure of time and energy.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /2
A day for watching-andwaiting, yet it calls for action
sufficient enough to keep you
from getting bogged down with
doubts or indecisiveness.
Routine matters will fare best.
VIRGO
yip t
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23(
You may not complete
everything you'd like, but if you
do your best and handle
essentials first, your day will be
satisfying. Much help available.

U-

eo

not wasted on worthless undertakings. But do recognize a
good thing when you see it.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You will find the "little"
things rewarding now. Don't
look for the spectacular. Be
satisfied with even small gains.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Al

400

You may face a difficult
situation now but, properly
handled, it could lead to fine
advantages in the future.
Rewards often come from what
seem to be unlikely sources.
AQUARIUS
.....%,....'."
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -...........
A good day for carrying out
worthwhile plans, activities.
Don't scatter energies or follow
uncharted courses, but pursue
your way steadily, confidently
FIscEs
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
A thorough knowledge of what
this day requires and an intelligent approach can offset
immoderateness,
discordant
notes. Be alert to avoid false
moves

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind and a
lively imagination; are also
extremely discriminating in
your tastes. You are a
humanitarian at heart and
during your lifetime may be
associated with any number of
(•causes." You are highly
principled and have a great
sense of justice; would make an
outstanding jurist, statesman or
labor arbitrator. On the minus
side, you tend to lose control of
your emotions too easily and
also have a tendency to become
irritated and moody if you are
not always the center of atLIBRA
A
traction. Try to curb these traits
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -"'-'. — since they detract from your
Under day's favorable in- otherwise delightful perfluences, you can win new sonality. Fields in which you
laurels by capitalizing on your could excel professionally:
fine imagination and by pooling Architecture, writing, the law,
ideas with those who share your politics, business management
enthusiasms.
and music. Birthdate of:
SCORPIO
Christopher Wren, Eng. at(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni,e
chitect; John Dewey, philBe sure that your prerruses are osopher; Mickey Mantle,
correct and that your efforts are baseball outfielder.

,r-T
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MONEY MATTERS

Mergers make
Grimm happy

Cases Heard In City Court Of Don Overbey

Several cases have been
heard in the court of City Judge
Don Overbey. Those pleading
•
guilty and fined were:
Luther D. Kanipe, Jr., DWI,
amended to reckless driving.
Fined $100, costs $10.
By CARL PLAIN
actions in each of the last five
Roy Warren, DWI,fined $300,
Copley News Service
years, he noted.
costs $10.
Fractional or division sales
Byron Sykes, DWI,fined $300,
Mergers make Willard T. by corporations have been
costs $10.
Grimm happy. It is his bum- abundant since 1967. Grimm
ness to make them
James Pierce, DWI,amended
em happen. said this reflected houseGrimm, a sprightly 70, is cleaning by companies to
to reckless driving. Fined $100,
president of W.T. Grimm & eliminate unprofitable or
costs $10.
Co., a Chicago consultant firm
Nicholas Arofchik, DWI,
weak divisions or product
he founded in 1951. He is a ire- Imes.
Finedend$
e1d00t,ocorsec
tsk$Ielsos driving.
quent intermediary in merg"It is a reflection of the misam
ers, and his company is wide- takes that were made by conMichael Coleman, speeding.
ly recognized as the leading
glomerates, in particular,
Fined MO, costs 810.
source of data on mergers and during the boom years," he
Larry Burkeen, reckless
acquisitions.
said. But he reported this te
yp
driving. Fined $35, costs $10.
Most mergers are of mod- of liquidation dropped to 38
Knotts, DWI,
Richard
eat size," he said in an inter- , per cent in 1972's first half
amended to reckless driving.
view in discussing findings of from42 per cent in 1971's like
a new study. "Most of them
Fined $100, costs $10.
period.
are free of Federal Trade
Kenneth Mohler, reckless
Last year's five largest
Comnussion or Justice De- mergers, Grimm said, were:
driving. Fined $25, costs $10.
partment examination. Only a
Gary Page, reckless driving.
Heublein's acquisition of Kensmall portion of the total are tucky Fried Chicken ($267.7
Fined $30, costs $10.
of such size as to be chal- million), Northwest Airlines
Danny Champion, speeding
'
lenged by governmental purchase of National Airlines
Fined $25, costs $10.
agencies."
($226.6 million), the Imperial
Chesley Adams, DWI, fined
For 1969-1971, he said, near- Chemical Industries, Ltd.'s,
$250, costs $10.
ly 30 per cent of all mergers acquisition of Atlas Chemical
Jerry Miles, DWI, amended
were valued at $1 million or ($163.6 million ), Sperry
to reckless driving. Fined $100,
less.
Rand's purchase of RCA's
costs $10.
Approximately 15 per cent computer division 1 $130 milWilliam Holford, reckless
were in the $1 million-$2 milkm)and Kaufman a' Broad's
driving. Fined $30, costs $10.
lion range. Only 13 per cent of acquisition
of Sun Life InsurCarl Rickman, reckless
the transactions were valued
wee Co. of America ($112.4
driving. Fined $20, costs $10.
at $15 million or more, and
million ).
Denise Barnett, unnecessary
those in each million-dollar
In 1972's first half, the five,
noise. Fined $20, costs $10.
bracket between $2 million
largest were Colgate-PalmToy Williams, reckless
and $15 million comprised
olive's acquisition of Kendall
ikesser • percentaggs.
driving. Fined $20, costs $10.
($433.3 million), the U.S. FilGrimm Si Co. makes corn- ter-Slick Corp. merger ($179.6
Dave Burrow, speeding.
puter recapitulations of. million), ITT's acquisition of
Fined $20, costs $10.
merger data in 40 induatrial SWF Group of Germany
Danny Gee, unnecessary
categories and releases some --isiza.millionl, Pfizer's ac.. - noise. Fined $10.
information each quarter. Its
-114610en
quisition of Howniedica
Nelson, - DWI,
storehouse of facts, though, is ($118.7 million( and the U.S.
amended to reckless driving.
primarily for the use and
Plywood-Champion Papers'
Fined $100, costs $10.
guidance of its staff members acquisition of Anaconda's
David E. Downey, DWI,
serving buyer or seller
Forest Products division ;$117
amended to reckless driving.
clients.
million).
Fined $100, costs $10,
Grimm studies of merger
Three of the five most acJames
Dorety,
DWI.
announcements made in each
tive buyers during this year's
amended to reckless driving.
first half of recent years show
first half were in the solid
Fined $250, costs $10.
1,703 in 1968, a peak of 2,815 in
waste disposal field where,
1969, a still-sizable 2,719 in
Dwight Seyrnore, disregarGrimm said, "a race is going
1970 and a dip to 2,198 in 1971.
ding stop sign. Fined $10.
on in the acquisition of region-Then, I am pleased to say, al garbage and waste removal
Fred King, public drunk,
there was an increase of 13 companies." Of this trio,
fined $10, costs $10.
per cent to 2,478 in the first six
Waste Management, Inc., had
Don M. Jones, disregarding
months of 1972," he beamed.
19 announcements, Browningstop sign, fined $10.
By "merger," Grimm said
Ferris Industries had 16 and
James Forman, shoplifting,
he means -a change of ownersCA Services, Inc., had 12.
fined $50, costs $10.
ship in one way or another."
Busy ITT led all acquirers
Jerry Eldridge, unnecessary
Stock has ben used in 50
with 21 and Damon Corp. en, noise, fined $10.
per cent or more of the trans-.... 4ered the top five with 16.,
'Rae Holdman, shoplifting,

Mrs. Buddy Spann, William
fined $50, costs $10.
Michael Coleman, reckless red
Bolbigbhyt,Kfir
inkes,
d $p1u0bleicostsdrun$1k0, Fandrich, Michael Kline, Bobby
Atkins, Norris G. Garret!,
driving, fined $10, costs $10.
fined $20, costs $10.
James Lawson, improper
Richard Withers, illegal James Davis, Emma Story,
Roy Cain, Carolyn Caldwe,.
registration,fined $10, costs $10. possession of alcohol, fined $30
George King, Jr.
Gary Doda, DWI, amended to costs $10.
John. Hyriernan, Loyd Ford,
reckless driving. Fined $100,
Ronald Herman, disregarcosts $10.
stop sign, fined $10, costs Johnnie Ross, Martha Alls, Karl
William Gordon, wrong way $di11101.4
Zimmerman, Diane
Unon one way street. Fined $10,
Buck in g ha m, derwood, Jacob Muehleman,
David
costs $10.
speeding, fined $30, costs $10. Carol Smith, Ruth Hook,
Gary Page, speeding. Fined
Larry Crutcher, reckless Patricia Pinella,
$80, costs $10.
Bill Geurin, Jerry Mayes,
driving, fined $30, costs $10.
Joyce Bundrent, speeding, no
Melvie
James Ellis, disregarding William McCuiston,
oper.ator's license, expire in- stop sign, fined $10, costs $10. Garland, Dan Jackson, Larry
spection sticker. Fined $30,
Terry McKinney, improper Bogard, Henry Ed Chrisman.
costs $10.
Toy Barnett, Terry Hutchens.
driving, fined $10, costs $10.
Martha C. Lewis, speeding.
Found guilty of speeding, and George Dodd,
.
Fined $20.
Morgan Moore, Aubrey
fined $10 plus $10 costs were:
David Hendrick, speeding,
Phillip Weydener, Randy Steely, Thomas Lane, Frank
fined $20, costs $10.
eyie, Ryan, Jr., Jackie Stubblefield.
WandaBaro.es, Johnson,Michael Cj
ek
aath
John S. Tenbarge, speeding,Ronnie Evitts, Terrell Walker.
fined $30, costs $10.
Vaughn, Steve Dennison, Melinda Taylor, Mary Pierce.
Larry G. Rogers, disregar- Stanley Howell, Michael L. Gene
Landoll,
Leonard
ding stop sign. Fined $10.
Griffin, Jimmy Lassiter, Allen Wiseman, and Pamela CartCheryl Johnson, no operator's Cunningham,
wright.
license. Fined $10.
James Pierce, speeding.
Fined $50, costs $10.
fS
Billy Pratt, speeding. Fined
costs $10.
Hugh Griffith, speeding.
Fined $10.
Michael H. Alexander, DWI,
—
fined $500, costs $10.
, Joe Geurin, disregarding red
i.
.1.light, fined $10.
Richard Ramsey, reckless
driving. Fined $50, costs $10.
'1)
Billy Usrey, reckless driving.
Fined $20, costs $10lima
V '
James Morton, speeding.
Fined $20, costs $10.Chesley Paschall. public
•,•
drunk. Fined $20.
James Manning, DWI, fined
$300, costs $10, thirty days in
-'
jail.
Morton' D. Mayre, DWI,
amended to reckless driving.
'
.. .
Fined $120, costs $10.
...
- 44°;••
f
"`,"."'
"
e
Jerry Eldridge,improper,
41,4411
—
ti(.....-..........
driving. Fined $10.
..- ill ---,4
11,l
Franklin D. Houston, DWI,
----yvz,.
,
,,-;:,:ir,1-1 •
fined $500, six months in jail.
•-------Rex
Vernon, improper
driving, fined $10, costs $10.
Richard D. Stevens, improper
driving, fined $20, costs $10.
Gregory Wright, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10, costs $10.Danny
c h a m p.i o n,
disregarding stop light, fined
M
$20, costs $10,

EARN THE COMMUN
HIGHEST INTEREST

.,

EARN AN EXTRA QUAR1ER HERE!

Federal Savings & Loan
urray Branch

H. C. Hill, DWI, speeding,
fined $150, costs $10.
Bryan Dyer, disregarding

Main at 7th St.

Murray, Ky.

753-7921

Opening Friday, October 20

THE MAN'S WORLD
Men's Hairstyling Salon
Distinctive Men's Hairstyling
By Trained Experienced

For Guys Who Want To Look
As Young As They Feel

Roffler Hairstylists
Bill Redick
Bill Mellon
Hub Dunn

THE MAN'S WORLD

Feel Like A Million • • •
Tired ,muscles need to be
soothed after a long, rough day.
And, a relaxing sauna followed
by a refreshing massage does
the trick. If you like to look
good, feel younger, treat yourself to an environment of
healthy relaxation at THE
MAN'S WORLD.

For Appointment Call
753-0511

Permastyle Permanent Wave
Sculpture Cuts
Avante Cuts
Male - Shags
New Ruffle Look
Hair Coloring
Hair Straightening
Custom Hairpieces
Fitting
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Come Into
THE MAN'S WORLD
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Office H

Featuring Sauna Bath
and Massage

900 Coldwater Road

9:00

Murray, Kentucky
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Catholics take
positive tack
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

53-7921

NEW YORK — Where do
Koman Catholics stand on-the
major social issues of the
day'? What do Catholics believe in and stand for?
Out of an awareness of the
fact that Catholics and nonCatholics need to be informed
on social problems and become involved in their solution, the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops has set
aside a week each year for a
program instituting a positive
approach to the issues of the
day.
Respect Life Week this year
began with Sunday services
setting the Lone. Monday was
devoted to programs concerned with the unborn, including abortion. Tuesday
Catholics prayed over, and
talked about the aged; Wednesday, the poor; Thursday,
the young; Friday, peace, and
Saturday, the family.
Is issuing the .011,fgr Respect Life Week, -which was
originated by the Conference
of Bishops, John Cardinal
Krol, archbishop of Philadelphia and president of the conference, said the period was
designated to focus on the
sanctity of human life and to
consider some of the contemporary threats to human
dignity,"
"The effectiveness of the
program depends largely on
the cooperation of parish
priests, pastoral councils and
national and local Catholic organizations," he said. Moreover, he added,"we hope that
our schools and other educational agencies will continue
the
educational
effort
throughout the academic
year."
The program, which Krol
characterized as an initial response to Pope Paul's recent
"Call to Action," encourages
the institution of positive
steps toward building a society that will increase the opportunities for each person to

"LESS TAXES"

Pd P01 Ad,

live a full and satisfying life.
In the area of abortion, for
example, the bishops stig4.ested local parilhes establish pregnancy counseling
services and courses in sex
education, preparation for
marriage and prenatal care.
Krol asked them to find ways
to provide rubella vaccinations for all women and medical services,including dietary
asststance7te,pregnant *SW
en.
For the aged, the bishops
recommended provision by
parishes of one good hot meal
a day for their elderly communicants; involving the
able-bodied elderly in preparing and serving food; helping
the infirm with their shopping; recruiting retired people as volunteers, and maintaining telephone contact with
the housebound
Suggested parish programs
for the poor included educating ,church members in the
facts of poverty and then estabiishing proiesispefewigoing•
involvement with the poor.
Greater participation of
young people in the life of the
church might be achieved, the
bishops
recommended,
through encouraging a youth
group to hold a dinner, with
the proceeds to go to a local
poverty project.
Young communicants
might want to form a group of
their own to conduct study
and discussion of the Respect
Life Week topics.
As for the adults, the
bishops asked them to consider seeking new, improved
drug treatment facilities, encouraging school officials to
start drug education programs and maintaining a
community telephone "hotline" to advise young people
about their problems.
The formation of discussion
groups to study and talk about
war and peace was recommended for Peace Day. The
bishops proposed that parishes seek ways to help
church commissions on justice and peace meet their
goals and join or form local
groups to promote peace.
Catholics were also asked to
think about ways to devise
programs reaching out to
schools and to support proposed legislation offering citizens the option of allocating
portions of their taxes to
peace and developmentoriented programs.
The walleye fish is a member
of the perch family.
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GOP turns guns
on Senate races
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

mental Protection Agency,
who wants to run against incumbent Birch Bayh in IndiWASHINGTON — Presiana.
dent Nixon's confident camWhite House counselor
paign staff is reported broadRobert Finch also will leave
ening his campaign schedule
to run for something in Caliin an attempt to build White
fornia two years hence. Sen.
House assistance for any ReAlan Cranston, D-Calift, is up
publican who might have a
for reelection there.
chance to win a Senate seat.
Other 1974 Senate seats are
Mr. Nixon has been hopeful
getting the Nixon eye. One is
of gaining additional seats in
held by Democrat Adlai
the House and Senate because
Stevenson III in Illinois and
of an anticipated heavy win
another by J. William Fillover George McGovern in Nobright in Arkansas. Another,
vember. Late polls, which
which few talk about now, is
show him continuing to hold a
in South Dakota, where
wide lead, have caused the
McGovern faces renominachange in campaign plans to
tion in two years.
bring the President into states
There is a move afoot in
where Republicans could
Washington to change the
nuke Senate headway.
name of the city's athletic staA gain of eight Senate seats
dium, now currently packed
is the GOP goal to win control.
to the rafters on home weekAlabama, South Dakota,
end dates of the pro football
Montana and West Virginia
Redskins.
may be added to the Nixon
agenda.
During the Johnson adminOptimism about the results
istration, the federally built
on Nov. 7 is high among GOP
game palace was named after
ders here, particularly on
the late Sen. Robert Kennedy.
the potential Senate gains.
This bothered some in WashSome are even looking beyond
ington but no great stir rethis election to 1974 when sevsulted at the time.
eral big name Republicans
Name changers now believe
are expected to quit the adthey have a chance to lad the
ministration to try Senate
name of C.A. "Dutch' ergraces.
man, chairman of the District
High on4he 1974 list areDeof Columbia Armory Board
fense Secretary Melvin Laird,
and a football legend in
,to.res1n next veaiWashington. He died this
and plan a run fat tie enare' latigher. Civic groups are rein his home state of Wisconsin
portedly making plans to proagairtst incumbent Gaylord
pose to Congress next year
Nelson, and William Racketsthat it be the Kennedy-Berghaus, head of the Environman stadium.
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61 A tale
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'
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.
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DOWN
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•
1 Part .of circle 63
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.-x
3 t urge bird,
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Your money back if you don't like it.

Shedd's Peanut'Butter
„,
We're so sure we make a
better peanut butter we're
putting our money where
our mouth is. If you don't
agree Shedd's is the best,
send us the label and your
name and address. We'll return the full purchase price.
Bet you don't.

r ,...

Save 7C°11C(She
---dds
Peanut Butter
take this coupon to your favorite store

Store Manager . You are authorized to act as our agent for
redemption
of thiecoupon. We will pay you 74 plus 3# handling,
provided you and
the consumer have-c,,msslied with thtlerms of this offer
Offer
Terms:
This coupon good only when redeemed by you
(trim the consumer at
time of purcqarang one 12 os.au cif
Peanut Butter Any sales
SheliO
tax must he paid by consumer. invoices-showing your
purchase of
sufficie,nt stock to carer all coupons redeemed must
be shown on
reuusii. Void if taxed, restricted Or prohibited ts.
law,or if presented
by outside agency, broker or institutional uftrrt"$ah
refuel/20d. Mail
coupons to Shedd•Bartush Foods,Inc ., 14401 Dexter
Blvd., Detroit,
- kMirhigan 48238. Offer limited to one coupon
per item

t.

Burma Now Seeking
Tourist Dollar
By PETER O'LOUGHLIN
PAGAN, Burma (AP)
— A new hotel under construction on the dusty banks
of the Irrawaddy River is a sign
that Burma, after years of self
imposed isolation, is actively
courting the tourist dollar.
The 48-room air conditioned
hotel, to be called the Pagan
Hotel, is being built in modern
bungalow -style.
It will replace a guest house
run by Union of Burma Airways
(UBA).
Pagan has become a must
stop for tourists visiting Burma. It has a complex of some
300 temples spread over 25
miles on the dry plains beside
the Irrawaddy. Some of the best
pagodas, built in the llth century, 'Still are intact. Others
were destroyed by invading
Mongols in 1287.
An increasing number of
tourists are finding their way to
Pagan, some on package tours
organized in Bangkok, some flying individually on UBA. and
others coming down from Mandalay on the old river steamers.
- Until comparatively recently, visitors to Burma were
limited to a 24 hour transit visa.
General Ne Win, chairman of
the Revolutionary Council
which has ruled the country
since a military coup d'etat in
1962. cut off what contact he
could with the outside world. In
the past two years, however,-.h
has loosened up
Tourist visas now are obtainable for seven days. Visitors
can travel to most of the main
towns freely.
UBA, a nationally owned airline that uses Fokker Friendships as its main workhorses,
covers the country like a bus
company, carrying freight and
passengers.
The new Pagan Hotel is being
built to earn badly needed foreign exchange. With less than
$60 million in foreign exchange
reserves. Burma is finding it
difficult to finance even essential imports such as medicines.
Tourism is one way they can
build it up.
Burma is a spectacularly
beautiful country with rugged
mountains, cool hill stations
and wide rivers like the
Irrawaddy and the Chindwin
running from the Indian and
Chinese borders down to the
Gulf of Martaban..It also has
beautiful unspoiled beaches on
the Bay of Bengal.
According to official figures,
6,853 tourists visited Burma in
1969-70. and 9,892 came in 197071. Figures for 1971-72 are expected to reach 12,000 and tourist earnings about $1 million.
These are paltry figures compared to countries such as
neighboring Thailand, which
had more than 450.000 visitors
and earned over $100 million
from them last yrr But the
Burmese have made a start.
Accommodation in Burma is
primitive by European standards, consisting mainly of government-run guest houses
which have all the charm of an
army barracks.
In Rangoon the two major
hotels are the Inya Lake, built a
decade ago by the Russians in
return for a shipment of rice,
and the old Strand Hotel, once
regarded as one of the great
hotels of Asia.
Prices are high and all hotel
bills must be paid in foreign
currency.
But more and more tourists
think it worth the trip, and
among them are a considerable
number of long haired young
hippies who have included Burma on their itineraries on the
way from Nepal and India to
Bangkok and Laos.

Rabbi leader
citra neglect
NEW YORK (P11—TinAmerican Jewish community
has been nelgeeting its own
religious and cultural needs.
according to Rabbi Irving
Lehrman of Miami Beach,
Fla., President of the
Synagogue Council of America.
We have performed nobly in
the areas of rescue and
redemption, particularly in our
support for the State of Israel.
which stitnds at the spiritual
center
of
Pwish
life
everywhere, and in our concern
for the rights of soviet jews;*
Rabbi lehrman,said,
"We have been dangerously
negligent,
however,
in
'developing those indigenous
Jewish
resources
which
American Jewry requires for its
autonomous existence. We
have allowed an erosion of
Jewish life in the Diaspora,
which must be stopped if there
are to be future generations of
inforrneit.--loyei Aworksa Jews
on whom Israel and our
brethren thronghout the world
will be able to depend.••
Sao Paulo is Brazil's
automobile producing renter.
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OLD WAYS— A bullock cart moves slowly past a 1.000-year-old
Buddhist temple in Pagan. Burma. top picture, girls carry
water cans on theirheadA.'center-, a young Boeinese girl fills
water cask from river to take back to her village, bottom
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MSU Students Visit Jackson Audio Class
A touring company of theatre sophomore, properties and
arts students from Murray makeup.
State University will present a
Two station wagons will be
one-act play to 15 high school used to transport the set,
audiences in three states- costums, properties, cast and
Illinois, Kentucky and Ten- crew between stops for the
nessee-Oct. 24-27 an Oct. 30- show, which will play apNov. 1.
proximately 30 minutes.
"A Marriage Proposal" by
An early 19th century Russian
Anton Tchekoff, produced and comedy, the play shows the
directed by Charlie Hall, lighter side of country life.
Frankfort senior, will play to an Tchekoff's
characterizations
audience of about 8,000 during are designed to get the audience
the eight-day itinerary before to cast off its restraints and
returning to the campus for die laugh at the stupidity and
final performance Nov. I.
naivete, as well as the
Robert E. Johnson, chairman goodheartedness, of the people
of theatre arts at Murray State, of this period.
said a troupe of six students will
include a three-member cast,
Johnson said the-purpose of
director, stage manager and the touring company, which he
one student in charge of plans to make an annual events,
properties and makeup.
is
"to provide some enBegun by the University tertainment in area high
Theatre last fall, the touring schools and to give students in
company "has just about the schools some idea of the
doubled its number of per- theatre arts activities at
formances and its total Murray State."
audience since last year,"
The itinerary for the troupe
according to Johnson, who, is:
along with James I . Schempp,
Oct. 24--Grayville (Ill.) High
assistant professor of theatre School,9 a.m.; and Carmi(Ill.)
arts, will accompany the group. High School, 1 p.m.
"In fact we had so many
Oct. 25--Ullin (Ill.) High
requests for performances we School, 8:30 a.m.; Cairo (
could not fill some of them High School, 11:15 a.m.; and
because of scheduling con- Mounds ( Ill.) High School, 2:30
flicts," Johnson added.
P.m.
Besides
Hall,
student
Oct. 26-Heath High School, 10
members of the troupe are: a.m.; and Lone Oak High
Rhonda
Rawlings, School, 1 p.m. Oct. 27-Union
Elizabethtown
sophomore, County High-School, 10:40 a.m.;
Grey
Hurt,
Paducah and Crittenden County High
sophomore, and Roger Hum- School, 1:45 p.m.
phrey, -Riunsey junior,, cast ,Oct. 30-Golconda (II)'High
members; Jerry
Abbitt,
10 a.m.; and Vienna
Murray senior, state manager;
)High School, 2--er.rth Oct.
and Marcella Maddox,- -Sturgis 31-South Fultori(.,Tenn.) High

School, 9 a.m.; and Paducah
Tilghman High School, 1:05
p.m. Nov. 1-Dover (Tenn.)
High School, 10:50 a.m.; Trigg
County High School, 2:15 p.m.;
and University Theatre at
Murray State, C p.m.
Johnson said admission for
the troupe's final performance
of the tour in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on the campus
is 50 cents or by season ticket.
Anti-hijack mostMANILA I PI 1—Airport
authorities have directed its
police
force
to
bar
unauthorized persons from
certain restricted areas of the
Manila International Airport
in line with Civil Aeronautics
Administration (CAA) security
measures against aircraft
hijacking.
CAA director Jesus Z.
Singson said the directive
applies even to officials and
CAA personnel who have no
business in the restricted areas.

Japan
surrender
Sept. 2,
battleship

signed terms of
in NI'orid War II on
1945 aboard the
Missouri.
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anxious
election
Editor's Note: This is one in a
vontinuing series of articles
taking a look at how other
nations view the U.S. Presidential elections.
By ALAN TRENGROVE
Copley News Service
MELBOURNE — Although
Australians traditionally support the underdog in most contests, there is little doubt that a
victory by Sen. George
McGovern in the upcoming
U.S. presidential election
would cause considerable concern here.
So far, there has been hardly
any public speculation on the
probable effect on Australia of
a change in the White House.
This may be because a Nixon
victory is taken for granted.
But the Australian government is known to be very anxious about the result. One obvious reason is that the Australian elections are scheduled to
be held shortly after the U.S.
presidential elections.
The government is basically
conservative in character, and
after more than 20 years in office is facing its most serious
challenge yet from a Labor
Part) led by Gough Whitlarn, a
personable man who can be
compared to is(cGovern in his
penchant for radical ideas and
his appeal to the4oung. '
As Peter HowSon, the Aus.
---tralian minister for the_ environment. put it, "A Nixon vietor would be a 4ote for stability in America, and it would
help a move towards stability
at home."
Howson's opinion is significant, since he is a confident of
Prime Minister 1A'illiam McMahon and attended the Democratic Party's convention on
his way back to Australia from
the world environment conference in Copenhagen.
The government is disturbed
at McGovern's apparent isolationism.
Peter Costigan, the Melbourne Herald's correspondent
in Washington. recently
cabled: -The word being relayed back to Canberra from
Australia's embassy in Washis the same as that being
pumped out from the embassies of Greece and Frince.
— Nixon
Bhtswana and
is less likely to ignore us thdh
McGovern "
On the other hand, Averell
Harriman, the Democrats'
elder statesman, was reported
to have told Howson and his
colleagues not to be alarmed at
statements suggesting
McGovern would be an isolationist.
Such—statements, he said,
were "merely part of the political campaign."
Howson's own view was that
McGovern faced a dilemma.
"Perhaps," he said, "he has
paid too high a price for his
nomination. If he cannot
achieve a more moderate
image, then this will be the first
real ideological election in the

Uruted States this century."
Prime Minister McMahon's
foreign affairs advisers admit
to some ignorance of the Democratic candidate's intentions,
claiming that he has yet to spell
out a cohesive foreign policy
statement.
They are worried at hints
that he might pull America out
of Southeast Asia fairly quickly. for this would justify some
of the government's critics who
contend that A tstralia should
?quip itself with nuclear weapons and adopt a "fortress"
Australia policy.
The government is still con\vied in the validity of the
domino theory. It would be disturbed to see the Americans
vacate such countries as Thailand, Taiwan and South Korea.
Even more worrying is
McGovern's lack of enthusiasm
for foreign treaties. Successive
prime ministers have pointed
to the SEATO and ANZUS
treaties as Australia's insurance policies.
It is felt that ANZUS particularly provides Australia with a
nuclear umbrella and would be
Ithis country's only safeguard on
the event of World War III.
McGovern's charm and
imagination have been apparent to Australians. however.
Newspapers have -paid tribute
to his cleverness in being the
first inart -to beat the Democratic Party's political bosses,
Though he came in for general
criticism in his lack of- Cä1.t in
selecting Sen. Thomas Eagleton as a running mate.
Psychiatric treatment is less
common here than in America.
The fact that anyone who had
received electric shock therapy
could be seriously considered
as a vice-presidential candidate caused wide dismay.
The most cynical reaction
came from Dr. Frank Knopfelmacher,a lecturer in psychology and a leading political philosopher.
He said the Eagleton episode
was irrelevant because in
America "nobody is ever too
sure who needs to go to a psychiatrist anyway."
Dr. Knopfelmacher also said
it didn't matter which candidere, wort the election, as far as
Australia.was concerned, since
presidential candidates never
disk what. they said they would
.
do.
-If Nixon wins, he will withdraw from Southeast Asia
more elegantly and deviously
than McGovern. That's the only
difference,- said Dr. Knopfelmacher.
For golfers
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
IL PI I — There are 3:3
different golf courses within an
hour's drive of Miami Beach.
Fifteen•are public, 10 are semiprivate, and the other III are
private.
Miami Beach itself operates
two 18-hole public courses and
one nine-hole, par-three course.
Louisiana is the only state
with a nickel phone call.

New Center To
Treat Eastern
Delinquents
CRITTENDEN, Ky.—The
state Department of Child
Welfare has opened a new
reception center here to enable
it to more effectively diagnose
and evaluate delinquent youth.
Court-designed delinquents
from the eastern half of
Kentucky will spend four to five
weeks at the Northern Kentucky Reception Center where
any mental, physical, emotional
or psychological problems they
may have will be "diagnosed."
They will then be placed in one
of the department's treatment
camps most suited for them.
Besides spending time in
group sessions (the major
method of treatment at Kentucky's treatment facilities)
and taking evaluative tests,
children at the center will
participate in daily work,
recreation and classes with an
emphasis on remedial learning
when needed.
The $1.1 million center is the
second such facility in the state
and was built to relieve overcrowding at Child Welfare's
other center in Louisville.
"That center (the Louisville
facility) has been overcrowded
since the day it opened in 1955,"
said Jack Lewis, Child
Welfare's
director
of
Residential Services. "The
Louisville center has a rated
capacity of 65, but the average
daily powlation has stood at 110
for years,"
Lewis said the Crittenden
diagnostic center will "really
help" the Louisville facility and
allow the department to offer
youths better diagnosis and
treatment.
Although the Northern
Kentucky Reception Center
officially opened Oct. 1, it will
not be fully operational until
January, 1973 when it will be
capable of handling 50 children.
Until then, the department is
controlling the flow of children
into the center to allow the new
staff time to adjust and become
completely trained in their new
job.
The building -itself is a
modern
one-story
brick
structure. If you were trying to
find the facility and were expecting to see a "pee-wee
prison" you would probably
miss it altogether. The
building's design reflects Child
Welfare's philosophy that a
punitive attitude toward
delinquents serves no purpose
at all.
Lewis summed up by
saying,"Our sole purpose is to
rehabilitate the child and return
him to society as a responsible
person."
That's all
STANTON. Mo.
Someone asked Lester II. Dill.
operator of Meramer Caversn
on U.S. Oh here, what it takes
to run a successful cave. "Just a
hole in the ground filled with
tourirts.- Dill replied.
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The Princeton Busint
Professional Woman's C
sponsor a Home Tour
day, October 29, 1972, ft.(
to 4:30 p.m. The public'
to attend. Donation will
each and the proceeds
toward club projects.
Four homes in the
area will be open for th
Tour and will include
of Harold and Helen
303 East Main St.; Mr.
Charles Coleman, C
Hills; Mr. and Mrs. W
Wilson, Country Club
and Mrs. Billie W
Dowell Drive. For tho
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from B & PW Club m
at First Bank &
Washington St.
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the tour.
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SOMETHING IS FOLLOWING— Motorboat scouts Minnesota river ahleacl of barge carrying church near Shakopee, Minn. The Methodist structure

is enroute a county historical site there. Fifty ton church building made watery journey of about
seven miles from Bloomington, Minn., in three hours.
Church is 106 years old. Tug pushes barge.
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system handles ANY type of music . . . from
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Princeton Club
To Hold Tour

Machine Can Predict Heart Attacks

The Princeton Business and
Professional Woman's Club will
sponsor a Home Tour on Sunday, October 29, 1972, from 1:30
to 4:30 p.m. The public is invited
to attend. Donation will be $1.50
each and the proceeds will go
toward club projects.
Four homes in the Princeton
area will be open for the Home
Tour and will include the homes
of Harold and Helen Holowell,
303 East Main St.; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Coleman, Country Club
Hills; Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Wilson, Country Club Hills; Mr.
and Mrs. Billie W. Lewis,
Dowell Drive. For those making
the -tour refreshments will be
served anytime during tour
hours at the home of Mayor and
Mrs. Larry °sting, 503 S. Jefferson St.
Tickets may be purchased
from B & PW Club members or
at First Bank & Trust Co.,
Washington St.
Sunday, October 25, tickets
and a tour map designating the
location of each home on the
tour will be available at the
First Bank or at any home on
the tour.

Anti-SST professor
,award study grant
.Dr. Harold Johnson, a leading American chemist who
has said that supersonic
transports could introduce lethal radiation into the atmosphere, has been awarded a
$280,000 grant to prove ft. •
Dr. Johnson, chemistry
--peffessor at the University of
California at Berkeley, believes supersonic transport
exhaust could break up the
earth's ozone shield which absorbs dangerous ultraviolet
rays.
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By JON BRODER
JERUSALEM (API —
How well do you know your
heart? Does it skip a beat?
Is it pumping strongly while

you sleep? Will you have a
heart attack?
Israeli scientists report they
have developed a recording device that can give the answers.

The Menu Offers
Tin and Selenium
By BILL STOCKTON
AP Science Writer ••
LONG BEACH, Calif.
(AP) — Proving that traces
of the chemical element
selenium are critical to life
took Klaus Schwarz seven
years.
He spent another 15 years
proving that tiny bits of chromium. tin, vanadium and fluorine also play vital roles in mediating the body's chemical
processes. that depriving mammals of them caused loss of
health and vigor and even
death.
Today, Schwarz, a scientist
at the U.S. Veterans Administration Hospital here, is regarded as the pioneer of trace
element research He's one of
the world's leading authorities
on which chemical elements —
often in amounts that comprise
less than a millionth of the total
diet — are essential to life
Trace element study has become one of the most important
fields in nutrition research and
Schwarz' modest laboratory
concentrates on understanding
them. The research has proved
to be of more than just scientific curiosity. • •
Selenium deficiency now has
been linked to several, diseases
in mammals. including tpuscular dystrophy and a liver disease which occur in man Selenium-containing compounds
may become effective medi-

cines.
The need for chromium has
been linked to the body's regulation of blood sugar, Lack of
the metal could be related to
some form of diabetes, Schwarz
said.
Vanadium may bt related to
how the body uses fats, although it remains unproven
The intriguing idea, Schwarz
said during a tour of his laboratory, is that man is afflicted
with dozens of diseases caused
by mysterious upsets in the
body's chemistry The possibility exists that deficiencies of
trace elements now known and
others not yet discovered might
be responsible for some diseases.
quite possible that
many of these trace elements
eventually could be found to be
as important medically as we
now know iron and iodine to
be." Schwarz said
Many persons today are
treated for iron deficiency anemia with iron, and iodine is
used to treat diseases of the
thyroid.
But the past two decades of
painstaking research by the 58year-old .German immigrant AS
Only the beginning. He points to
a chart on the wall of his
crowded office
It lists 17' more etements once
thought to be either poisonous
or of no consequence to man's
diet that now are under suspicion
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from it are attached to the
times a day, and a three-minute
chest to record the heartbeat
sample does not tell enough,
After 24 hours. the tape is run
adds Stern, who heads Nadasinto an oscilloscope on which a
sah's heart study project
trained physician can study the
The new device, worn by the
heartbeats. The tape
patient, gives a 24-hour record recorded
relayed onto an elecfinally
is
how
shows
of heart activity. It
trocardiocharter which records
the heart behaves under everythe pulse on a graph for more
rework,
of
conditions
day
electrocardiograph
The usual
detailed study
tension,
and
sleep
laxation,
cannot give a sufficient samThe results of the study are
pling of the heart's action, says Stern claims.
"It lets us study the dynamic sometimes startling, says
Shlomo Stern, an associate proactions of Stern. In some cases, Stern and
fessor of medicine at the He- and physiological
he carries out his associates discovered
as
patient
each
School
Medical
University
brew
activities." he says. patients who unknowingly sufwhere Hadassah Hospital scien- his normal
The device is similar to
fered from severe heart disturtists have developed the device!
Wires leading bances that required immediA heart beats about 115.000 tape-recorder.
ate treatment
At the same time, people
complaining of periodic weakness and other symptoms
turned out to have normal
hearts
-An important discovery is
that the heart does not always
relax during sleep as had been
quiet place for three or four previously supposed," Stern
By PHIL THOMAS
days a week and stay isolated. I adds
AP Newsteatures Writer
Stern claims the new device
only can work seriously when I
NEW YORK lAP) — It am alone "
has traced heart disturbances
"In Israel I have a place during sleep that last as long as
took author Meyer Levin a
while, but he finally got about half an hour from my four hours — too long a period
It is very small, butt like to be attributed to dreams
around to writing the book he home.
because it is isolated and which are of short duration
first planned nearly 40 years it
quiet In New York, it is the only .
ago
Other sleeping patients miss
same I have a barn out in the
is
work,
The novel, his latest
heartbeats, says Stern, and if
country and I go there to write
called "The Settlers," and
"I do everything for myself, such symptoms are not diagdeals with the flight of Jews including cooking. I can take nosed, "they could'lead to sefrom European oppression to care of myself "
vere complications."
Palestine in the early years of
this century.
The 66-year-old Levin. bestknown, perhaps. WI- his novels
"The Old Bunch- and -Com- 0—
mpr''
pulsion.- says. "I first planned
the book in 1934, and I even
gave a few pages of outline to a
publisher
"But I was delayed. I didn't
have the money to work at it for
a long time in security as 1
needed. Also I felt this book
should be done by someone who'
had lived it more, so I guess I
was waiting for a Hebrew
writer to do it
-It wasn't done. and I finally
got to an age where I realized
that if I don't do it now I never
will. The material inside me
was pressing for expression
"It's the same with any art.
You get an idea or you discover
a body of material and after a
HEART BEAT — Israeli scientists say they have developed a
while it begins to work its way
recording device that measures the beating of the heart around
out of you into the form of a
the clock. Here a nurse observes a machine which displays data
book, or a play. or a film
a tape which has recorded a patient s heartbeat for 24
from
That's why I write "
hours running..
Levin. a relaxed. talkative
man. says the actual writing of
• "The Settlers," finished late"
last year, took him over four
yeah.
"Just in tinie," he says with
a laugh. "The money I was
getting from 'Compulsion' was
running out, and I just made it
through to this book I got a
pretty_ good advance for 'The

It measures heartbeat around
the clock It can predict an
approaching heart attack, and
its portable.
Most doctors study heartbeats with a short, two-or-three
minute electrocardiograph with
the patient often lying on a bed

Old Idea Results
In a New Novel

203 North Main Street
--Paris, Tennessee
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By GREGG HERRINGTON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— Uncle
Sam's 2.7 million employes
tread a fine line during the
campaign season.
For the most part, says the
man who's in charge of catching them when they slip, they
stay well within the rules, perhaps sporting a campaign button or occasionally speaking
out for a candidate.
But a few take the plunge
into the partisan activity forbidden by law—soliciting funds
for a candidate, stuffing envelopes for him, engaging in the
whole range of campaign activity.
Some are flouting the law
openly in hopes of proving it an
unconstitutional infringement
upon the employes' right.
"The real aggravating cases
are those who say they're violating the act and want to challenge it," said George Koutras,
an assistant genesal counsel of
the U.S. Civil Service Commission.
In an interview, Koutras described the workers' response
this year to the restrictions of
the Hatch Act, a 1939 law designed to inoculate federal employes against the fever of partisan politics.
"Many federal employes just
don't know that they're not supposed to campaign for candidates, while others know it and
do it anyway," Koutras said.
He cited a legal challenge
Tiled by two federal employes
in California who reportedly
worked openly for Sen. George
McGovern's primary campaign.
The Supreme Court upheld
the act in 1947 but is expected
to take another look following a
2-1 decision by a U.S. District
Court last July that it is unconstitutional.
In addition to federal workers, the act also applies to
thousands of state and local
government employes who
work for agencies receiving

federal funds.
Few federal workers violate
the Hatch Act, Koutras said.
From Jan. 1 to Sept. 15 of this
year, he added, 126 allegations
of Hatch Act violations were received by the Civil Service
Commission.
The Hatch Act allows workers to wear campaign buttons
and speak for or against a candidate or partisan issue, unless
their respective agencies forbid
it. Employes are allowed also
to get involved in nonpartisan
contests and even seek office in
nonpartisan races. But they
can't legally stuff envelopes,
solicit money or votes or otherwise participate in a partisan
campaign.
The Civil Service Commission
can impose penalties ranging
from a 30-day suspension without pay to dismissal from office.
Presidential appointees are
exempt from the act, as are
most state and local elected officials. But several states have
their own laws barring employes from partisan political activity.
Parochial aid ruling
FRANKFORT,-. Ky.
iU PI I—Funds earmarked for
the School Lunch Program by
the 1972 Kentucky General
Assembly should be shared by
parochial schools, says the state
attorney general's office.
-It seems .. . that if the
counties may provide free
transportation to parochial
schools, the state may provide a
contribution ta the School
Lunch Program of parochial
schools, the opinion read. "We
think that an appropriation out
of the general revenue of the
state would be of the same
genre as an appropriation out
of the general revenue of the
county, said Assistant Attorney General Carl Miller.
SALT TALK
Lake Tahoe water has 070
parts per thousand of salt concentration.

* CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET
imam

Go anywhere, any place,

Government Employees
Must Abide By Rules
During Campaign Year

Although he published his
first novel. "Reporter.- when
he was 21, Levin says he was
not able to completely support
himself by writing books until
he was 50.
"I always had another job —
journalism, lecturing:- he says
"But 'Compulsion' made me
enough money so that I could
Just do writing.'•
Levin used some of the money to build a home in Israel.
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MEYER LEVIN
near Tel Aviv, for himself and
his wife. novelist Tereska Torres. They have three children
He and his family divide their
time between that home and
one in New York City. Levin
has a writing retreat in both
places
"I have a system when I'm
working on a book that I've
stuck to since the '30s. he
says. "I try to get away to some

Thieves steal organ
from Mini church
Churches have been among
the major sufferers frorn a
wave of thefts in the Miami
area in the past year, and now
somebody has walked off with
the Mount Olive Lutheran
Church organ and the music.
"This is really ridiculous,"
said Mrs. Sophia Ball, the organist. "There was a full
moon, maybe that's what
made them do it."
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GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
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Mr. and Mrs. G
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France and Holla

Dam."
In saluting Murray State University on its Golden Anniversary,
13. Libraries
Dr. A. E. Morgan, chairman of the TVA, addressed a huge crowd
the dirgctors of the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
14. Clubs and Organizations
Corporation are-mindful dr the tremendous contributions made by_ _of regional enthusiasts
15. Industrial Growth
in a meeting in the University Auditorium to
the University in its 50 years of growth and progress. Close parallels
16. Banking, Financing
promote the interests of the dam. The City of Muttay was the first
of the two institutions give evidence of their mutuality of interests
17. Care for Aged
city in Kentucky to contract for TVA power, and University ofand development.
ficials assisted in planning and pushing the TVA power-enabling act
18. Youth Programs
The area served by the Cooperative is also part of the area served
in the Kentucky Legislature.
Murray State's all-Mini how number.-lose to 20.000, approximately
by Murray State. Numerous boat docks, hotels, tourist courts,
the same as the 21,000 members of our Cooperative. The Weir— The managee-of the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
•-4notels
and resorts are in the service area. With the small farms of
State.
•
Corporation,
Murray
organized
Cooperative
alumnus
of
was
John
Edd Walker, is an
in 1938. and
Kentucky Rural Electric
dairy, tobacco and small grains and the recreational developments,
This "togetherness," of MSU and the Cooperative has paid
that year. 1938, marks the date for authorizing the constructLm of
generous dividends in the continuing growth of both instals:Ai. Tite.„ the Cooperative has an average of 9.5 member4 per mile. There are
Kentucky Dam on the Tennessee River.
first electric lines of the Cooperative were built in 1939. Today, it -26-distributive cooperative.sin tile Stare.ikKentucky, and .the West
Wholesale power for the Cooperative is purchased from the TVA,
Kentucky Cooperative is one of the most densely populited "lhe
serves 21,000 members in Graves, Callow4:. Marshall. Carlisle, and
which today supplies 152 cooperatives and municipalities with
state.
Hickman Counties with 21,500 miles of line. Today, Murray State is a
electirc energy.
great regional university with more than 7,000 students—the second
What about the future? The directors of the West Kentucky Rural
largest
enrollment in its 50-year history.
Electric Cooperative Corporation are confident that MURRAY
and
the
Instrumental in the early development of Kentucky Dam
STATE UNIVERSITY, "in the Heart of Jackson's Purchase," will
How have they—MSU and the Cooperative—served the region in
region was the Lower Tennessee Valley Association, an organization
continue to thrive and prosper in the coming years.
the 44-50 years of histories? Here are a few of the areas they serve:
closely connected with Murray State. Warren S. Swan. Murray State
regent. and Dr. James H. Richmond, Murray president, served as
It was 154 years ago--on October 19, 1818, that Andrew Jackson
I. Schools. Colleges
chairman of the board of the LTVA. T. 0. Turner, also a Murray
and Isaac Shelby signed the Jackson Purchase Treaty with the
2. Agriculture
regent, served as president of the LTVA as did Luther Draffen of
Chickasaw Indians. It was a good treaty for the Chickasaws and for
3. Education
Calvert City, whose son attended Murray State. J. F. Wilson of
West Kentuckians. This beautiful valley bordered by the "mighty
4. Recreation, Sports
Mayfield was a director of the LTVA and a regent of Murray State.
Mississippi," the "beautiful Ohio," and the blue "Tennessee" is
Improvement
Ecological
5.
L. J. Hortin, director of journalism at Murray, served 13 years as
truly a magnificent Homeland of America. May the sun always
6. Highways
executive secretary of the LTVA.
"shine bright" on Murray' State University.
7. Waterways
In early days of the "dam idea," Murray State was the meeting
8. Home Building
point for gatherings held for promoting the construction of the dam
9. Soil Improvement
Happy Golden Anniversary!
and for securing TVA power for the area. Year after yeap(Officials
10. Use of Electricity
of MurraY State joined with other leaders of the region in making
Board of Directors
11. Church Programs
"Big
12...Employment
trips to Knoxville and to Washington in the interests of the
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation

Murray State's Golden Anniversary Homecoming Schedule
* FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20th *
12 Noon - Third Annual MSU Alumni Golf
Tournament for graduates and former
students at the Murray-Calloway Country
Cluh.
5:30 p.m. - Drama Reunion Dinner, Student
Union Building Ballroom. Actor Hal Riddle.
master of ceremonies.

11:00 am. - Alumni Smorgasbord Luncheon,
Student Union Building Ballrhom. Tickets:
$2.75 per person.
12:45 p.m Faculty Hall Dedication.
1:30 p.m. - Pre-Game Ceremonies and Crowning
of Homecoming Queen. Cutchin Stadium.

8:00 p.m. - "A Flea in Her Ear,"
.presented by

2:00 p.m.
50th Anniversary Homecoming
Football Game. Murray State vs. East
Tennessee. Cutchin Stadium. Tickets: $3.50,
$2.50 and $1.50.

Drama Department,
Admission: $2.00.

University Theatre,

* SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21st *
8:30 a.m. - Murray. State News Open House,
Wilson Hall.
8:10 a.m. - Hanging of "Oakhurst" print in
University Library in honor of Dr. C. S.
Lowry.
9:00 a.m. - Announcement of George Hart and
Bill Douglas Scholarships. 3rd -Floor of
Administration Building.
9:30 a.m. - Homecoming Parade .

.4011,

8:00 p.m. - "A Flea in Her Ear." University
Theatre. 8 p.m. Admission: $2.00.
9:00 p.m. - Homecoming Dance, Ballroom,
Student Union Building.

HAL RIDDLE

In Concert Saturday Night
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4:30 p.m. - Open House at Oakhurst for Alumni

_
7:00 p.m. - Dionne Warwicke Concert,
Fieldhouse. Tickets: $5.00, $4.50, and $4.00.
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11:00 a.m. - Cross Country Track: Murray State
vs. Western Kentucky, Murray-Calloway
Country Club.

7:00 p.m. - Agriculture Alumni Club Dinner, at
The Hut.
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Good Luck, Racers! Beat East Tennessee!
Sponsored As A Public Service by The .

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Mayfield, Kentucky

John Edd Walker, Manager
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